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BY

an interloper. That which the enterprise of
the English has failed to effect, an American now offers for their acceptance. Col.
Norton, the American Banker, has an Eng-

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
A% No, 80 Washington St. Dover, N. H.

lish. partner, so that English

travelers

for the place whereon thou

growgdY..

will

We

i

fp

have already said enough,

ern mountains and all across the line of
Portugal. There would be an insurrection
every week; no province would be quiet,
commerce would languish and a reform of the
finances become impossible. No govern-ment, and least of all an experimental administration such as a Republic must be at
first, could be firmly established while they

wife, sir, tofk to drinking: she sold my
little bits of furniture ‘one .after another;
then all my clothes, with the exception of
what 1 had on: and, finally, she stole my
tools—and here I am.
But, fortunately

standest is holy
perhaps

too much: and we close as we began,
“Qught ministers to swear ?”
N.F

for mye, she died last

find
and
Rue
new
the

30th

of July.”

And

themselvés at iome in Messrs. Norton
with a deep sigh, he added—‘‘Ah! sir; she
Co's new offices, ut the corner of the
’ : Chips.
All letterson business, remittances of money, &¢.,
was a bad woman.”
Beyond ‘this poor
The
|
Scribe and the Place de 'Opera.
a
shouldbe addressed to the Agent, and all communica
fellow
are
three
strapping
young men, all
offices are splendid, and fitted up on.
Did you ever wonder that a sour, sleeping heavily.
tions designed for publication should be addressed to
And
then
there is anAmerican and English plan; the read- crabbed fruit tree became entirely changed
the Editor.
*
other
shocking
sight—a
man,
his
wife, and
in
ing room, which is perhaps the largest on by engrafting a little bud or scion therein,
TERMS. For one year, $3,00; or if -paid strictly
their
grown-up
son,
fast
asleep
in
the same
advance,
the continent, is supplied with newspapers $0 as to produce sweet and delicious fruits ? bed. But why continue this dreadful tale
Proyd the other British
Subscribers In Dana,
:
from every part of the globe.
Even so the word of sawing grace, engraft- of misery and unnatural degradation? It is
cents a oar in additionto
moes, will be chi
© postageto the |’ ITALY. - Sicee the execution of Monti and
the price of the paper, to prepay
ed into our deprayed natures, makesus en- the ‘sume sad story all around theroom, and
Togneiti, the liberal press has been loud in tirely new creatures, producing the peace- all around the neighborhood—men, women
i.
Ministers (ordained and licensed,) in
The Garibaldian journals able fruits of righteousness. But did you and children, many of them in a state of
standing
in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are réerimination.
have opened subscription lists in aid of their observe the care of the fruit-grower to keep nudity, ‘sleeping indiscriminately togethfamilies. General Menebrea, President of down the shoots of the old tree that are er.
:
the Council, has protested in parliament so sure to spring up, and if allowed to do
While thinking over this.scene, a perfect
ts and others should be particular to give
‘Ponthe
of
rigor
against the unforgiving
so, to choke the tender engrafted scion? mass of mud and tatters, with a baby in her
ae Post Offices (County
and State) of subscribers for
whom they make remittances, &c. Remember, it is | tifical Court, and
indignation is general Even so must we keep our earthy’ hatures
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
arms, came up and told a piteous tale of
The heir to the throne, in subjection, or the engrafted word becomes
want, but the names of the Post Ofiice at which they throughout Italy.
starvation and distress. How she had once
receive their papers.

LUTHERR. BURLINGAME, Agent,

All obitnaries,

involving

accounts

Prince

of revivals, and other

proper names of the writers.

The Warning Star.
" WEDNESDAY,

route, so as not

155 millions francs,

threaded on

How could it be, dear God,
A failure so complete
As this my life, which here I lay before thy feet?

Nothing from me withheld,
Not one good gift of thine;
And yet what offerings I place upon thy shrine!
A voice thou gavest me,

That I should speak thy praise;

Hands that should work for thee, feet that should
walk thy ways;

- And youth and strength and hope:
‘Work for my hands to do:
Days with thy opportunities filled through

sthrough.

and

:

And no work done for thee!

tL

My days no chaplet fair,
But broken, stained with tears, and threaded on
despair.

:

SUS

~~ ;

And as I offer it,
In deep humility,

My happier fellow-workers everywhere I see,
Through

~

whom

thy glory shines,

given

theu’st

me.

;
And yet, I too would fain—

That

Ah God! thou dost require
should work for thee, and I—I but

men

aspire.
Too many prayers, and still

Too little work ;—I stand
Before thee, God, to-day, my failure in my hand.

But take it—take it, Lord, .
With useless tears though wet;
80, haply, it may win some use, some beauty yet.
— The Radical.

Matters in Europe.—A.
—

Letter.

—

Paris, December, 1868.

Theres but little news of importance to
communicate this week. The Emperor,

Empress and Court are still at Compiegne,

surrounded by the third series of guests
who have partaken of the Imperial Hospitality. Patti; before leaving for St. Petersburg will,

it is said,

concert, the

a

give

profits of which are for a nucleus for the
erection of a monument to Rossini. The
baritone Gragiani who has been unwell for
some

time,

fears returning

to

St.

The church proper1st amounted

of which

to

73 millions

cess, the provincial journals favor the cause

With lives all honoring thee,—

And lives not half so rich as this

Rome,

Peters-

costumes

dur-

ing the carnival, all of which are sure signs
« that we are at that period of the year when

extravagance and want, religious display
and unchecked vice, are exposed to public
= view.

At this

season of the year the disaf-

fected refrain from agitation; so that for
weeks to come we are not likely to have

much

political

excitement,

Neither the

musical nor financial worlds had recovered
from the shock caused by the deaths of
their idols,

Rossini

and

Rothschild,

when

Paris was startled by the sad news received

from Augétville, that the distinguished orator, M. Berryer, had breathed his last.

-By

profession an Avocat, he was respected on
both sides ofthe channel. In 1863, the 50th

anniversary of his having exercised the profession of a barrister, a banquet was given
in his honor by the Bar of France,

and

With all the graces of a Paul he

confesses that he has to labor

a home

unceasingly

of her own ; how

her

husband

with little labor graft. the young tree, and
it soon grows to appear

always been good.
workman

in that

much cutting away
it. Justso,

as though

it had.

But just look at the
old

gnarled

tree.

How

ard, in fact her whole demeanor

it requires to convert

he

wag invited to a similar demonstration by
the Barristers
of England.
Greatly to his

+ own detriment in a pecuniary point of view,
he left the Bar for the Tribune; but by all
parties, friends as well as political opponents, he was respected and beloved.

A

Question.
———

Ought ministers to swear? ‘‘Who ever
Yeard of one that did ?” is the Yankee reply:
indignantly uttered. by every reader of this
question; #nd we almost feel condemned

for making the inquiry.
But if swearing consists in taking the
name of the Lord in vain, then we greatly
fear that those who frequent bar-rooms and
saloons, who walk our streets with unsteady.

steps’ and

pollute the midnight

air with

germons3 too,in which the name of the Deity

is so often repeated as to lose all sacredness
of meaning, and become merely an expletive or vocalized dash ?
We are constantly told tbat the great
want of the age is reverence.
We believe
it ; and when we look for the causes we find,

prominent among them, this flippant and
irreverent use of God's name by those who
are,

or

Qught

known mld

to

be,

“living

of all men.”

examples,

We are far

from saying that this is a fault of all ministers; we only claim that it is a fault,

a cry-

ing fault of many,
We have often noticed
that those fall into this error most easily
who, in their youth, spent

in preparing for the sacred
office,

and

who

now

little or no

time

duties of their

are seldom

found in

their study.
No one can become a close student of the
Bible ; can wonder over its rich imagery or
gtanyl awe-struck before its bold denunciations » can trace the analogy between the

Law as written upon the tables of stone and
upon the fleshy tables of Wa's hearts ; can
understand the great plan of salvation, or

ican traveler posesses a greater amount of

depths of love as there revealed,—without

considered as within astone’s throw of Paris.

It is said that when Dr. Wayland uttered
the name of the Deity, it was as if he stood
in the very presence of the great white

The American Bankers offer their compa-

men have no faculty

fail to save him.

Tt'has often been remarked that the Amer- | drink even in finite draughts of the infinite

comfort when visiting this capital than the
Englishman, although the latter may be

———Some

of em-

ment can

had

being filled with reverence for its author.

J. HAYDEN.

others

it will be expedient
rather than

to have

a Republican

Events

who

a monarchy

form,of govern-

sorry to say this, but
informant is to be

York Wretchedness.

er half live. That the higher§lasses, and
especially the Christian element in these

of

porters

he is still a Republican, yet he

he

can.

His

a Mon-

friends ahd ad-

visers, some of whom were more Republican than‘ he, coincide with or’ perhaps
suggest his anti-Republican.policy. They
all treat the question as one of necessity,
not of expedeincy. They avow their pref-

government will

of the Week.
fl

our Washington letter and our Congression-

author, and will doubtless receive a wide
and attentive reading,
lieve,

make but

few

but it will,

we

converts to the

bestart-

ling and revolutionary doctrines advocated.

Besides, it is possible that the voters of the
General's, district may

repent too late of

Imagine yourself descending through
a sort of trap-door entrance into an underground cellar, only seven or eight feet high,

intelligent ones. Not ten in a hundred Span-

its dingy walls and blackened ceiling dim-

all things, be educated.
Give them a Republic to-day, the same votes are likely to
upset it to-morrow, when the first unpopular but necessary measure’ is passed. We
mean to passa law that after a fixed time,
three or five years, no man over 30 or 35
who cannot read shall retain the franchise.
We mean to set up schools, which shall
make a Republic possible, for we do not
admit thatin postponing the Republic we
‘are unfaithfulto the demorcatic idea.

ly lit up by the filthy kerosene
which

the

is

proprietress,

holds over her head to enable

you-to look

around.

old

hag,

who

night-lamp

At first you can see but little,

but

becoming accustomed to the gloom, you
find that you are standing in a perfect maze

read.

They

know

nothing

of

government. of politics. - They must, of

ny arms stretched out at right angles on’ Republicin Spain.
the dirty bundie which does duty for a
pillow, the head of a sleeping boy resting
on

each

arm.

Neither

the father nor

his

covering on them

»

Congress with a view

to the restoration of id

government in that’ state on the basis of n
They are opposed to the so-called
suffrage.
«Underwood .constitution,” because it requires

who can take the

But there

oath.

the more moderate Republicansof that state yvho
that
think the exclusion is carried too far, and
the “ Underwood constitution” is unwise in this
respect, and many Republican members of Congress concur in this view. On the other hind,
the more virulent rebels oppose the new movement because it accepts negro suffrage. The war
of words among the different parties waxes quite

warm, and threatens the breaking up of present
parties in Virginia and the formation of a new
one. The-comfiittee are receiving a careful hearing by

prominent Republican

members of Con-

vention of the
ration such matters as affect the interests of their
race, and

especially to memorialize Congress to

take such action as will give them the right of
suffrage in all the states. Many of the ablest
men of the race are delegates, and their delibera~
tions can hardly fail to be beneficial in their in-

necessary to put around President John- scheme of plunder to push through, and are de. The-figson. The case of Mrs. Murphy which ha S sirous of an economical administration.
ures which are embodied in the speech are high-'
occupied somuch of the attention of the ly encouraging. The total expenditures of the
Senate has derived prominence from the government for the year ending June 30, 1368,
principle involved. If relief is granted in were $377,000,000. For the current year (based
the case in question, why not in all

Where shall the limit
speculations respecting

be

placed?

actual expenditures and estimates) $336,000,000. The department estimates for the year
ending June 80, 1870; are $803,000,000, but Mr.
Washburne proposes to reduce this amount by

cases ? | upon

The

GEN. GRANT.
$15,000,000. With proper economy and without
and the formation of his cabinet continue » | any increase of taxation, he estimates the surplus

although nearly everybody is still in the
dark. It is quite generally conceded that
Secretary Schofield will remain atthe head
of the War Department,

not absolutely certain.

but even this is
Rumor has it that

fact that certain newspaper correspondents
have published statements” purporting to
relate
conversations or furnish opinions
of Gen. Grant in regard to public men and

public matters,
has compelled him to au

year to be $150,000,000. ‘This is an encouraging
exhibit; and the fact that special commissioner
Wells has arrived at substantially the same constudy of the suh-

careful

clusion, after long and

ject, would indicate that itis not a wild or,improbable -estimate. Such a result- would mostmaterially improve our credit and . help us out of

our financial difficulties.
Gen, Butler developed

his financial

yesterday

a bill and

and

by

introducing

sustaining it by a pelo

scheme

explaining

which is the sub-

jectof much remark and’ criticism to-day. As
might be expected, his views arg strongly mark-

be a relic of barbarism, the instrument of tyrants
and despots, and

necessities

totally

unsuited to

and convenience

the wants,

of our country to-

day. IHe boldly takes his stand in favor of an inconvertible and irredeemable paper currency as
a permanent medium of exchange.
And inasmuch as the present greemback bears on its face
a promise to pay, and for fear that some stupid
person, thinking the promise to pay means something else than replacing it by another similar
promise, might call on the Treasury to redeem
declare the
might
them, and failing therein
greenback “failed paper,” therefore Gen. Butler
proposes to call in the entire issue of the present greenback and issue in its stead a “ certificate
of value,” which should bear no such promise

on its face, nor ever be redeemable,

He propos-

es further to call in all the issues of the National

Banks and make

had been arrested and put in jail, were, a
day or two afterwards, taken out, secretly
and murdered deliberately and designedly.
The officers who investigated the riot in the
parish of St. Bernard on the 25th and 26th
of October also show that two whites were
killed
apd one wounded, andEU nine negroes

interest b¥nd may leave it at a designated depos-

Would he send 200,000

cess of settlement.

It 4s determiined that

Senator Stewart is to be his own successor
from Nevada. The close conflict in Missouri has resulted in the nomination of Gen.

tragedy of the Bodlevards on the 3d of December? Probably not—‘if' he did we

Schurz

as successor to Senator Headerson.

It is’quite generally conceded that Senator

Ramsey

will be his own’ successor from

Minnesota, and Wisconsin advices indicate
that Mr, Matt. H. Carpenter will receive
the nomination for Sengtor from that State,
a

the

‘certificate of value”

the

only currency of the country.
These certificates
are to be a legal tender for the payment of private and public debts, unless the law creating
such claim or demand requires payment in coin,
and-are to be receivable for all taxes, duties, exAny amount of ‘‘ certificates
cises and imposts,
Any
of value” may be issued by the treasury.
person or association holding a6 per cent, gold

General Hhtch re- “itory
|

ports the crimes for the monthof November

.

He boldly grapples with the prejudice in favor of
gold and silver, and declares #4 metalic coinage to

ed, and that fourteen or fifteen negroes who

killed ahd 16 wounded.

-

expenditures for the last named

of revenue over

thorize a denial of their truthfulness. Gen . | ed by his characteristic boldness. There is no
Grant, it is affirmed, would not deem it be- half-way, no namby-pambyism about his theory.

men to cut its throat—re- enact in Spain the

at

ginia, who are in conference with members of

Among the

as two whites killed and four wounded or
bepten, and nineteen negroes killed and
fi y-three wounded or beaten, He says
space down the middle, are 13 filthily dirthat all the negroes were killed by whites,
ty beds, all full. ~ L.0ok at-the one nearest
Europe will not, tolerate a Spanish Re- and the most of the outrages were comyou. ‘It contains an elderly man and a
mitted on persons whose only offense was
women of at least five and twenty years of public—that is what Prim and his associates
that they
attended republican political
be
really believe, and they dre not ready. to
age. The old hag, who is inclined to
meetings.
We trust that the end of such
communicative, tells you that they are throw down their glove in the face of the lawless procedurg is not distant.
!
father ‘and daughter. ‘You shudder and coalesced monarchs north of the ‘Pyrenees.
THE
SENATORIAL
CONTESTS,
pass on, Tn the next bed lies a fine, hand- The assassin of the Tuileries, he who besome<iooking laboring man, of 40, his braw- | trayed the Freuch Republic dare not allow a to which we alluded last week, are in pro-

Ranged round the room, as closeof beds.
ly packed as possible, with a narrow open

was elected,

Grant, that, if he

of Gen,

fluence upon the future of the colored man in
Such an assemblage will promote
this country.
remaining things of significance which have ‘that self-respect necessary to all advancement,
occured in the House is the repesl- of the and will create more respect for them among
\
;
famous tenure of office act, by the decisive white men.
Mr. E. B. Washburne, Chairman of the House
vote of 121 to 47. All those who voted in
committee on appropriations, saw fit to preface
the negative were Republicans, as also were the introduction of the appropriation bills with a
a large majority of those voting in the affirm- short speech, which attracted unusual attention
ative.
Washington
correspondents near - | because it was supposed to be a quasi exposition
of the policy of the incoming administration of
ly all agree that it is doubtful if the bill ca
go through the Senate in the shape in which Gen. Grant. It would be going too far, probahold Gen. Grant responsible for everyit has passed the House. It is highly prob- bly, to
thing Washburne uttered, but it doubtless was
able, however, that some measure will be intended to express, and did express, the subadopted substantially relieving Gen. Grant stance of Gen. Grant’s views, and as such gave
of the restrictions which it has been found immense satisfaction to all who have no pet

their folly in re-electing him.

coming in him to contradict the articles in
question
if they simply. affected himself,
classes, are seeking out and trying to save sible. They insist on the Prim epigram,
But as they are evidently written with a
¢
You
cannot
have
a
Republic
without
repubthose who are lost in the depths of degradaview to embroil his relations with promi.
tion, is a cheering symptom.
But while licans,” as a sober statement of an ‘inconnent gentlemen, most of them his personal
the effort at rescue is gaining in intensity trovertible fact. But there are Republicans,
You had to put them down at or political friends, or at least to outrage
and skill and sympathy, the influences that | I replied.
their just sensibilities, he deviates in this
tend to destroy multiply and increase in Cadiz. In many of the municipal elections
instance from his usual course.
The anxstrength. Sad as the picture of crime and last week they have beaten you. It is
ious, it seems, must wait a little longer.
doubtful
whether
they
have
not
an
actual
wretchedness may be, it is needful someOfficial reports of affairs in
times to look and study them. For this majority of the important towns. Yes, is.
LOUISIANA
the rejoinder, but a Republic implies intellireason we make the following A
bring
some
startling
facts to light. The
from a letter sentto a Cleveland paper byi|'gende. These mén have voted from sentiofficers
who
investigated
the riot of the 28th
ment,
from
Instinct,
from
horror
of
what
one of the literary attaches of the N.Y.
Tribune, who visited many of the dens of they have suffered under a monarchy, from of September, at Opelousas, in St. Landry
Water St. under the escort of a police offi- the dictation of leaders who put into their Parish, submit evidénce, showing that two
whites were killed and four wounded, and
cer.
We have room only for-the brief para- hands a ballot they could not read. When we
say there are no Republicans, we mean no twenty-five negroes killed and one woundgraphs below :
can

1

al summary.
The speechof Mr. Washgress, and are much encouraged. If a satisfactoburne is regarded as significant, since it i 8 ry understanding can be arrived at, they avow
supposed to foreshadow in some degree the their determination to go forward. regardless of
policy of the incoming administration. The ‘former political affiliations, and so doing are
speech of Gen. Butler in favor of inconverti- very likely to succeed.
There assembles here to-day a. national conble paper is eminently characteristic of its
colored men to take into conside-

erence for a Republic, but declare it impos-

iards

Or Q—

the white men of the South would cease further
opposition to negro suffrage, is in course of verification even now. We have here at the present
time a committee composed of some of the most
influential men of thé democratic party of Vir-

As usual, the more important subjects which
have come before this body, are noticed in

should beat them,” exclaimed the hanghty
throne. And who that has ever listened to boys have any other
writing rooms, an address for their letters, the wonderful pulpit eloquence of Prof. ‘than the bed clothes, He is awake, and , | Spaniard. But he would opep the fron* and other, conveniences. For the English- Park, the profound thinker and close stu- in a tone of voice. which implies a certain tiers to the partisans of Isabella, to the
a Carlists, to the agents 'of Rome, to the
man there does not exist a place where these dent, bat has felt, whenever he addressed feeling of shame at being seen in such
a
malcontents of every party. With money
had
once
he
that
you
‘advantages are combined, and to which he his Heavenly Father.as if he heard the com- den, he informs
my
But
and arms they would swarm over the north‘
own.
his
of
home
comfortable
can resort without fear of being (considered mand, “Pat off thy shoes from off thy feet,

triots every facility for reunion, reading and

means

he would

Prim left England pledged to Senator Sumner does not want to be placed
at the head of the State Department. The

questioned.
a Republic,

is beyond doubt going to establish

:
a“
Ithas been truly said thatone half the people in the world do not know how the oth-

is a Re-

who would

say it I must, for neither the knowledge
nor the sincerity of my

His

and

CONGRESS.

they carry through the policy on which
Iam

Any

Sn

ment:
:
There is to be no Republic—none by
the aid of Prim or his colleagues, none if
they are bent.

restore.,

seemed to

be glad to have a Republic established, that

archy—if

New

Prim,

Napoleon.

respect at home or abroad.

ing statement of the political situation in
Spain, and thus states the arguments which
Gen.

—

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 13, 1869.
The prediction go confidently made by the sup~

irs, able to administer departed to a
ments, or whose names would command

George W. Smalley, writing from Madrid

persuaded

LJ

‘Washington Correspondence.

be intrigued against, but against a Repgd-

to the New York Tribune, gives an interesthave

remains substantially unchanged. pA

lic all parties would unite. To maintain
\every officer to take the ‘iron-clad” oath that
itin the face of such an opposition, backed they never gave aid or comfort to the rebellion,
by such support from without, is what no and thereby excludes nearly all the white men
man who knows Spain would attempt at from office. This constitution is supported by
this moment. Numerous as the Republicans the more extreme Republicans. for the reason,
men
are, they jnclude few or no men accustom- among others, that they are the onlyarewhite
many of

substantiate her statement. I asked her
where she lodged. She replied that she

publican at’ heart, and

Hendricks, while the state of affairs in Maine

disorder which nothing but a settled govern-

lived in one of the undergrouna cellars.
«Let me see your husband,” I said. We
followed her into a hovel iin every way
similar to those we had already visited, and
a pitiable sight met our eyes. On one of
those filthy beds lay a poor, emaciated fel-

the earlier one seeks Christ the

ernor Cumback of Indiana has been nominated by the Republicans to succeed Mr.

use every one of them. A Republic would
be a red flag flared in his face. Spain dare
not enter on such a contest at this moment
She : needs repose. Her finances are ina

been ill for months; how this one misforto keep his body in subjection, lest,after all, ture had been the sole cause of their preshe be a castaway. ? Have you observed, too,’ ent condition.
The
woman's eye and
hoy
much easier it is to convert thie young chattering jaw told their own sad tale; she
tree than an old one? See the workman showed no apparent signs of being a drunk-

of Espartero. There
are always
per- ploying themselves successfully only as
sons willing to accept
the good things
of this life;—a respectable German h ad, |driven by necessity, and then they must
work under many disavantages ; while othsent his portrait to the provisional governers so employ their leisure moments as to be
ment, together with a flaming description
never the slaves of necessity. The minisof his merits which, in his own opinion, are
ter whose note-book is always at hand, and
calculated to confer perpetual bliss on the
whose mind is always on the alert for facts,
people of any country which, by the blessings of Providence, may be confided to his suggestions and illustrations, will thus
avoid many a tedious hour of exhausting
paternal care.
oil
:
TurkEY.
There has been a great inun- and fruitless study.
A man without a purpose is like
dation at Medelin, nearly all the houses
have been destroyed. The Ottoman gov- 4 cistern that will hold no water. If he has
ernment regards the change of ministry at po purpose to get wealth or wisdom, a
thousand prices are put in his hand in
Bucharest, with great satisfaction.
R.
vain. If he has no purpose to serve God,
-all religious helps and “means of grace will

burg; he will be replaced by Stella. The ‘blasphemous words, are not the only ones
theaters are now attracting large audiences ; at whose door lies this great sin. May we
chestnuts are being roasted at the corners of not become so accustomed to an exil that it
the streets; Soup Kitchens for the poor shall cease to offend us? and may not good
have been opened; Pere Hyacinthe has
men thouglhtlessly fall into error? Do we
commenced his course of sermons at Notre
not often hear prayers from the pulpit, and
Dame ; old fancy dresses are being renovated by costumiers for the bals

choked.

of

mischief are inealculable,

Tivutenant-Goys———-=

Doolittle:

to sucoeed Mi.

went on with the activé assistance or the
connivance

easier and better it will be. But does it
not indeed appear singular that all the sap
and strength of the tree which formerly went
en.
Itis reported that Prussia and Austo produce the unprofitable fruits. should
tria joined France in urging on Prince now as readily support the graft producing low, who looked as though death would
Charles at Bucharest the necessity of re- good fruits? Even so all ‘our powers, claim him in a few hours. My friend said
specting international treaties and the aban- once enslaved to sin, now become subser- to the woman, ¢¢ If I give you some money,
donment of an adventurous lifie of politics, vient to the godly life and the reign of will you promise me not to spend a cent: of
it in drink?” She simply replied, * I will.”
a course of action which can alone insure righteousness.
He took a dollar bill from his pocket and
the existence of the Danubian PrincipaliDevils
once
prayed
that
they
might
placed it in her hand.
She looked at it, she
ties and secure the sympathies of Europe.
not be sent.out into the deep; yet they en- stared at it, she clutched it, and ejaculating,
Spay.
Notwithstanding the recent man- tered the swine which ran into the deep,
“My God,” with fearful--emphasis, rushed
ifestation made by about 12,000 republicans
and thus all their prayers seemed to amount up the steps into the street without offering
at Madrid, on the 29th of November,and an- to was a roundabout way to that which
any thanks. Her poor husband, in weak
nounced for repetition on the 13th instant,
they sought to shun. Even so the prayers
with the addition of deputations fromthe and religious preténsions of wicked men tones, apologized for her strange behavior,
saying, ‘‘ We haven't seen the sight of so
provinces, it is doubtful if the Spanish nawill prove to be but a roundabout way to much money for weeks.” This was certion will establish a republican Govern- perdition.
tainly the most touching and heart-rending
ment. Victor Hugo has addressed a letter
Jonah, in disobedience to God, scene we witnessed in our wanderings that
to Spain, urging the immediate abolition of
“ took ship,” but met
a tempest which- night.
That. dollar was, I feel sure, well
slavery; he declares that to be complete
caused him to be cast into the sea. The spent.
S
Spain should have Gibraltar and relinquish
a
disciples ‘ took ship,”in obedience to Christ,
Cuba. There are many candidates for the
and though a great tempest came upon them,
Spain and Republicanism.
vacant throne, the Lisbon journals declare he who bade them go was present to still
thatthe Duc°de Montpensieris sure of suc- the tempest and calm the waves.

No chaplet round and fair,

-

at

have been paid.
Prussia. M. Bismark will not return to
Berlin for some days. The Council will be
opened under the presidency of M. de Fries-

5

tears, and

myself

ty sold up tv November

My days I offer thee ;—
But broken, stained with
despair.
s

to find

for political motives.”

JANUARY 20, 1869.

SW

on his road to Naples,

| where probably they will execute an iniquitous sentence of death, passed on patrio

Failed.
A

Flumbert, when

stopped at Perugia ; he was received at the
station by the authorities and is reported to
have made a spesch of. much significance.
He’said : ¢“ I have been forced to change my

facts, must be accompanied with the

Number 8.

R20, 1869.
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as a pledge, and receive 90 per cent of its
par value in “ certificates,” allowing 3 65-100 per
cent. coin interest, per annum, for such time as
he retains the “ certificates.”
On the return of

the “ certificates” his bonds

are to be delivered

Such is a brief outline of Mr. Butler’s
up.
It throws John Law entirely into the
scheme,
shade, and is the grandest scheme of paper fingn-

ciering ever propounded. If carried out it would
convert about two billions of bonds into * certificates of value” inconvertible, irredeemable, and
bearing no interest. ITow much “value” they
would be a “certificate” of, would hardly be
0

| worth caleulatiofi.

The House have repealed the
bill with headlong haste, and
probably follow at a little more
In the Senate the discussion

Tenure of Oflice
the Senate will
leisurely pace.
of the Suo Mur-

phy claim continues and is hotly contested. The

genators from the southern states generally favor
the claim because of the large number of their
constituents similarly circumstanced, and who
will make a grand onslaught upon the Treasury

if this claim shallbe allowed.

The fate of this

bill in the Senate i doubtful, but it is believed it
cannot pass the House if it gets through the
Senate.

!

¥

‘Ww.

;
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Communications.

and victoriously sung of his faith in the ev-

erlasting Redeemer who could not fail him

Moses, reared in the lap

in the latter day.

off a goodly number of hearers, though the
of Egyptian plenty, dowered with the rich- excitement of the occasion but poorly prees of Egyptian learning, flushed with’ the pared the people to attend to the weightier

Idea of Eternity in Scripture.

bright hopes of an Egyptian Crown, boldly
| casts all aside, preferring the care and socieThe Scriptures prove themselves in mani- ty of the people of God because he has refold ways to be a divine echo of the human
spect, not to the pleasures of sin which are
heart as well as a unique revelation of the
but for a season, but to the recompense of
will of God. Jehovah often interprets, betan enduring reward. Elijah ascends to
S—

ter

than

we

can

er W—

matters of the salvation of the soul.

3

ourselves,

the thoughts,

heaven, not as a

death-vanquished captive,

:

ji

is...

legedsto hear.
with’ the

are privi-’

Not only is this the case

truth8

he communicates

but even in the mode and ‘degree
some of those truths

ture of
blance
of the
The

enteriinto

to us,

in which
the

struc-

the Bible there is a striking resemto,in fact an almost perfect transcript
experience .of men.
conception of the immortality of the

soul crops up in the field ‘of inspiration as
it does in that of every day life, now so abruptly as to compel

every

traveler's

gaze,

and now so unobtrusively that only practiced and sympathetic eyes can discover it.
As the idea is not always, perhaps only occasionally, strongly felt by men, so it is not
luminously present on every page of Scripture. But as the shadows of. eternity are
ever falling on the common scenes of daily
duty and daily care, so athwart the pages
of God's word there are glimmerings.of the:

light of the uniseen world.

Doubtless shnfk

the well of expectation, and sung at once of

his Lord's ascent

from the

grave

and

his

own satisfaction in

conscious resemblance

to rod after death..

Daniel taught the cap-

tive Jews that *‘ the wise shall shine asthe
brightness of the firmament, and

they that

turn many to righteousness
as the stars forever.”

The fact still lives in

the

book

of

Wisdom. * Jesus met with it amongst the
current conteptiohs of his day, brought it
to the light of his

life

and

illuminated

it,

carried it to its stable throne by his resurrection ; and since then it hasruled without
intermission the faith of the Christian
church, and given an unprecedented digni-

ty and value to man all over the world.
To say, then, that this fundamental.
fact

of man’s spiritual nature“is not taught in
the Old Testament, is to commit two mistakes. It confounds in the most glaring
way the definitionsof a creed with the declarations of truth, and dogmatic represen-

tation of a belief with its existence in and

portions of the book and the life do not immediately betray the presence of the powers of the world to come, but it would be

dominion over the soul. It forgets that
truths which powerfully affect the springs of
human action, coloring thought, controlling
extremely hazardous to declare that their emotion and
directing will, often fail to put
influences are absolutely absent from any
themselves obtrusively forward in the noisy
page of the former or fragment of the lattalk of the senate, the market and the street.
ter. For as men living in the very centers
Read the more ancient Scripture in the light
of worldliness, in an atmosphere saturated
of every-day experience, and it will be seen
with time and sense, often catch glimpses
of eternity, go there ‘may be seen ensigns’ that as Nature nowhere formulates her laws
and symbols of the invisible world in the but incessantly obeys them, moving along
biographies of Haman and Mordecai, the with an almost unbroken quiet, so the revskepticism of Ecclesiastes’ and the whirl- elations of God and man in Scripture are
wind of doubts that rushes through the book all castin the mold of the idea of Eternity.
J.C.
of Job. The imperious instinct of immor-

tality which pesists in asserting that our in.
dividual existence is not

closed when

J.P.

Winning Souls:

. The work of winning souls to Christ: is
the work. +Iniymen should

go forth, weep-

ing, bearing precious seed..

Pastors should

Many shepherds remain idle, ‘having no.
longer sheep ty watch and guard. Many
churches are

now

dying

or

dead.

These

disastrous results are not the necessary
fruits of the Congregational polity. Methodism prospers by teaching all her pastors
to be wise in winning souls. -Episcopacy
itself is no blessing, else the Episcopalians
would prosper.
:
The question, Can pastors be successful
-as revivalists? is with the writer no longer
| ~debatable. Successful efforts have con-

dying hours has been sustained by a vivid

the resultsof such a training, and possessed

in addition the special revelation of God.
Hence or the pages of Hebrew literature
man is seen fervently desiring the eternal.
His soul thirsts for the living, the everliving God. Oppressed with a sense of
weakness and weariness, vexed with the

struggles,

fathers

worshiped

these

gods,

hence we do the same.” The argument is
by no means new er singular, or used only
by ignorant Santals.
This morning scores gathered about our

faith in brighter and never-endigg scenes.
The descendants of Abraham enjoyed all

vanity of life's intensest

“ Our

tent and listened for hours, but alas for

the

darkness and blindness that shroud their
heathen minds! Secarcely conscious of pos-

sessing a soul, with little or no
human responsibility, it is not
they ask, ‘ Who and where is
helike, and where can we find

and

threatened with the speedy and irresistible
approach of death, he seeks a refuge that
can never be invaded, a home that outlives
all generations, and a portion that continues
to satisfy when heart and Hesh shall have
failed forever. Everywhere the Old Testa-

clear idea of
strange that
God, what is
him?” Full

of prejudice, as ignorant people usually are,

wedded to their superstitions, witch-craft and
intemperance, their case might well be pronounced hopeless were human means our
sole reliance.

‘But,

the Lord be praised, —

*“ The gospel is the power of God unto sal-

circumstance and the exigencies of different

ages and climes. On the solid rock of his.
eternal truth men anchor in safety and are

never moved.

On his infinite purity they

“confidingly gaze, for its glory can never
* be dimmed. From his power they constantly draw, for it is

as

inexhaustible

as

it is gentle and tender. In the midst of his
merciesithey dwell full of peace and hope,
....giving thanks with a glad heart because his

megey. endureth

God of the

forever.—The

Hebrew Is always the Eternal and Almighty

Leader of his people.
Bus the idea of God's eternity generates
in the atmosphere of inspiration, and as by
a natural law, the conception of man’s illimitable future. Because he lives we shall
live also, is an axiom to the Christian consciousness.

The

notion,

not

the

fact,

of

our enduring existence springs in a nature
like ours out of the

knowledge

of his im-

mortality. There is a heaven for us because
‘there is.a God, and we. have a personal subjective eternity of being because there is a
personal, real and eternal Deity. The roots
of all life are in God,and man soon learns to
see his own immortality clearly when he has

seen God's. The book therefore that discovers to us the “ I am thatI am,” will scarce-

ly be barren concerning the futur
Noris it.

The creation of Adam

men.
in the

divine image is the audible whisper of this
fundamental fact of man’s spiritual nature,

and though the first sin defaces, it does not

* completely efface the stamp

of eternity im-

pressed on his brow. The victory of Abel's
faith was not eclipsed by his cruel death,

A correspondent of the

that

love

for souls,

a

of

will

strong enough not to yield to failure and
ready to try again, lifting earnest prayer
for help from ahove—behold the pastor of
yesterday the revivalist of to-day! Faith
will bring success. The trial made, success

is with God.
which

The paster has every weapon

the evangelist

uses, but the

has perhaps duller weapons.
weapens and dare to use them.

pastor

Grind the
Move men

by the law of ptribution draw them by the.

gospel of loye.

Use all the weapons that

Christ and the apostles
will crown the efforts.

The ween

mands attention,

used,

and

success
5

a’'series of sermons

de-

You have a few sermons,

born of intense convictions of the nature of
sin and the love of Christ in saving sinners ;

needed.

found its way to the Star.

We send you a

wordof cheer from Chatauque Q. M., N.Y.

Last winter the Villanovia church spent
two weeks in union meetings with the M. E.
church. Several were reclaimed from backsliding. Five united with us by baptism,
one by letter. Several placed themselves
under our watch and care. Later in the
season ‘the Cherry Creek church deter-

something dreadful.

Numbers were

carri-

[ed deorad
dying from the circle, They
fightin pairs and are Supplied with long,

ripened

harvests?

And in whose hearts

has he placed the word of life and

reconcil-

into the: Treasury,

an

:

En-

local-

ities we have, needing some pecuniary as-

sistance to render permanent, more inde-

pendent and useful Enterprises, that cannot be surendered except in dishonor,
which must not fail, butbe raised to larger

life and power, by the aid of our churches
and Home Mission Society. ‘What will aid
us in raising more money for Missions?

The Old Congregation.

|

few miles from

home. He was a man of about fifty years
of age, generally kind and indulgent to his

|’

es he earned byhis trade, but often prone in, his language, and subject to fits of

we

winning sinners, are so necessary, that the
evidence of both must be clearly manifest,
on the part of our brethren having this
matter in charge, or confidence remains
at a discount.
+19! The subject must be brought to bear

with greater

weight

pn

our hearts ‘and

consciences.

The ly

of a Christian

is an engine of tremendous power in setting
all things

right.

When

we are

made to

feel as we ought, that a good conscience,

When we are made to see, as we ought
iong.ago to have seen, that for every failure in establishing permanent churches,
where a commencement has been well
made,we are personally responsible to God,
and will be held answerable therefor at
the last day, we shall have more care in
makeing donations that shall render -certain the work begun.
When we bring home to ourown doors;and

hearth-stones, the - hard, struggling and
half-sustained missionaries, in many fields

of labor, making their toils and sacrifices
oar own, we ‘shall place more money to
their account, and less, very

much

less,

to

outlays for dress and diet, and useless luxuries and ornaments. We must be placed
in a closer relation and sympathy
with
mission wants and work than we have
been, or we remain unmoved in more generous contributions for its present and ultimate triumphs.
3. We must be made to realize what it is
to be a Christian, to bear Christ's

name

and

honor. Is Christianity doctrinal simply?
Emotional © and
experimental
simply?
Isit not practical also?
Have we not its
embodimentin' Jesus?
Isnot Christ Jesus
our model? How do our lives compare

with

His,

in

benevolence,

sacrifice, labors, tears

and

self-denial

cries, resisting

sin unto blood and giving
His all?

teach

expensive

outlays

Did He

for the

tom, a farce, or it is

an

infinite

and

un-

Jesus came to seek
speakable reality.
and to save the lost ; and what are we seekingto save—lost fame, lost dollars,

or

lost

political honors ?
4.'This whole subject of Missions, especially of Home Missions, must be more fully,
earnestly and frequently set before the
minds of our ministers and churches, by the

living voice of our best and ablest men.

The press
has its wor
the k,
ministry theirs,

while the H. M. Society should see that the

whole is well and thoroughly done.

Bro.

wounds in the body slightly healed, will

break

out again

with terrible bad

effect.

iation, with the commission, * Go ye into The repudiation of our national debts has
all the world,” and the promise, ‘‘lo I am been frowried upon by every truly honest
person. The repudiation of sin is a diswith you” ?
Interests lately planted, in ‘various

here you unhandsomely straddled over
my
ment,” but his equanimity is truly
remarkable, and his spirit that of a Christian,
;
:
;

About fifteen months ago I met one of my
workmen in the country, a

;

In paying money

body?
no one would have selected for that work. That the kingdomof God would come by
They are excellent pastors as well. One: selfish gains, and large possessions held too
closely ‘and lovingly for consecration to
of them stated, some years since, that he had
=
Him ?
no talent for exhorting until after he had
name and claims are too
Christian
The
committed Alleine’s Alarm and Baxter's Call
To be a Christian
to memory, quoting, as occasion required. ‘poorly understood.
‘Saving
What follows is written for your encour- means something or nothing.
a phanwhim,
mere
a
is
death”
from
souls
agement.
Otherwise it would never have

‘two whom;inthe eatly part of their ministry,

Revival,

violent passion.

In one of these he had, a

few weeks before, driven his family from
the house, and beaten his youngest son, till
his Christian wifepin fear for the boy's life,

had to.interpose, and etolutely say that he
must strike her before he should again assault the boy. He was a peculiarly interesting, open-hearted man, but had

honest and mean way of attempting to get
rid of it,
wt
H. N.
I

The wind that winnows one man’s grain
blows the spark on another man’s house to
an inextinguishable blaze.
In rejoicing
over our good fortune we should remember
the misfortune of others, and keep our
sympathies fresh. and
|

helpful.

a solace; the little paper

so long |

Addressing

him,

I said,

‘John,

minister had a family cherubim

I have

diction, like the blessing

never see and hear
again as they were.
:
No longer in Sabbath noon do they sit up-

on the grass beneath the old poplars, and

story of the cross, solemnly pressing the
gos 1 of salvation home upon his heart.—
e listened respectfully, saying but little;
but when we were about to part, and I ask-

talk in tones subdued, while

to be

the old grey grave-stones of the buryingund, that is since a ‘‘cemetery,” and eonm
the stone willows that never put
forth
a leaf; for times have
, and

while I asked

honest with

there is but one

to kneel,

friend joined us, as we bowed

The

and a
faith

fight.

his knees, her now Christian

And old

hus-

Soon af-

As

a

ristian,

among

and

told

Great

wn

songs

Remedy.

or down upon

ment of his

own

the

distempered

mind,

as

Plato

fer

himself *

could not, without perceiving a state of disorder and general precipitation. It was to
the sun were drivin
him as if the horses of
madly down the sky, and stirring dust and
turmoil everywhere. Christianity, in like
manner beholds the whole creation
ing and travailing in pain together, waiting for some redemption of nature that is
ab e to medicate her poisons, and compose
the dynamic retributions she is prop wing
by her laws.
She cannot do it herse! —only

several

what

the

No man, it would seem, gifted, with true

hundred who worked together. I also found
that the wife of a fellow-workman, a mother
in Israel, had been awakened about twelve
o'clock the night before, and had found herself so praying in the Spirit for this man,
that she could not go to i again.
When be came among some of his Chris-

tian fellow-workmen,

beside

insight,can so much as cast a look upon the

and

his confession of Christ as his Saviour.
I learned afterwards that beside his wife's
prayers during probably thirty years for his
conversion,some of his fellow-workmen had
selected him as a parently the most unlikebecome

<J

black Jonah, who stole soft-

sat down in a pew

The

in Christ Jusus!”
I Sup
se that hardly ten minutes had
elapsed
between the time of his expression

ly to

have been

the dead singers began, and the rain gently
fall on its echoless
threshold.— Taylor.

husband with

feeling,

olden

have hallowed ; let the wind end the

he left, he exclaimed, “I am a new creature

of entire want of interest and

The deaf who

den to come up higher.
We' think it ought to be set down upon a
map somewhere, the old church was very
near the ‘house not made with hands"—on1 the graveyards breath removed.
We
think that it ought somewhere to be written,
“The house that they builded of old, let it
remain forever.”
Give to time the silvering of the wall they

ter our prayer had been answered in his
conversion, she received, as he rose from

Joy better conceived of than described.

of heaven, and no

oor, has been made white at last and bid-

turned aside

us.

tree

the pulpit stairs in these

ly in, and

weeping and pleading for mercy. ..His wife,
us as we

the

.

lifted from the dust wherein they were
lying.
The old blind man whose
doubtful feet
oung eyes did
guide,lives now in morning

now He would look upon the poor sin sick
soul whom we brought to his feet and in
mercy make him whole. It was a bold request, but God honors our petitions when
we ask great things.
2
?
Almost immediately the man hroke down,
followed

where

to-day, for the daughters of music

place their beloved sick before Him, and had
said, ‘‘Son, hy sins be forgiven thee!” so

band, had

and those

times, can hear the waving Qf Sefaph's wings

of those who broke through all obstacles to

for prayer, now stood behind

Lamb,

sat upon

before God.

who, seeing my conversation with her

day,

poplar is blooming forever.

prayer ascended, that as Jesus, in the

days of his flesh, had looked upon the

sermon a

who brought, their dinners of old, have sat
own, most of them, to the feast of the -

ld

Iam really not now interested. I
sometimes felt these things deeply at meetings, - but I have no interest in the subject
now ; I feel nothing.”
He, however, consented

takilig their

frugal meal ; nolonger do they linger among

God's blessing upon him he replied with
characteristic frankness—
:
“Well, I am much obliged by your kind
interest-in me, but,

of a patriarch, they

-received-—these we sha,

TO-DAY!”
:
We sat down, and 1 again told him as I
had several times done a year before, the

kneel

for the au-

dience; the old doxology they used te sing
last in the afternoon;
the trembling bene-

=

been watching for your soul for two years,
and now I want you to become a Christian

ed him if he would not

fans that waved

when days were summer, like so many little wings about the church, as if the old.

withstood the claims of Christin the midst
of a religious community, that there seemed
little hope of his conversion.

Vv

God

atural

su

can.

No

man

can

had so marvelously done for his soul, their ‘so far
as to set his own thoughts
joy was unbounded.
More than anything crystalling in heaven's order; for he has a
that I have ever seen, its expression made nature as well as will, and his nature is too
me understand how David must have felt manifold and subtle, and wild in its distemwhen he danced before the ark. They emrs,to be curbed by his will,or by an
g
braced one another, and wept and laughed
ut a Spirit goin,
h it, and a
Divine
for joy as they welcomed
g upon it. These
the poor sinner Love and Truth descen

so suddenly snatched from the snares of the

we call our gospel, and these can regeueryl
all. In this supernatural gospel, therefore,

fowler.
About fourteen months, under my own
almost hourly observation, of faithful walk,

we think we have the true

‘‘adorning the doctrine of God our Saviour

intercession of

the aged saint, the word

And

ress.
No mere mill forceof nature brings
it blindly on, but it comes by its own right

and is.moving surely

minent

forward, by the

counsel and

God.”

the supreme

im-

sway of

A Spirit of Thanksgiving.

of

testimony, and the laying him at the feet of |
Jesusto be healed—all these
t
events were
but the links in the chain of God's marvelous purposes of grace to the profane sinner.

progress.

we cling to it because we cling to the prog-

in all things,” so far as human observation
can discern, have demonstrated, were such
demonstrations needed, that the glorious
chain of events—the wife's long continued
prayers, the selection of this man by his
comrades for special prayer, the mi
t

Lord, increase our faith
wards rivalry. Many backsliders were re- C. O. Libby is pleading for Foreign Missions and not in vain—traveling, preaching power and immediate resultsin the present
an adaptation of means to a given purpose, claimed, four united
of thy testiwith us by baptism,
and talking missions everywhere. But who mony !
just as much as there is in light to the eye, some by letter, and others
under watch and
is pleading from house to house, or from
seed to the soil, drink to thirst, food to care. *This church
have secured Rev. A. P.
Bunyan on Close Communion.
hunger, &c. The proof of this is seen in Cook as pastor, and
Missions?
church to church, for Home
since the Q. M., De————
the results that follow the preaching of the cember 12, have been
‘What
has
become
of
our
highly
esteemed
enjoying a precious
‘* A Reason formy Practice in Worshi e
word. The blind see, the deaf hear, the work of grace. Some
Secretary?
Who
hears
his
trumpet
voice
fifteen up to date
is the title given by Bunyan to a short troa
damb speak, the lame walk, lepers are have been converted or
reclaimed from asin other days, calling the sacramental of his, in which he givesthe reasons wh
cleansed and the dead are raised. The backsliding.
hosts to battie? ‘Line upon line and he could hold church commun
o
ion with
moral transformation is no less real, no less
precept upon precept” is the word of God's visible saints, though they
had not been
Last spring the Ellington church secured
apparent than ‘the physical. ~That these recommand.
If our good brother cannot take baptized by immersion. He could do it:
Rev. R. E. Cormall as pastor. This fall
1. Because the true visible saint hath
sults are not more frequent, more abundant
the
field
himself,
shall he not employ some
about four weeks extra meetings were held
and more uniform may be matter of surefficient and most godly man, who will already subjected to that which is better
in connection with the term of Q.M.
A spare no reasonable pains in making us all even to the righteousness of God, which is
prise; it certainly is cause for earnest and
by faith of Jesus Christ, by which he stands
few mercy drops have fallen. Some, long
searching inquiry. Of the fact of these
feel the claims of God upon us to the ut- just before God ; and hath
in the back ground, are reclaimed.
made the most
God is
beneficent results there can be no dispute.
still with them and they hope for better most verge of our ability? Direct, person- exact rule under heaven that whereby he
al appeals from a heart warm and alive, squares his life before men. Last Sabbath I'spent with our people at things.
This Q. M. reports her seven per
2. One Spirit, hope, Lord, faith, baptism
setting forth the magnitude of the cause,
Jellasore, and baptized four more of the cent.,
and hopes to make a better report
(not of water; for by one Spirit are we all
famine orphans. My visitsand labors there next
will produce hearty and most generous baptized into
year.
one body), one God
ho
J. C. STEELE.
and
responses.
dil. B.
the past eight months have been the source
Father of all, who is above all, and through
Hamlet, N. Y.
:
of much sacred joy and encouragement.
all, is sufficient rule for us to hold com' | munion by.
To look upon fifty rescued orphans, sitting
8. Because they hold to the doctrine of
Repudiating Sin.
at the feet of ‘Jesus, clothed and in their
More Money for Missions,
baptisms—the doctriné being that by which
right minds,” and remember their former
the outward sign is presented to us.’
condition, when many of them were naked
This was earnestly and ably asked at the
Some yearsago a member of a church,
4. Because God hath communion with
and diseased,
and all filthy and perishing late session of tHe Bowdoin Q. M. That we not very well informed as to the science of them, whose example we are straightly
for want of food, utterly ignorant of God need larger funds in carrying forward Christianity, caused trial and labor by dis- commanded to follow: ¢ Receive ‘ye one
another as Christ hath received you, to the,
and Christ, the slaves of many disgusting. mission work is too obvious for argument, honesty.
But a revival came and he glory of God.”
Ge
vices, does one’s soul good. This good work There is no good reason for having less thought himself revived. As to the difficulb. Because a failure in such a circumhas now been in progress over a year and than $50,000 in the treasury this year for ty of the church with him he expressed stance as water, doth not unchris
tian us.
a half,-and still it continues, and the results Home mission purposes. alone.
6. Because the edification of souls in the
In many himselfon this wise, *‘ Let the past be dropfaith and holiness of the gospel, is of
are both real and apparent. Not lessso, exceedingly promising fields of usefulnes
)
s, ped and let us go on again.”
greater concernmen
than
t an agreement in
(though it may be on a smaller scale, have sal- this would aid immensely in
This dropping of past difficulties, with- outward things.
giving per.
utary results follow&a thie labors put forth manent existence to churches where
7. Because love, which above all things
now out adjusting them, has come into. the
at our other stations. Small and feeble as we have none, or but
a feeble life at best. minds of some others. It looks like an Wwe are commanded to put on, is of much
our mission churches still are, they never- As we look atthe
whitened harvest fields, easy way and a very short one; but there more worth than to break about baptism.
8.
theless afford great encouragement.
It East, West, South, and Central, we are forc- is an insurmountable difficulty about it, into Because for God's people to divide
jarties, on to Cig each from church
will be a day of rejoicing when we can see ed to exclaim,
Where are the reapers? And It is not God's arrangement.
Sin is not communion,
thou,
rom greater
points,
churches among the Santals equal to those where
forgiven till itis confessed. Wrongs must and upon higher retences, than this of
are
the
needful
funds
to
sustain
even
now advancing among the Oriyas. We
water-b
aptism
hath heretofore been counted
the few we have? In whose hands has God be adjusted, trials removed, and difficulties
trust the day is not very remote.
; entrusted the means for gathering the settled. Church maladies covered up, like carnal, and the actors babish Christians.

Evening, This P. M. was the weekly
cock-fight absong the Santals of the neighbut forthwith proclaimed by pmans of an. borhood, and was attend
ed by a large crowd
gels in a cloudless land. Enoch walked of men and boys; the women
very proper
wit
God hand was not. But why? Because stayed at home. Why the women are excludlydeath had seiz
himed
with relentless grasp P ed from sports of this kind, while they
tuke
Because the grave held him with tightening the lead in public dances, am unable to say,
with him- The Santals are passionately fond 8 cockfighting,and make a business of it. “There
were probably over a hundred cocks on the
ground,and the cutting and wounding was

|

is

then begin to open our pocketsto the Lord.

Intense

process

evangelist out

wonderful for those rough and angry times.

| He is plain, and thoroughly detects and
exposes evasions, and tells his opponent,

dom and efficiency of -the men employed. | family
ily in the.use-of
the unusual

a steady-going pastor is neither long nor

The

impulsive

written with a temper and meekness truly

Conversions.

glish journal, says:

tioned. Allareundeubtedly honest. Confidence in larger measure in the piety, wis-

difficult.

vinced . one .skeptic.
makes a fiery,

ment reveals the immortal God. He is vation, both to the Greeks
and. the Barbari- mined to-arise and build.
Meetings comthe same and his years -change. not. His ans, both to the wise and the unwise.
”
being abides unaffected amid exhaustless faith which works by love and purifies That’ menced with us. A few sought salvation.
the Soon all the churches, four in number,
vicissitude. He is the Lord Jehovah in whom heart, ¢ comes by hearing,
and hearing by shared in the work. ° Union at first, afterthere is everlasting strength. His counsel the word of God.” There is in the gospel,

stands fast forever and ever, and the
thoughts of his heart to all generations.
' Hislaws know no change. Made with an |
infinite foresight, they embrace the necessary adaptations to all the varieties of human

Sudden

:

or union with Christ, cannot be sustained
without giving liberally of our means for
building up Christ's kingdom outside and
beyond our own immediate limits, we shall

curtain falls on the stage of our earthly acwith many tears ;—sermons that moved you
tivity, long ages since urged the Hebrew to
This is our fourth day among the Santals and will move others. Select, study, cona similar anticipation in the wilderness, abroad.
They suffered terribly by the late dense, pocket your notes for reference, but
gave him a joyful song in Zion's temple,and famines Whole
villages have been depop- keep them out of your Bibles. Yow have
an unfailing solace by the waters of Baby- ulated or deserted;
one huge market we church members. gho*Feep ovar €inners.
lon. Natural religion has always intimat- find entirely broken
up. Oppression from To them you can safely impart your plans
ed a coming day of retribution. The chil- their Hindoo neighbors,
and obtain their co-operation.
more destructive
Get such to
dren of a * locust-eater past” have ever than the famine
even, pursues them ever, be ready to render a reason for the hope
looked forward to the rich harvest of an all- and
must until they become enlightened and that is within them. Among the pastors
compensating future. The logic of the con- prepare
d for self-defense. Multitudes wan- of your owh denomination, or of some
science has generally conducted men to the der about
faint and like sheep having no other, is one who will enter into your plans
, belief in a time when the discords of sin shepher
d. To many the gospel seems a with hearty sympathy.
Change work with
will be hushed in the harmonious music of welcome message
, they listen and appéar that man. Expect great things of God,
a regénerated world. Suffering and wrongto understand and approve. The chief re- and you will not be greatly disappointed.
ed man has learned to project his being inply they make in defense of their practice Among our successful evangelists there are
to another and rectifying state, and in his
is,

leave to make in all kindness:

want to follow the same with prayer to
enter the “whitened fields with sharpened’ God, and the happy assurance thgt God
sickles. Pastors too often content them- shall be glorified thereby, especially in the
selves with leading the flock until by re- salvation of souls.
Work and wisdom, in using money and
moval and death the flock disappears.

sermons wrought out in anguish of heart

Mission Experiences.

the

tion.
i
E
a
SE
ie
We have a few suggestions which we beg
1. A larger confidence is necessary.
Confidence in the Missionaries; and in
those who have the funds at their dispbsal.
Not that the integrity of any one is ques-

-

and- his voice. finds a response from the but asa living victor in a fire-chariot of tri- gelists should nptbe allowed to monoplize
umph. David drew abundant comfort from
profounder depths of our spiritual nature
more readily than any other we

Selections.

sharp steel spurs. Dula and I took our: or what specific line of policy shall be purstand rear the crowd and for a time drew sued in securing this object? is the ques-

—

of

PO

“The duty of cheerfulness, ‘the obligation

do not com

ving,

the majority
of mankind

and feel as they ought.

say, ‘“ How can I be ‘cheerful and
thankful) w
go awry? True,
we cahnot change our mood inan instant
from sadness to gladness, but we can make
it our fluty 50 ook at every bright and
People

blessed

gb

our life; we can try to

realize our childhood to God, our immortal

destiny

; we can trace the line of

providence *

in the lives of our fellowmen, in the history of our country, in the DlogTess of man-

kind. We can look for
good and beautiful as

things great and
rly as we now

search for things troublesome and evil and
ugly. We can shake off our selfish whims
ed loomy moodiness by doing something
helpful to others. We are not the
sport of a
relentless fate, but our life is in the
hands of
a celestial Benevolence.
We can form a
habit

of thanksgiving

which,

like

other

habits, will
become a part of our
etter nature and keep us always in the road

of grateful obedience.

The best things do

not come to men in their sleep, and are only

found by faithful searching.

Animal spirits

are often ihe gift of Batre, but the

jie

thanksgiving
hi a

is

comes
grace,
of a Sow

here is a little dingy
every morning, which

and
life.

the

°

house that I pass has quite won my

affection by the cheerfulness ‘of its inner
looks. All along the street rise stately
b1own-stone fronts, resplendent in carving

and plate ass; but in the foggy, Shivering
morning air they repel by their
grand an
freezing pect. But through the one little

window

wilderness
perch

of

this place I see a minature

of flowering plants, with birds
in the hanging baskets, and

always beyond, the merriest of Plating coal

fires, lighting up the snug interior
intoa
little heaven of radiant warmth amid the

ocean of chilly mistiness. The

Iittle dull,

homely hous seems to say, “I have had a

pretty

hard time of it, and

soon the masons

will be after me, too, and I shall be a hea
of rubbish; but, while I do live, the worl
shall know that I have a warm and thankful

heart, and send out my loving salutation to

every man that walks the pavement.” How
often it happens that the spirit of thankstheir very privilege and the blessings to giving chooses for its home some tried and
ulbed soul, vexed and get upon by all the
which they are born of God.
con
windsof life, and makes it “glow
10. What
greater contempt can bé thrown with such a fervent gratitude that all men
upon the

9. Because by rejecting visible saints we
take from them, as . muchas in us lieth,

saints, than for
cast them off, or to debar
communion ?

Each of these

these brethren to
them from church

points is ably argued, and

abundantly fortified by Scripture.

Bunyan suffered greatly for this work.
had been * assulted.for more than
sixteeri years by the brethren of the “bapHe

look to it as the pledge of human worth and ~

a new demonstration of the invincible immortality of man. It is not necessary that
one should be v
eat or v
Pt
far

or very famous ly gre

oy As

, for

the flmighty God himself ‘will dwell in the

lowliest heart, and no spot on earth is too
hamble for an outlook through the heaven

tized way,” and call a * Machiavelian, of heavens. All that is wanted is the will,
a.man develish, proud, insolent,
firm resolve to look persisten
on the
tuous, and the liké"—Dbefore he ** set pen p-to | the
God side of life and force the
eariest
paper,” in reply to his assailants.
His rerovidence to bear the divinest fruit.—
Ply is extended, and exceedingly able, but
wyo.

v

{

-

THE

MORNING STAR: JANUARY 20, 1869.

~ Bbertisemends. | Sbotisements.

>

Things that Never die.
a

tl

aid of music.

-

[3

The pure, the bright, the beautiful
hat Sered our hearts in youth;
impulse
a worldless prayer

“Water!

Thee pdicanniof lovesomething
Safir in,
lost,
The spiriv's yearning ery,
’
These things shall never die.

water-carrier.

The timid hand stretched forth to aid

of mercy threatens
softly rested...
enplea
justice
nigh,

The sorrow of a contrite

heart—

The memory of a cl asping

hand,

Water!”

These things shall never die.

‘The

gift

of

God!” he

with his water-skin

says, as he goes along

ho!

That kindly word in gri ef’s dark hour
That proves the friend indeed,

The

‘and place them.

: Perhaps wo ery is more striking, after
all, than the short and simple cry of the

The strivings after better hopes—
A brother in his need,

We vote for music morning,

noon nnd night. Should a madman attac
us, we might sing him down, as did the
fiddler when chased by a 'wild bull.
j

amende

Jesusl-words-to-the—woman
of Samaria:
. and
ift of God,
«If thou knewest th
who it is that saith unto- thee, Give me to
drink,” ete. It is very likely that water, so

°

invaluable,

and

so

‘often’

scarce

in -hot

I make their beauty the the time of his conversion, i n the words of

a most

honorable

mention.

‘Could I have sent one of these Syrian bou- |
quets to each of my best beloved friends at
‘home, I would gladly have paid the largest
New York prices for a hundred, and a hundred might have been plucked from a rood

of

ground.

But their

their freshness and

Dr. Watts :

For more than two weeks
ence was—

frailty was equal to

delicacy.

any

L
BOSTON TPE FOUNDRY, MEDIGA
NG

and fruitless prayer,

We now have for sale at this office:
1, One five-horse PORTABLE ENGINE,
with eight-horse boiler—all in good con-

meaner

dition.

j

BOOK

Christian

First,

important:

resignation,

and

patience

énjoy-

ity, but will prepare the soul for its

Missouri Presbyterian has the folfrom the pen of a lady, who is one
most successful in visiting and la|
among the neglected :
and most

with

will not only be followed by ineffable felic-

Religious Visitors.
The
lowing
of the
boring

days spoken of, as

countries, was in those

-

Go

To believe this, to live in hope

its luster.

sustained

to be

hope

by this

it, and

of

under present sufferings, is the work
faith.—J. 4. James.

to your

work directly from your knees. You do
not know what needs the day may bring
you. God does. It is best not to start
with any preconceived ideas of what you
shall do, or say, on a first visit at least.
You will almost invariably be disappointed in your plans. You can do nothing but
trust God's promise, when he says, *‘ The
Holy Ghost shall teach you in the same
hour whatye ought to say.” Ask God to
open hearts and homes to you by His
Spirit. .
Dress plainly ; this is important.
Rich, gay clothing will seem to mock

and

ment, and add something to its weight

Christ Died

for our

of

Sins.

lp

The Bible

does

not

underrate

Christian

ethics or the spotless example of Jesus;
but the sacrificial death of the Redeemer
transcends all other truths in significance
and saving power. As Dr. Jas. W. Alexander once said, ‘‘ He who would tear from

the gospel the

of the Re-

atoning death

fluid

vital

the

away

deemer, would drain

from vein and artery and heart. Of all
objects in the gospel, that which stands in
highest relief is—thé cross. Of all its

is—atoning

sacred

most
the poverty of the poor, and hold them at syllables, Of' theall that
my Bible tells me of
too great a distance; and besides, might blood.”

.

lead the unworthy to deceive, in the hope
of pecuniary benefit.
Do not wear anything that you will need to draw away
even from the touch of little dirty fingers.
A very slight movement of ‘that kind will
steel the mother’s heart against you.
Do not be too fastidious.
emember

, that Christ laid his hand even upon

the

head of a loathsome leper.
The most
. ignorant and degraded sinner is infinitely
better and purer, compared with us, than

we are, compared with Jesus.
We are
seeking lost souls for the Saviour, and if he

cduld leave Heaven and come to this sinstained earth, and live for thirty-three years,
among sinners whose every vile thought
was open to his eye, as he walked amon
them, and loved them

and us, well

to die for us—surely, surely,

we

enou

§

can look,

for a little time, beyond unpleasant surroundings, and unattractive
faces, at the

laid

he

this

globe,

the

should be

my text: ** Christ Jesus died for our sins.”
This is the text that has rung round the
world wherever pure Christianity has found
a voice. This truth that shook pagan
Rome to its

has been

and

foundation,

an

overmatch for the proudest infidelity. This
is the truth that has lain warmest and
closest to ‘the Christian’s heart in every
age. This is the truth that awakens-sinners
and converts souls.—Dr. Theo. L. Cuyler.

\
2

A Little
—

Payson

once

Thread.
Wi.

gave

notice

in

Portland,

ever

livery, without the privilege

exhibited to

in slavery, and conducted them to freedom.

msn.”

:

a

an

angel.”

Her

words

were like an arrow to the heart of her gay
and pleasure-seeking companioc. From

Sing.
&

as

kat hour she could not rest amid the empty

——

joys of wealth, and

For we can sing our cares away easier
than we can reason them away.
Sing in pomp, and pleasure.
the morning, = The birds are the earliest to to ease the sguish

pride,

and

rank,

of

an aching

and

These all had failed
heart.

on de-

of returning,

FACES.

Aa

Street,

.

AND

CATARRH SNUFF

TROCHE

POWDER,

CURES WITHOUT

As a Troche

Powder,

SNEEZING ! 2&1

is

pleasant

to the taste,

and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and
Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! TrY IT!
Safe,

Reliable,

and

only

35

Sold by Druggists, or mailed free,

COOPER,
Proprietors,
For

SALE

BY

WILSON
-

DEALERS

Cents.

Address

& (O.,
Philadelphia.

EVERYWHERE,

:

The

Mytle,

care

than

. NEURALGIA,

—

Gilman & Bro.
Weeks & Potter, Reed& Cutler,
Boston. W.F. Phillips, Y. W, Perkins & Co., Port.
land. Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.
by all Druggists. Price $1.50.per bottle,

FOR

THE

NEW TORK WEEKLY,
THE

PEOPLE'S

FAVORITE

JOURNAL,

SWAMSOOT

The" Most Interesting Stories

:

Machine

Are always-found in the

This semi-monthly,
published .by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

NEW
:

YORK WEEKLY.

The

sacraments

it converts

intoso many spells and incantations;

and

ministers it degradesinto a class of diviners

and magicians, who move about in society,
and by the practic
dark and mysterious
arts work, someMfhes beneficially and
sometimes malignan®y, upon the bodies
and the souls of men! A more wicked
caricature of the church—a more miserable
and impious travestie of the whole nature,

liar

responsibilities

were

about

copy,

30 cents

NEW

the

new

Orders are solicit

ed.

]

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
y
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

Aberfisements.
Lungs, and every

affection

COUGH)

:

Balsam

OF WILD CHERRY.
This well-known preparation does not dry up a
Cough and leave the cause behind, as is the case
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause
of the complaint.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

By a timely

resort to

this

standaril

remedy,

as

is

proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the

proprietors.
Prepared

by SETH W. FOWLE & 80M,

>

and sold by dealers generally-

"BosTox,

a Day
free.

on OLD/SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,

for all.—Stencil

Address

A.J,

Tool

Samples

FULLAM, Springeld,
iis

;

Vt.

412

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE:
During the last six years, the undersigned has had
in nse for family sewing the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing
Machine, For the simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ease with which itis operated, the
noiseless manner in which it does its work, and the
elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines.
~
L. R, BURLINGAME, *
Dover, N, H. Jan, 27, 1868.
:

to be as-

sumed, Tingley was asked to lead in
prayer. Falling on his knees, he said: “ O
Lord, teach us each to feel the need of thy
race, and seek it; to know thy will and to
o it; to find our place, and keep it.—
Amen.”

con-

tains Several Beautiful Illustrations, Double the
Amount of
ing
Matter of any paper of its class,
and the Sketches, Short Stories, Poems, ete., are by
the ablest writers of America and Europe. The

NEW YORK WEEKLY

does not confine its usefulness to amusement, but
publisies a great quantity of really Instructive Mat
in the most condensed form. The

N.Y. Weekly Departments

|

have attained a high reputation from their brevity,
excellence, and correctness.
THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor of many minds.
THE ENOWLEDGE BOX is confined to useful information on all manner of subjects.
THE NEWS ITEMS
give in the fewest words the
most qtable doings
all-over the world.
;
THE
SSIP WITH
CORRESPONDENTS contains
answers to inquiries upon all imaginable subjects.

AN UNRIVALED

LITERARY

Portable

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
To work in Maine, New Raspnire
whom exclusive territory
be given, tor the

of a Sewing

EIGHT

to

CHICOPEE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

BOSTON

NOTION

$1 8

Sewing & Embroidering
Machine.
AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH
‘ALE AND FE.
MALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING- MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale.
This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QUILT, CorRD, BRAID, BIND and EMBROIDER in the most superior manner. It makes the

“ELASTIC LOCK STITCH” that will not rip* or break
[4 every third stitch is cut. Itis durable, very simple, and not easy to get out

of

wanted

county.

P.

S.—All

changed

kinds

order.

MASURY

We

warrant,

Good A,

Address,

& CO

with

210 Washington Street, Boston.
of Machines

and repaired,

bought,

sold, ex-

and to let.

BELLS

3mi0

R

that my feeble botany could not name

/

Aon

|

convicted sinner, felt constrained to gay at
©

Dover, N. H, Jan. 27, 1868,

Pl

,
By

VV

:
=a)

a

3)

ManuPs Cineinnatti, Ohio.
Gane

Seichrsted Bells a

as

n or

val in purity and

are more

am’]

ri-

and

tie,

ume

tone thoseof co

only ONE-THIRD as much.
circular.

dura

of

and cost

A@~Send for

descriptive
Twil

"PIANOS | ORGANS | MELODIANS|
Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
ONS
are being really favored 4 Rev. L.L.y
new method of sending
Melodians, Organs and Pianos, from any firm desired, to any paw} of the Uaited
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least
risk in any way.
:
pen, per cent is saved by purchasing of Mr.
HARMON.
No man rents Instruments so reasonably #s Mr.

Old Instruments of all kinds taken in.
HARMON.
exchange for New.
He does this:
I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per

week to keep up a Music Store.
II. By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.

PLEDGE.

If any

i

Instrument fails to

give satisfac-

tion after a few week’s use, MR. HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,

and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five “years.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab(Terms as low asthe Firm allows.) Alinet Organs.
80, for all kinds of Piano’s;

Chickering &

especially

‘Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York.
For circulars address
Rev. L. L. HARMON,

3m29

Portsmouth,

N. H.

THE

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA

COMPANY

Receive their Teas by the ‘Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,

AT tARnGo

OF

Bas

Street, New

on, Mass,

York City.

2033

BATCHELOR’S

HAIR

DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the

world ;

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; mvigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautifw) black or brotwn.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers’; and properly
applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond
street, New

York.

SNOW. & DAVIS

(IMPOSITION PAVENERT,
THE

BEST PAVEMENT

FOR

Side Walks, Street Crossings,
Shop Floors, Carriage Ways,

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,

She SNFANY,

& 39, Brattle Street,

SOLD.—The Magnetic Pocket TIMECOMPASS, in a handKEEPER and

and keepin order two years. Satisfaction’guaranteed.
Sent
post-paid for $1, or 3 for &
Agents wanted.—
Circulars free. WALTER HOLT & $0., 102 Nassau

Supplied.

TEAS.

000
’

some case, with glass crystal, white enameled dial
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that te would be glad to see any person
Souls of those for whom he gave up his who did not intend to seek religion. About and design, and ends of the Gospel it is
forty came. He spent a very pleasant in- not possible to imagine. And as regards
e.
Never speak condescendingly or
pat- terview with them, saying nothing aboutre- the blessed Spirit, who alone can renew
ronizingly. . Go to the impenitent, Is a ligion, till just as they were about to leave, and sanctify the soul, not only does it
plain remarks thus: usurp His functions, but it compels Him,
sinner saved to a lost sinner, seeking to he closed a few very
see, coming down as it were, to a partnership in this unholy
win them
to a Saviour who loves, and will « Suppose you should
save them, even as he has loved and saved from heaven a very fine thread, so fine necromancy, by assigning Him a part,
as to be almost invisible, and it should althou h a humble one, in it, and by putou.
y On your first visit to your district, a good come and gently attach itself to you. You ting Him under the control of a priest,
plan isto go seeking Sunday-school schol- knew, we will suppose, it came from .God. whose will He is bound to obey, and to
ars. If you can procure cards from your Should you dare to put out your hand and whom,in fact, the Holy Spirit is repre:
own Sanday-school, or if that is too distant; thrust it away?” He dwelt for a few mo- sentedas having made over all His blessfrom some neighboring Sunday-school, it ments on the idea and then added: ‘“ Now ed powers and prerogatives.— Evangelist.
will help you. On first going into homes such a thread has come from God to you
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falls both on you and the inmates, You any interest in religion. But by your comVarieties.
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surprise.
Enquiring for them soon after away. But you willnot doso? No, wel- minister who was baptized by a pedobapyou enter, puts both visitors and visited at come it, and it will enlarge and strengthen tist, and says: ‘If he received baptism,
golden thread to ought he to scruple to receive communion,
their ease, and opens the way for other itself until it becomes a
conversation. Where thisis not practica- bind you forever to a God of love !"—§. 8. from such hands?” °
;
ble a good plan is to become a ** Bible wo- Times.
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‘« Every parent whose son is away from
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ed difference there was between those of
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deep
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that
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tecting arm around you.
ra Hastings to a young friend, “I have said that at a Yearly Meeting, when pecubeen as happy
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the ing
wakes no new reverence,
The
sticcess is of that sort that begets more
envy than gratitude in others. And when
the proud and self-complacent man falls
from

his dizzy

hight, he

congratulation’
When

than

the life of the

stirs

more

silent

sympathetic
self-sceker

pity.

is ended,

and men take up his character ard

life for

impartial analysis, they ‘dismiss him to his
place witha promptness that shows he has
been weighed in the balance, even

of

their

imperfect justice, and found sadly wanting.
They who have lived for themselves are
forgotten or held up as beacons; while they
who have accepted and applied the law of
life taught and embodied by Christ are held
in

sacred

remembrance;

and,

speaking

from their graves and their thrones in heaven, while they rebuke worldliness they cheer
and encourage every noble nature, and reappear in many a beneficent life.
Most men wish for the easy places and
the large human pay. They are hungry
for compliments and place.
They complain of hard work. They are sullen where
they decm themselves unprized.
They

life.
ing

decline

They

their,pagt

ask how

service will

of the

little heroic

work

who are free from honest mistakes, in re.
spect to the form of an act which has been

heartily accepted in spirit ane purpose, shall
be shut away from the table, *‘ the
an” may

of

hardship which they ought not to endure.

Labor is seldom sweet to them or made
beautiful to others, because ‘there is no sacred

motive

which

transforms

it into

privilege and invests it with dignity.

a

They

yield to the call,—¢Go, work,” when they
must,

but

often

wait,

like the

slave,

till

scourged by an uneasy conscience or some
outward pressure

to tae

unwelcome

And so the joy of the true servant

task.

is un-

known, and half the efficiency is lost
Ahrough lack of sympathy with that high
type of life which Christ has exalted forever
in his g

pe

and which he is perpetually

inspiring in the souls of those who draw
a4
‘their dally
life from him.
+ Alife
of service has real glory. It may
not. at once appear to the dull and worldly

p)

1

5

:
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regard

itself

as

set to

Is There not a Reason?

is

permitted and possible. The task which is
God’s grant of honor they take as a humdn

properly

custodi-

spread the table forall real disciples, rather
than to refuse admission to the guests whose
hearts joyfully respond to ‘the ¢ Come” of
the Lord Jesus.
:

and tax-

answer, not how much

“and its Lord.

ni

ts

beset

Problem.

tail

plain that the other party cannot get beyond
the * toleration” principle. «* We will agree
to tolerate youas you are, if you will agree
to tolerate us as we are.” Now the Old-

Difference."

School have practically declared that they

Statesmanship has its battle to fight,

now

ly to. ta Tow

Tt ‘wakes
the best purposes

and develops the hidden resources of the

duce our debt and put it on the way to ex-

I. The national debt must be paid in fullness and good

faith.

simply managed,

beneath a semblance

fled off by some
mise,

It must be paid,

not

or slurred over,or hidden
of payment,

or shuf-

sort of game, or compro-

or legerdemain.

Let

it

be

under-

stood, once for all, that the debt is to be
paid, every dollar of it, according to both
the letter and the spirit of our promises.
11. It cannot be paid without.being felt by
the great mass of the people. It is so heavy
that we must all realize the pressure of'it.

It was incurred to save all that makes a

Inclement weather has not confined Christians to their homes; our streets and highways

have

not been

blocked

storms ; the sound

by drifting

life.

tenance of the views which they have always avowed shall not subject them to
ecclesiastical molestation of any kind, and
such pledges, gt is’esay to see, will not be

given
given,

beagreed ?” There are some in both Assemblies who would not insist upon a rigorous interpretation of the standards, but
there are very many who would.

——BEECHER™ CRITICISED.

President

ty must cease, or the debt will still be our

plague and tormentor.

Luxury

and ex-

of war and the callto travagance in the style of living, rash specuwithinsour bor- lation instead of honorable trade and paders, and the great political issues of our tient industry, will postpone the day of retone are very generally regarded as set- lief and add to the embarrassment. of the
ed.
country.
tu
Un der. such citeumstances, we should
IV. The immense army of swindlers and
-

defrauders of the government, while pro-

fessing to serve it,—the lobbyists who cheat
the confiding and buy the votes of legislaquire, * Is there not a reason?” There is, Yors,—the projectors of private enterprisdoubtless; and if we are’ not able to figd es who. get the endorsement of the govbe ernment and then leave itto pay the leagued
the answer in any single cause, wemay
s

i

a

recent

recently published, which he
thinks ** contain errors in doctrineso fun-

Cheney

preached in 1859.

At the time it was de-

livered some of his hearers remonstrated
with him, and Mr Tappan complains that

after all these years of reflection itis per-

.munently preserved and set forth under the
gave a brief and comprehensive history of
sanction of his great name to mislead oththe Institution. From his statements, it ers.
Mr. Beecher says: “The Bible teachappears that from the flames of Old Par- es that
the Divine Mind was pleased to take
sonsfield sprang
the educational build- upon itself a human
body.
We have no
ings at Lewiston. On the 23d of Sept., warrant in the Scripture
for attributing to
1854, the idea of the Maine State Seminary Christ any other part of human
nature than
| was born in the minds of two men riding simply a body.”
Mr. T. quotes further,
in the cars by Yarmouth Junction. In No- and then justly says
that the body. does not
vember, 1854, the plan took tangible shape
constitute a man—bones, muscles, etc., do
before the Topsham Convention. The In- not
make up aman. He has a higher “part.”
stitution was chartered March 16, 1855, and
an

appropriation

of $15,000 secured.

In

June, 1856, the institution was located at
Lewiston, and, June 26th, the corner

stone

was laid. Sept. 1, 1857, the institution was
opened to students. In the financial crash
of 1857 it had a narrow escape from bank-

ruptcy, but in July, 1859, the Seminary was
dedicated, free from debt. In 1861 came
the College movement, and its cause was
laid before friends in Boston with great
success. In 1862 came a proposition for an
independent College course, and in the fall
of 1863 there was organized an *‘ advanced
class,” which the next year became a Sophomore Class. January 19, 1864, the College

Charter was
was a fact.

secured, and Bates College
In July,

the College and

1865, a separation of

Seminary

was

voted, and

the work was finally completed last July,
through the acceptance by the Trustees of
the College Charter. The conditions of the
separation were, that ‘the Trustees of the

College should pay over

to the Seminary

not less than $40,000, nor more

000.

than

Jesus then was not a man

at all,

but only

God moving about ina body.
sermon, once condemned because

That this
avowing

an ancient heresy, should now be reproduced, is another of Mr. B's defiances. /A

FLORAL GUIDE, &c. The illustrated Catalogue

of Seeds and Floral

Guide for 1869,

issued by James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.,
whose advertisement may be found in another column, is a gem in its way, giving an
immense amount of information touching

numerous

The floral illustrations are both
and

beautiful,

and the

informa-

tion given to those who have a fondness for
the beauty of the garden, is ample angd spe‘cific.

be about

It is with thought as with an ax, the .. .

sharp edge economizes strength—
if sharp
it cuts; if dullit pounds. Sr a man’s
time well put in is better than the whole;

it is the concentration, it is the cutting
¢

edge that achieves.

"ton°by

which

he never gets a violent shock.

the fatigue and

of life.

of enjoyment to take off

care of the actual business

Bringing men together for social

enjoyraent tends to promote
god fellowship and true charity; it makes men respect each other more, and love each other
deal better class of sinners than we suppos-

ed. I would not teach any less that this
life is a pilgrimage through a wilderness,

but if every pilgrim threw down a handful
of flower seeds as he went along and plan-

ted

a few trees for shade,
children
through agard v.

soning, but poor food.

be made
the object
only at intervals.

and wit belong to

they

are

good

sea-

Of all tedious and

tiresome creatures, deliver me from one
who gives his whole time to wit. I had
rather sle¢p

with the

is apiece’

sexton.

Amusement

of insertion put between solid

fab cs, and is ornamental in connecting
em. Ndamusement is good that unfits
you for your regular dutiesin life. It must
not be a rival but a servant; it must
appetite for duty.
Amusement

give
is a

whetstone; after it the faculties should be
sharper than they were before. The gaie-

ties of society aré extrayiFint,

unnatural,

and unwholesome.
Innocent dances under
the trees in summer, or at home among
friends, closing

at

an

early

hour,

are

to

$2,000.

These facts speak well for what has been
accomplished in the past, and are promising
well for the cause of popular educationin
Central Maine in the future. We are sorry,

sipate, nof recreate ; they destroy the body,

they do not revive it; they are a satire on
amusement. Amusement should revive those

faculties which regular work

leaves dor-

mant ; and not tax those powers which are
overworked.
As the director in a dance:
criesout

‘Change.

partners,’ so it is with

amusements ; the still people must stir; the
bustling folks must be still; those who
stand must sit; those who labor with their-

hands should use their brains, and

scholars

should exercise their bodies. For my part
I should dearly love to run an express engine for a few hours every day. The enineer could not write a sermon for me peraps, but he could r
ne of mine, and:if

ke rides late nights and
is broken ofhis
sleep, he would find sweet relief in it.
Amnsements must be recognized as God's
ordinances ; men should be cheerful, try to
amuse themselves and others, and soon
thousands of unexpected methods of amusement will grow Spontaneously. Americans
are fertile in mechanical
invention, and
when their attentionis turned to it they will
show the same skill in inventing amusements for the people. Amusements as far
as possible should be enjoyed at home, and
when this cannot be done the whole home
circle shouldgo togetherto the
place of
amusement.
Home should be the very
ivot of our lives, the center
gf our joys.

hildren should be taught to dein

em-

selves ; let them make mistakes if they will,

they will learn faster bY Mistakes than b
any other process. Above all they should
be made to feel unafraid; when love sits in
the household it is God, when fear it is the
evil.

Denominational News and Notes.
Maine State Seminary.

It isa thing of beauty and value, and

sold for the merest trile—ten
for a copy.

cents.

Send
..The

new

building

of the

Maine

State

Seminary was dedicated on the 7th inst. by

Rational

Amusements.
PW

Mr. Beecher lectured

on this much deba-

the past year. The Trustees have erected ted subject at Boston last week, and gave
His
this building by a Committee at an expense, great satisfaction to his audience.
including grounds, &ec., of $30,000, and are views arethose of a matured thinker, who
now ready to pay over an additional $20, has given much attention to the subject;
000 as a permanent fund to the Seminary. and who speaks with great deliberation
The condition of the Seminary at this even when his utterances dppear spontime is that it has twice the fund that it had taneous and the outburst of impulse. We
under the old alliance—owning this entire give some of the main points in the extracts
building and property, with $20,000 at below, though using space freely, and at
interest. Few such institutions are better the same time illustrate his marked felicities
off than this.
Its annual income, exclusive
of speech. We borrow from'the report in
hereafter

mope!

vegetables, fruits and flowers, especially

the latter,

$50,-

This has been the work of the College

of tuition, will

is not

be commended as not only harmless but
number of the Congregationdlist and Re- positivelyuseful
But all night parties and
alls set at naught eyery rational principle
;
corder, Mr Lewis Tappan reviews Rev.
two volumes of they are condemned before they ger Batt
Henry Ward Beecher's
way up to moral consideration. They dissermons,

——MAINE STATE SEMINARY. At the dedication of the new building of Maine State
Seminary on the 7th inst., of which we give
elsewhere,

hours by one that

except they -an

damental as not only to impair their influ.| ence, butto threaten serious injury.” He
selects one—*‘The Incarnation of Christ"—

Current Topics.

account

by an Old-School Assembly, or if
will simply create a new schism.

‘‘Hotw can two walk together

the Advertiser :

:

Lines have been drawn by various parties on the subject of amusements; and
the battle is'still going on. Sometimes the
battle isagainst all

amusement, sometimes

interesting services.

The building is pleas-

antly located, about one hundred rods from
the College, with ampie grounds. Its construction and size are such as to give the
best accommodations to both teachers and
students,

in

boarding,

rooming,

reciting

and lecturing. We have never seen better
conveniences for educational purposes than
are here found. The building,100 by 40 feet,
is of stone and brick, well built, with every
modern improvement found in similar constructions,
a
The dedicatory exercises were opened by
singing an appropriate piece to the tune of

“Old Hundred.” ‘Pres. Cheney then gave a
very interesting account of the M. S. Seminary,from its inception to tle present hour.
Its early difficulties, its many embarrassments,burdens and struggles through which

against a particular amusement. - The older ‘it had come, —all of which were related in a
however,to learn that the condition and pros- people are generally engaged on one side
spirit of self-abnegation, gratefully acpects of Bates College are less favorable and the younger on the other. The new knowledging the hand of God in its present
comers yill have their way, and the young
than those of the Seminary.
will prevail in every community
if you ability and success gover all discouragegive them time for it. To-day gaiety is in ments. The President passed into the
~——SIGNIFILANT UTTERANCES. The first the ascendant, fashion with its. brilliant hands of its Treasurer,Bro. Lowell, a deed
week in this month witnessed the inaugura- rounds bewitches satiety ; to-morrow comes of the building and lands costing some $30,a religous rebound, meetings are the
tion of two New England Govériiors, éach fashion, and the laughers are brought to 000, with Gov. Bonds for $20,000, amountof whom took occasion to express his views the confessional: and
then after a while ing in all to $50,000. The Treasurer,in beon the subject of temperance legislation. again mirth resumes her sway and chases half of the Seminary, cordially thanked the
The battles President for the gift,and prayerfully hoped
Governor Chamberlain,of Maine,is conserv- the shadows from sober faces.
ative gnd cautious. Among other things, are continuous, ‘victories are transient. it migh be used to glorify God.
Each side alike has traitors in its camp.
he says, *“ Drunkenness is an evil, and it is The laugh lies latent in the most sorrowThe keys were then passed into the hands
the duty of the State to restrain men from ful, and the tear rests in the eye of the of the Principal, Prof. A. Given, who was
it, and protect the innocent from its depre- gayest. Each comes to aid the efforts of waited upon to the chair, vacated by the
to wed mirth and mor- President, by Prof. Hayes of the College.
dations ;"—he adds that all crime and evil the enemy. I propse
ality!
‘Who
shall
forbid
the banns ?
'
cannot be expelled from among men by the
Amusement i$ the prerogative and .duty Mr. Given accepted the keys and place,
severest laws. The most we can ‘hope to |’ of a busy man. "In counting
men, idlers with a few modest but pertinent remarks.
do is to intimidate and restrain them—the are notto be reckoned ; they have no busi- The dedicatory prayer was offered by your
divine law has as yet achievedng more. ness with amusement; but itis the duty correspondent, when the assembly was disGov. Claflin, of Mass., while pérhaps no of every sober and earnest man to have missed by the benediction from Dr. €hengy.
amusement; in proportion'ss he is busy, he
more decided in his convictions, is more
is bound to have proportional amusement. The exercises were well attended and deepfrank and outspoken in the expression of Those who make
pleasure the business of ly interesting throughout.
them. After speaking of the effects of the life, are nothing but honey-seekers, and
Thus we have the two institutions, Col‘repeal of the prohibitory law by the last they seek in vain. ‘By amusement I mean
lege
and Seminary, completely and finally
Legislature,as seen in the alarming increase the whole art of extracting pleasure from separated,each with buildings and grounds,
life, and not the few sources of pleasure

Needless drafts on the national treasu- of intemperance, he proceeds:

arms have not been heard

\

School men demand pledges that the main-

at firsti—2a. x. a.
«

twelve

will not tolerate the doctrines which they ‘would walk homeward
have heretofore condemnedgby twice reject- s Amusement must not
of life, it must be taken
ing the basis agreed upon by the Joint Pleasure, mirth, music
Committee.
On the otherhand, the Newthe class of stimulants ;

more of the love of Christ in the heart than

an

:

Previous to the ‘- Week of Prayer,” the
country dear and nationality a blessing.
fruits of which have not become fully mani“We who reap the advantages of a free and
fest, the number of coanversions reported in
our own columns and in our exckhnges stable government have no moral right to
claim immunity from the service that is to
have been sensibly less than were reported, pay for what is so costly and so precious.
during the same period, for several years
We shall all feel it when we pay such a
past. Such has been the case too when the debt as ours,
public mind has not been agitated by any
III. There mustbe economy both in the pubsubject of a particularly exciting character. Nic expenditures and in the sphere of private

have naturally expected to witness a large
observer,but it is present and real. This life ingatheringof souls ; and if our expectations
_puts down selfishnessand ¢alms p sion. It have not been realized, we are led to inputs

ip

Financial

2

tinction. Mr. Washburn, whois listened
to as though he were the echo of Gen. Grant,
cries out lustily for retrenchment.
GenButler would lessen our disquiet by having
us deny that gold and silver are of any spec"orflinances as though they were left to be ial consequence, and let certificates that
managed simply accordingto its own dis- the government owes us stand for so much
cretion. Not in the sense that the church is property.
4
permited to decide: who shill and who shall . This financial question needs study. The
not have the right to participate in the or- debts we owe are impairing our credit, indinances, without regard to the right which flating prices, making burdens heavy, disChrist has guaranteed to all who are really arranging both currency and business,
his. Let it be remembered that there was enabling speculators to work serious misno such regularly organized church as the chief, and complicating the question of poSecretary has in view when the Supper litical reconstfaction. I¢ the present or the
Let it be remembered, too, next Congress can solve the problem, it
was instituted.
that Christ bade all his disciples show forth will have earned the respect of foreign govhis death at the Supper when he instituted ernments and gained The gratitude of the
it:—*Drink ye all of it.” This act of re- nation. But Congress will generally emmembrance was to show forth his death till body the spirit and will of the people,
he should come.
and so every man does something towards
The Supper was therefore put into the complicating or settling the great question.
custody of the church, not that it might be We have no scheme to propose, for we do
managed in the spirit of exclusiveness, but not profess to understand the subject in its
thatit might be kept spread for the refresh- details. But a few things [it is well that
ment of believers till the Lord himself we all distinctly comprehend, and the
should appear a second time. Untill the Mas- sooner they are accepted the better.

ter of the feast directs that none save ‘those

must be petted and flattered and humored,
or they

Gotland his service must be

that the military struggle isover, and the
country has refused to turnits back upon its
soldiers and upon honor. How shall we
manage our heavy debt
? is the question
fective logic, inasmuch as the less does not which deserves and receives special atteninclude the greater, and ask why ourbreth- tion. We are becoming students of nationren exchange pulpits and join in various al finance and political economy. Theories
Christian labors with Pedobaptists on the multiply on the subject. Almost every day
.ground of a common faith and purpose, | brings us some new statement ofour conand then refuse to” unite at the Supper dition and some fresh - scheme for relief.
where they behold the great truth that is Business men are at sixes and sevens, and
symbolized by the feast as with.a single there is no financial policy that unites the
leading men of any political party. Mr.
eye, the answer comes promptly
back,—
“Because the divine orderrequires that bap- Johnson openly recommends us to cheat our
tism (immersion) shall precede the Supper.” creditors out of a portion of what we owe
The Secretary thus gets back to its old them, and so escape a part of the burden
starting-point, and, of course, is'quite ready and the difficulty. Somé of the Democratic
to Fepeat the logical journey as often as. it leaders propose that we substitute promisis dislodged from its position. The diameter es to pay for payment itself. Mr. Greeley
of this circle may be large enoughso that a would have the whole wealth of the country
-small segment of it appears to be & straight pledged for the unequivocal payment of
line, but a continued stepping surely de- what we owe, begin at énce to show our
scribes the circumference. Movement is spirit and faith in our works, by giving the
not here the same thing as progress, and gold dollar for the paper promise to pay
what wears the semblance of reason has it, and so take away all fear of our securities and increase their value enough to reonly the substance of a fallacy.

There is one remark in the Secretary's
worthy and fruitful in good. Self-seeking is
in the end nothing but a failure ; the true toil latest utterance that deserves notice. It
of the Christian disciple is never lost. We do says that ‘‘the church is made, in a sense,
sometimes,copying the speech of the world, the custodian of the ordinances.” Yes; but
and looking only at the aspect of to-day, ‘in what sense? Not surely in the sense
give our praises to the mere human shrewd. that the church is allowed to deal with the
ness and skill that win advantage

The

pre-

if there were “such evidence, it does not
follow that their usage has now the force of
law, we are told that we ought in consistency ‘to admit unbaptized persons to our
churches. When we reply that this is de- |

faithful servicerose far above that which
lay in outward circumstances and was maintained only by the doubtful homage of men.
And so they too became servants of many,
and while busy with their self-forgetful toil
they were winning an everlasting renown.
After all our planning for other sorts of
Zain, this life of service alone is noble

upon baptism

requisite to the communion,

The plaudits of the populace,

saw that the

imperative.

in the New Testament that the apostles in-

which .they were hearing in imagination,
changed into clamors of passion and shouts
of fiendish triumph. But, little by little,
‘they learned to accept the new idea for the
old; saw how much nobler is suffering for
the good of others than struggling for the
gratification of self; gave up the hope of
earthly reward for the sake of spiritual
gain; and at last beheld in the life of service and the death of sacrifice the solution of
life's great problem and the key that unlocked its deepest mysteries. They had
come to know what it was they were asking, and

it embodies

first and other things afterwards.
Who
will not contribute to the accomplishment
of the end sought? -And shall not the reof Christ, we are 1d that this divine or- ‘maining months of the season be improved
der is shown in apostolic usage. When in earnest and direct revival efforts? A
:
Y
we rejoin that there is no proper evidence

ministered unto,but to minister, and to give

ing thereon.

are told that

ter than

tle. progress. It would seem, according to
the statements of an exchange, that some of better. And if, as we know men more we
the leading organs of the Old-School com- find fewer saints, we shall find a great

!

The

-

a

——TiE PRESBYTERIAN REUNION. The proposed union between old and new school
Presbyterians is apparently making but lit-

while

these have been duly appointed, have not
many deserted them to attend the lyceum

Four hours workby a healthy mind is“bet-

It is the business

- loved. Though they were men, and she same thing now and then looks out upon us
was verging upon old age, yet she kept with cheer and quickening in its gaze. And lecture, the concert, the meeting of some
“You could not have preached such a serher interest in their welfare, Their honors the grace which was won for us'by the ser- secret society, the political caucus, or even |:
mon
as that two ‘months ago.” Such was
were her joy.. She would have them pro- vice and sacrifice of the Lord Jesus, is able the ball room and the theater? = While many
the
remark
of a deacon to a young pastor
vided for. If Christ was to become royal, to make even our stupid natures quick with have in theory recognized the claims of
as
he
came
down
from the pulpit after havGod,
have
they
not
in
practice
denied
them
?
she would have them distingiushed. If he | this sacred life, and our flagging service.
ing
delivered,
from
notes, a plain, spiritual
was to be on the throne, she
wished them to efficient through the steadiness and the And has notthe love of the world taken |
sermon.
It
was
during
a revival interest,
have places beside it,
so that its luster strength that are among its most precious . the precedence of the love of God, and the
and the good deacon was fulhof joy that his
love
of
ease
or
pleasure
of
the
love
of
might fall upon their faces and its strength gifts. Weak and worldly as we are, we
pastor” had become greatly revived, awak:
render their positions secure. [Her plea may be sharers in the Master's service, and souls?
ened, spiritualized.
The minister took out
Without extending these queries further,
was bold perhaps, but it was not unnatural. | sharers also in the glory with which ‘it has
his manuscript and replied as follows,—
we doubt not that ‘many a pastor can testiShe looked through the mother’s partial crowned him forevermore.
‘Brother, I have given you a sermon that I
fy to the extreme -difficulty with which a
eyes upon her children, and they were nopreached six months ago, and I remember
continued and healthy interest is maintainble in her view; she recalled the humiliaCustodians of the Ordinances.
distinctly that you were present and heard
tions of their discipleship, and felt that it
ed in the subject of religion in comit. Ithen wondered that you did not ap:
was proper that when the” Méster ascend- «The Christian
Secrelary presents
a munities where there are scores of things,
pear to take any interest in it.”
;
ed to honor they should have their share of marked example of what is called reasonmany of which’ are patronized by Christians,
This
occurrence
was
recently
related
by
emolument. Hence her plea: “Grant that ing in a circle. Itrequires several steps to to absorb attention. Under such circumthe pastor himself in our presence. The
these my two sons may sit, one on thy right traverse this circle,but it is fully compassed stances it will be in vain that we look for
change, of course, was attributed wholly to
hand and the other on thy left hand, in “thy at length.
great religious prosperity. The, exterior
;
the deacon.
Possibly, however, the serglory.”
When'we ask for the ground of restricted may be fair, but the life-giving power will
mon was qn the second occasion read with
The conversation which followed was communion, as maintained by our C. Bap- be wanting. The demand for a reform is

striking. It brought out some new things

resources,

ough.

sent from the*world..

of the Spirit?

our

by the progress of science, and by the in- invigorated by rest and amusement, If
you look behind the door you will see that
spiration of religious faith.
- Maine and Massachusetts have heretofore the twelve hour man is-no student, buta

man and woman may help in doing. Give
us a high honor, a cheerful coGperation, an
economical industry, and an end to gigantic
frauds upon the government to further private interests, and the debt will as steadily
and as surely melt away under the influence of our wholesome and assimilating
life as -an iceberg dissolves in the Gulf

faithfully preached and its ordinances have
been punctually administered, has due

orderare necessaryto

fullest development of

These things accomplished, and the finan- the re-action which has recently taken place
cial problem would be far on the way to- ‘from: a temporary retrogression in both
ward solution. Se much is possible. So these states, may be genuine and thor-

heavy hearts; and every neighborhood is
richer because of the gifts which such a life
scatters through all its domain.
This is not a mere ideal picture. Such a
life is possible. It-is not wholly wanting in
fact. If it be too rare, it is not entirely aboften exhibits such service for others as
leaves little room for mere self-seeking. In
our more specifically Christianwgircles the

she still

these favoring circumstances to accomplish
what they should have attempted by the aid

sobriety and good
the

which arethe generally

recognized methods

It seems, then, essential to the
public of enjoyment. The elements of happiness
good that the present system should be Tange through a long scale, they stretch up
abandoned, and that one should be adopted
through the taste, to reason, and to the

more in accordance with the habits and

ex-

erienceof the people. In placing a new
aw-on the statute-book, it is of the highest
jmportance that it should meet ' the acqui-

highest

moral

sentiment.

Any

course by

which we exercise our faculties for the
sake of being happy is amusement. The

propriety and necessity of amusement is
escence, it not the sanction of the
great obvious, because a certain degree of hapbody of the people.
The evils’ of pinessis as necessary to the well-working
drunkenness are acknowledged by : all, and of the mind and body as food is, It
the remedy therefor has been sought in vain derves a practical ufpose in promoting
w the ablest and wisest philanthropists. the health and tengthen ng the lives of men."
xperience is gradually working out the The
absence of
pleasure
results
in
problem, and we have much to hope
for in physical disability ; joyfulness is both food
the effect of law, assisted as it is by the and medicine. .
i
steady advance of moral sentiment in the We cannot keep the faculties all the
community, by the general conviction that time at work, and to rest 1s to economize.

libraries and teachers of its own entirely
separate.

Each is thus thrown

upon

its

own merits and resources, to act “for itself,
making its own history of success or failure, as time shall determine
apprgve or condemn.
:

‘Phe Seminary

or

God shall

starts with the best of

facilities for success, not only in grounds

and buildings, but also with a Principal

and associate teachers of superior worth,

Messrs, Given and Emory are highly es-

teemed by all,—evidently the right men
are in the right place. Misses Hoyt and
‘White

are teachers of much expbrience

and ability; as is also Mr. Ballard, teacher
FY
~
»

°

ed

¥

a

Sl

e

HB

$

Hencewe feel confident of the

of music.

o

future success of the M. S. Seminary. The
College could hardly spare, at this time, so

much fromits funds as fifty thousand dollars,
still it has been done freely.
~*~

various churches, to find myself engaged as
a home missionary, going from town to
town, house to house, calling
on families in’ |
some instances who have never been visited
been some in-

especially at East

Haven.

a herald of the cross

of Christ

soon find their respective chairs. Prof. Angell, of R. I, has already arrived. Pres. stranger.

little of Mr. C's anxiety and burdens, in raising this last sum,and thus placing the College
on a permanent basis forever, it would certainly be forthcoming at once. Fourteen
years of the most valuable portion of the
President's life have been unreservedly given
tosecuring funds for academic and collegiate
education. His anxious and care-worn fea“tures indicate the exhaustive nature of his

work. Will not friends of education come
at once ¥.the fescue?
J.S. B.

Shenandoah Mission.

ard of the cross in these places.
Central

The

skies are growing brighter, and sinners
coming home. It was a feast to sit in
conference last Sabbath afternoon.
One says, ** “Fhirty years ago I picked
de cross at de foot of Jacob's ladder!

are
our

storm has beat,

de hail has

fell,

up
De

de winds

Maine.

students.

The institution under its new

management promises to be eminently suc-

cessful.

a

x

A

Rev. A. H. Heath

year.
:
CB
The yearly rental of the pews in the
above church has more than doubled withinthe two years past. Over forty persons
have signified their intention of becoming
members either by letter or baptism within a short time.
"

the 3d

inst. The revival is still progressing with
great power. Our new house is too small
for the congregatipn, and already our

The week of prayer was observed by the
churches in Auburn and Lewiston, and in

brethren are planning
to sell it and build a
larger one, Our brethren, old and young,
are full of courage and hope, and seem to

possess a good
quest. We all
strong churches

We want a few

the former town a second week of ‘special
:
deal of the spirit of con- | prayer is being observed.
Quite a revival of religion is progressbelieve that we may have
everywhere in the South, ing at Barker's Mills in Lewiston, in consemore earnest, efficient col- ‘| quence of efforts put forth by the Y. M. C.
and

Association of that city.

money

We also need some mon-

the Lord

has

converted,

and

called to preach the gospel according to
the faith of Freewill Baptists. Who will
send to Bro. Curtisa few hundred dollars

for this express purpose?

2
A.

On the eve of Dec. 17, our friends of Canterbury and Northfield made us a verv pleasant call,

leaving for our benefit the sum of $51.21, $41,11 of

N.C. B.

which was cash, for which they have our heartfelt thanks.

BERRYVILLE, Va. Yesterday

off, to lay down my cross at de gates of de
newJerusalem, to go in and jine de number
John saw dat no man could number! Dere

Another says, “Twelve months ago to-day
I's baptized. T's weak den but I's trong
now ! Dis has been de happiest year of my
life! Sinner man! sinner woman!
you
comes here wid you fine clothes to laugh at
de mourners, but in de judgment, when de
rocks melt, when de tres fall, when de sea

biles,you'll mourn dat day and call de mountains to fall on you! Den de Christian’s faith
will be growed into wings an’ dey’ll fly
away 'bove de ashes of a burnin’ world, to
sing, way in de kingdom, while Jesus sends
you 'way in your sins where de fire burns
widout blowin’, and you always dyin’ and
never dies ! You'd better pray now, for
soon it will be. too late. Brothers and sisters, if you don’t see me at de fust one of
dem twelve gates, look to de next, for I

shall be there !”
Manyof our members use correct language,

butif

there'isa

lack in grammar,

the simple faith and earnest zeal makes one
forget it while listening, and a heart must,
be hard as stone not to melt under these testimonies for Jesus. Our schoolroom is often crowded to suffocation, and I can hard-

ly wait with patience for our new church.
We hope to have it under roof so we can
use itin a few weeks.

It will be rough

and cold, but there, will be ‘room enough
for the people, and it will be a joyful day
when we can worship in it. If the house

Mo is very unpopular

where will the rest; come from? Let me
ask any friends who will aid us, to send the

money directly to me here in Bank or P. O.

with tho

liquor

Jan. 11.

reach

heaven!

Martinsburg, W. Va., Jan. 9, 1869.

Items from

Wisconsin.

FreEsomL, MINN. A very precious revival
has been in progress here for several weeks
and much precious fruit hus been gathered.
—_Con.
GREENFIELD, N.Y. We have had some
revival interest during the past season within

the bounds of the Greenfield church.

tle

village among the

Wisconsin,

Some

revealed

hills
to

of

us, by

Northern
remaining

intelligent,

peaceful, moral

and

Next session with
Feb, 5—T.

or-

pastor, Rev. W. Mishel, for years, and
through the blessing of God attending his
ministration, the church has grown to be an
influential body of Christians, and is composed of the bone and sine of the society,
and bids fair for future success and usefulness. The church have built quite a commodious house of worship in, connection
with the Congrega¥fonalists, and
each

the little band of brothers and sisters, and
still the work is going on.
C. Burcir.
Porter AND MippLEsEX, N, Y. These
churches have been enjoying a precious

work of grace during the past few weeks.
Bro. W. Taylor, of the Erie Q. M., has been

laboring with us to good acceptance. He
has preached the word with clearness and
power
; and God has owned and blessed it,
to the salvation of souls. Wanderers from
the fold have been reclaimed and quickened
toa new life, and sinners -have ‘‘chosen

the good part,” and found peace in believing and pure joy in the service of the Lord.
Our, meetings have been characterized’

" with deep and solemn thought, clearness

of conviction, and a correct understanding
of the teachings and claims of the gospel of |,
toil on in hope of an increased ingathering
of souls. The harvest truly is plenteous;
the laborers are few.
L. B. STARR.

occupies

the

house

each

y

favorable

rd

BosToN

Q.

M.,

65.

Mass.—Held

its last session

7

.

.

opening

M.,

Me.—Held

its last session

at

Dixmont Corner.
We have nochufch there and
but few F. Baptists,
But much credit is: due to
the friends for their kind attention and
generous
hospitality to the Q. M. But few churches were
reported at this session. The business was done
harmoniously.
Public and social meetings were
very interesting, and we trust a good influence
will result from this effort. Collection, $16,60.

small village but a short distance from the:
mouth of the Wolf River.
It is located on
this
river, and is the present terminus
of a branch of the Milwaukie and St. Paul
Next session will be held at Unity Village.
Railroad. The town is building up quite
Resolved, That it is the duty of our churches
rapidly, and is considered a favorable place

for a business man t0® locate. There is at
present no organization of our denomina-

tion in the town, though from fifteen to
thirty persons who have stood connected
with us in the past live in and near the vil- |

lage.

It is now confidently expected that |

a church may

soon be

organized

and

py

singing exclusively, and three
city

churches’

have

quar-

Out-

side of the city four churches have congregational
singing; two have choirs leading the congrega-

tion;

the most have

their music.

:

John Allen,

the

New York

very

dogged,

sullen

silent.

a

house of worship erected..
At Omro, a thriving village on the Fox
River, about twelve miles up the river from

Oskosh and fourteen below Beshire, is a
favorable opening for a Free Baptist church.
There are about twenty persons residents of
the place, who have been connected with
our denomination, and are anxious again to

lock Q. M,, in the ‘north part of Vt. My choice. This place is only about six miles
labors are mostly confined to four towns, from Mineconie; and these places together
Glover, South Barton, Newark and East could sustain a minister if they were properHaven, It seems a little strange after ‘ly organized and put futo working order,
preaching for nearly 50 years as & pastor of | whereas they now lie waste, Will not

and societies to engage and pay for their pastoral labor, and to adopt such system for defraying
all necessary expenses as shall be just and equal

in its bearings and not unscriptural in its methods ;
and it is the duty of all church members to govern their conduct in this respect by the system
that their church or church and society have seen

fit to adopt.

BENJI. Foca, Clerk.

HENNEPIN

Q.

M.,

Minn. —Held

its

Dec. ses-

sion at Ramsey,commencing on the 25th. It was a
season of deep interest, and good
results are
confidently expected.
The meeting is being protracted.
Next session at Crystal Lake, Mar.

12th.

_H. N. Herrick,

Clerk.

SWITZERLAND,
Q. M,, Ind.~Held its Dec.
session with the Union Church. No business
was done.
There was good preaching on the
Sabbath »
Rev. Ivanc Stone. Next session

with the:

Harmony church, March
L.

6th,

ADKINSON,

Clerk.
arp

’

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

equal to a reduction

Pamphlets
plication.
|

.

oo

Revivals,

At South Berwick M, E. Church, Maing.a good
revival has been enjoyed,~—=The Lord
has
visited Sandwich,N. H,, ip great morey. Since the
first of November about sixty hyve professed eon”

giving

, All Bonds

full

fund for

William Craft in

as

cotton

merchant,
and

Special Notice.
THE TEN YEAR FUND.

CARPETS.~Just Received
from the Forced Sale, 100
pieces English Tapestries for $1,50 per yard.
100 pieces Cottage Carpet for 50 cents per yard.
125 pieces of Ingrain Carpets fur 75 cents per yard.

gence which distinguish him from
people here.”

well-educated

The little ailments, griefs and discomforts to

poor weak humanity is liable are among
we have to bear.

which

the hardest

Loss of hair is one afiliction to some.

people guite unbearable,

Yet that loss elicits no con-

solation fromrour friends, Turn then to the greatest
benefaction of this golden age, and apply with earnestness and vigor that unrivaled preparation known
as ““ Barrett’s Vegetable Hair Restorative,” so agreeable in its application, 80 wonderful in its results.—
Pittsburg Chronicle.
¥
THE

AMERICAN

ECCLESIASTICAL

ALMANAC

sale at

Barnum—U

and

rency.

Cur-

;

ack thE

1st Ch in Sheffield, Vt,

of

all

the Broken,

and

Worthless

Banks and Bank notes in the country,

and

lished the 1st and 15th of every month.

Every store-

keeper

and

person

is pub-.

engaged in business should sub-

scribe to Petersond’ Detector, The price is, for the
Monthly issue, One Dollar and Fifty Cents a year, or
for the Semi-Monthly issue, Three Dollars a year.
TERMS, for the Monthly issue of twelve numbers;

$1 60
.
.
.
One copy, one year,
Two copies, oneyear
,
9 50
Three copies,one year
«
=
.
350
Five copies one year, and an extra copy to the °
person getting up the club, making six in all 6 00
Terms, for the Bemi-Monthly issues of 24 numbers,
for one year, just double the above rates.

We would advise all persons to subscribe to the
Semi-Monthly issue, whereby they will get descriptionsof all new counterfeits and altered notes, some
two weeks in advance of the Monthly number.
In remitting,

get a

Post

Office

order,

i:

List)

Large wages can be made.
Address
T. B. PETERSON & Brothers,

No. 308 Chestnut 8t., Philadelphia.

Balsam’ of Wild Cherry will cure coughs, colds,
bleeding at the lungs, and arrest that fell destroyer,
Consumption, it does more than most physicians oan

do.

The use of a sihgle bottle, costing one dollar,

will satisfy the inoredulous
further for the required aid,
7

that they ncéd
0
f

look no

combined
for

La-

1y15

This is the familiar question putto every invalid. In
many,cases the answer is, *‘ I don’t know exactly, but I
don’t feel well.” Look at the countenance of the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that the eyes are dull and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole

expression of the face dejected. Interrogate the invalid more closely, and you will discover that CONSTIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a

liz€r, is atthe bottom of the mischief.
Whoever

has

* That's

experienced

the

_' _TARRANT’S
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EFFERVESOENT SELTZER APERIENT
Streets,

39t51
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»
w

New

York,
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Sold by all Druggists.

: BOWDOIN

MEDICAL.
The 49th

COLLEGE.

DEPARTMENT.

Annual Course of Lectures in the Medical

Feb. 18th, and conwill be for-

a

\

C.F. BRACKETT,

Sec’y.

Me.,Dec,. 1868.
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Notes on Children’s
Worship, &e.

By Rev. H. CLAY TRUMBULL,
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PREACHER.

Prayer and Preaching; Forms for Opening
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N Y, per J 8 Staples
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A Year's Supply
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per E Tuttle
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FPYHIS is the fullest and best bgok on the subject of

y general religious exercises for children ever
published. It is the result of long experience, care8,50 | ful study, and extended observation and reading
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the part of one of the most successtul and skilled
Sun-

‘

Colby E A Hayes 2,22; Francis
I Hayes, Lewisfon, Me, for mecting-house - W Va, per Prof B
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8,60 | day-School workers
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VINCENT, JAMES

M. FREEMAN,

A. J. GORDAN,

R. T.

——— | ROBINSON, W. E. KNOX and ALFKED TAYLOR, and
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‘SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
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Soap,

is recommended

prietors.

Rev P § Burbank, Danville, N H

In the boudoir and the dressing.room one perfume
reigns supreme. PHALON'S “FLOR DE MAYO,” the
new perfume for the hanUkerchief, has no rival in
any home where taste presides. Sold by all Druggists.
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PETERSONS’ COUNTERFEIT DETECTOR AND NATIONAL BANK NOTE LIST, corrected by Drexel &
Co.," Bankers, is invaluable to all business men in

of useful

For

amphlets, 110 pages, sent free.
Lo. No. 37 PARK
Row, N. Y.

att—F H Partridge—C O Parmenter—Wm

Wal-

by

tion.

D Quimby—S E Root—Mrs 8 H Raitt—G C Riech—L R
Richardson—D L Rice—S Russel—M A Rogers—N L Réwell—Mrs H Remick—Wm Russell—=A M Richmond—M
Reynolds—H Richardson—M Richardson—J A Rumsey—
M Stockbridge—S Seward—N G H Stanley—M E Small—
A Shepherd—T Sherman—E H_Streeter—D E Sweet—D
Stiles—J Stevens—C Stocks—B F Stewart—8 H Storer—S
C Sandcrs—M L Sheldon—E C Smalley—S8 B Starr—J
Stewart—I Slater—N Sreedman—M H
Tarbox—Wm H
Yeates—M C Turner—H Thompson ar C Tolford—H Tay~lor—J Tucker—J A Varney—W A Wares—Lydia Williams
J Whitcomb—C K Wood—A G Wilder—J C Whittaker—
J Walling—D J Whitney—W M Weleh—S B_ Young—Mrs
S Bean—dJ H Barker—C E Blake—D Brown I Boomhower

0!

miscellany

Chase—J W

this office.

For sale

How to Get Patents.
[ | For opinion no charge.

| Loo—S Littlefield—G V

We do not care te recommend any Medicine, but
The Good
Samaritan’s
Ointment for Chilblains or

Itis invalmable.

session at

Received.

J 8 Davidson — J ¥ puyie

ter Clarke, who was formerly a medical Practitioner
in England. His European Cough Remedy is one of
the proprietary medicines extensively used by Physicians in the treatment of Coughs and Consumption,
and has the reputation of curing many cases of disease of the Lungs and Bronchial tubes. We learn
that his Rheumatic Elixer is also selling extensively,
and from the testimony of those who have used it,
we judge it is equally successful in curing Neuralgia
;and Rheumatism. All who are interested may properly send to Bro. Clarke for a circular. His address
is Minot, Maine.

Hands.

Also an invoice of Stair Carpeting for about half
ue.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET COMPANY,
4t40
. 75 Hanover street.

—Mrs Devereaux
avis—
ake—
W M F Eaton—M D Everest—V Ellis—B Ellis—L W Eills—
M Folsom—J E Flanders—L D Felt—L Hasset—N H Farr
D Fisk—S E E French—A Friend—F Fox—A Fergurson
J Fogg—B 8 Gerry—K R George—E Guilford—E_ L Hunkins—A
Heath—D W Hunt—H Ham—J W Hills—
James Hayes—G W Holderoft—E 8 Hine—I Z Hanning—
M Hutches—E C Hodge—G R Holt-G HHaward—N-Jones
~D Johnson—S8 Johmson—W M Jenkins—T Johnson—H
8 Kimball-M Kimball—C Keas— Mrs A Ruapp-J M
K
riet-Kellogg—H M Lord—E P Ladd—W W
oore—A J Mowry--Anna Morris—L W Matterson—J Miller—D Moody—C
Miller—Mrs
S'S Marshall—S N Morse—O T Moulton—M Mitchell—A
A Morse—J T Moore—H P Morrill—R McDonald—R M
Minard—J
Mariner—A Mooney— W 1. Noyes — A I
McCreary—A Munger—J C' Osgoed—J Patterson—M P
Patterson—dJ C Pennington D Perry—H Payson—B O Pi-

RELIABLE MEDICINES.—We call the attention of

Chapped
dealers.

400 rolls oil Cloth, 50 to 75 cents per yard.

at the usual

Office Addresses.

by all Druggists.

90 pieces of Superfine Carpet for $1,25 per yard.

Carrie H Clark—J Cirlton—Wm Cook—dJ 8 Sopp=k G
Cilley—¥rs F Chase—G T Canfleld—J B Clong} —V
R CaCarpenter—W M Clark—I B Coleman- E K Clark—
Bu Cruikshank—S Dwinell—W JI. H Davis—F Darte—

FOR

our readers to the medicines prepared by Rev.

Jan. 29

Sold

GEO. M. PRESCOTT, Clerk.

Letters

vention, of the Relation between Church and State;
List of all the Missionary Societies of the world, all
of which will of course not be repeated in the AlmaFor

M. will hold its next
commencing

3

. b0 pieces imperfect Ingrain for 62 to 87 ets. per y’d.
An invoice of superb Three:plys very cheap.

K Andrews—A J Abbott—L Adkinson—P G Abrams—D
K Andrus— C W Anthony—J Austin—F P Augir— RE
Anderson—O Blake—A F Bryant—J H Brown—A Boleour
M C Buswell—E F Bartlett—D H Blake—V Balcon—J
H-Brown—J K Burley—J Batchelder—W Barton—M C
Brown—O C Basset—L C Bailey—B E Baker—E H Baldwin—R T Brown—S Barr—W
Bughee E A Bailey—B R
Buzzell—S Bathrick—J Bishop—E Bates—A J Bird—J E
Browning—J J Banks—Wm Bates—G P_Blanchard—J M

Pan Anglican Synod, of the Presbyterian Union Con-

Price 30 cents.

Q.

Wheelock,

Post

1868 contains a great deal of information which is of
lasting terest; such as the History of the Evangelical Alliance and an Account of the General Assembly of the Alliance at Amsterdam; accounts of the

nac for 1869,

is now due from
years’ fund, for the

Rev. A, H. Morrell, Phillips, Me.
« A, J. Buker, Bingham, Me,

purchasing land. Craft has been twice to Dahomey and seems to have won the confidence of the
merchants on whose behalf he has acted. He is,
says one account, “the blackest of the black, but

nor his intelli-.

stomach.

vv

establish

over-

the ‘liver, purify its secretions, cleanse the solvent
fluids, and expel all acrid, iryitating matter from the

the church in Springville, Feb. 13, 14.
.
H. A. BARKER, Clerk.

co-operative associations among the freedmen by

it is his color and not his manner

New York.

Erie (N. Y.) Q. M. will hold its next session with

that

Pills.—Heartburn—When

flow of bile o ¢curs and the functions of the stomach
become deranged, a burning sensation is felt in the
region of the stomach, and is popularly termed Heartburn. Holloway’s pills, by their immediate action on

Notices and Appointments,

Wheelock.

are get-

order

Street,

Holloway’s

The fourth annual installment
those who subscribed to the ten

hour.

AND MAINE RAILROAD.

and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 pP. M,
For Great Falls, 10,10 A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 545, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M,, 2.45 P, M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.55 A.
M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7
MM.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,3,
FP. M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P,
y
!
WM. MERRITT, Supt.

benefit of New Hampton Lit, & Bib. Institution.
Please send to the Treasurer as soon as practicable.
. B. H. PRESCOTT, Treas.
New Hampton, N, H,, 1859.

South

Notices.

Summer Arrangemens.
June 22, 1868.
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M

OF

82 Wall Street,

aw

he may return, with his wife to Georgia,~the
State from which they fled;—and form a business
connection

BOSTON

HENRY CLEWS & CO., Bankers,
2

.

Special

BOODY,. Treasurer,

OR

Rev.

C. Leslie, and Miss Baas:

-

price

on ap-

12 Wall

quite as absurd to our descendants.
upa

the

The Bonds may be had of

Boston has just dedicated one of the finest edifices in the country.
The church was founded
in1640. The pastor, Mr Rufus Ellis,belongs to the
extreme orthodox wing of the Unitarian body.

ting

in

for sent by express free of

II. H.

G.

Th

charge.

is

C.

In Barrington, N. Hi, Dec. 2, Mr. 8. Randall Drew,
aged 19 years, 6 months.

Feb. 1st, proximo,

information ‘sent
ily
»

subscribed

.

Elva M. Rice, bo

Tax.

per cent,

A.

In West Buxton, Dec. 30, by Rev, E. Manson, Mr.
J coh F.Townsend and Miss
ary E, Palmer, both
of
B.
:
y

of the Bonds.

disappointed with the turn affairs Lave taken,and
“4s angry with himself and all his neighbors.

Some benevolent Quakers in England

payable

5

ece of

subscribing
now will save the
of one

:

)

also at the same time and
.
Huntress
of Harmony,
|
Safe aaa
rE

H. K

T. A. Stevens, Mr. Her

INTEREST

be-

He

SAVE YOUR DOCTOR'S BrLLs.—When Dr. Wistar's
‘

Persons

=

Mr. Seth -

Miss Hattie A, Kimball of C.
3
;
In Tuftonborough, Dec. 12, by Rev. 8. P.
Mx Willian Bryant, and Miss Mary Berry,
ewton,
Mass.
)
7
ry
In Plymouth Vt.,Chiistmas Eve. (Dec.24,) by

COIN,

of Government

premium on the coupon

“wickedest,” has

ahd

n

Mr. Albert

The Bonds are oflered at 97} and accrued interest
in currency,

|

closed his house asa dancing-house, and has
come

Free

choirs, the congregation

uniting in two or more hymns.
The expense of
quartettes ranges all the way from $600 to $3,000;
of choirs, from $150 (chorister gratis) to $1,000.
Two Unitarian churches expend $5,000 each on

GOLD

A,

Parkman, and Miss Clara

Johnson of SY ellington;
place, by the same,
Mr.
and Miss. Abby A.

COMPANY,

AND SEVEN PER Cex

IN

have choirs; the

tettes, the people joining in certain hymns.

Samuel B.Drew of

;

1st Feb. and Aug.

thirty-four Congregational churches, in and near
Boston. One church in Bostonhas congregational

nances of the

ANSEL GRIFFETH, Clerk. .

UNITY Q.

at Mineconie, a

N. L. RoweLL, Clerk.

FRENCH CREEK, Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last
session with the Clymer and Harmony church
on the 26, 27 of Dec.
We enjoyed an interesting
season.
The new house of worship which the
society have recently built in connection with the
M. E. society, was
dedicated on the 24th with appropriate exercises, the sermon was preached b,
the Rev. M. Peet of the M, E. church.
The dedicatory prayer was by the Rev. B. McKoon of the
F. B. church. Next term with Sherman.church.

pect of a revival of religion.
There is also a very

D. 8. SmiTH, Clerk.

wed

with the church at Lawrence, January 9 and 10.
Quitea large delegation from the churches was
present and a large amoun! of business
wus
transacted.
Letters from each church were received, full of hope
and
devotion, some of
which bore the glad intelligence of revival interest. Bro. E. N. Fernald,of Andover, by request
of the Lawrence church, after a thorough and entirely satisfactory examination, was licensed to
preach the gospel.
Collection for missions, $27,-

alternate

WaerLock Q.MSVE. Iam laboring as a
home missionary in thé limits of the Whee- enjoy a home among the people of their

sl |

at Parishville. - We were favored with the labors
of Rev. E, B. Fuller, of Vt.,, who preached the
word to good acceptance. The calls of the Freedmen’s Mission and the Green Mountain Seminary were responded to quite liberally, Next session with the Hopkinton church, Jan, 22—24.

Sabbath in peaceful and harmonious relations.
During our short stay with the
brethren there was quite a favorable pros-

for a Free Baptist church

the Union Village church,
CoM.

LAWRENCE Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last session

derly. Schools and the intellectual training
of the youth have an importance given
| them which they so well deserve. The
Free Baptist church in this place have en-

church

to

Paris, now in feeble health; and that we
him our prayers for his restoration to
and for his temporal, spiritual and minisprosperity.
.
That we recommend the friends of Bro.

‘uting to his necessities.

onville is a town of a few hundred inhabi~

has gladdened the hearts of

Christ. ., These churches are encouraged to

the word.

Paris in this.Q. M. to remember him by contrib-

the pines”, where the red man once claimed
possession, and there pitched his tent, huntedhis deer, ensnared his lesser game and

reclaimed, and 7 have been added {6 the
This

in preaching

That we tender our heart-felt sympathy

Bro. C.
pledge
ealth,
terial
8.

vestiges, that once it had a standing ‘‘among

have -been converted, a number have been
church.

2.

A'recent visit to Hortonville, a pretty lit-

joyed the faithful labors of their- present

Revivals, &c.

aid

was present

Resolved, 1. That in the death of our beloved
brother, Rev. Moses Hanson, a good man has
fallen, and we feel his loss and believe our loss
is his gain; and that we tender our heart-felt
sympathy to his family in their deep affliction.

N.C.B.

tants,

shall all

Rev. H. A. Davis of Lansing

and lent us efficient

plantation, as the result of this revival.

will save

we

Q. M.

all the churches. Some
forty-five have Next session with the church in Brady, Feb.
J. ALLEN, Clerk.
been added to the church since the revival 6 and 7.
commenced: Others will go forward sbon,
WOLFBOROUGH Q. M., N. H.—Held its last
Some still are seekers (mourners). I ought session with the first Ossipee and Wakefield ch.
to mention the fact that five fiddles have ‘Nothing of special importance transpired. In
Conference the following resolutions were unanbeen consigned to the flames on a single’ imously passed :
3

held perhaps undisputed sway. But now
the proprietors are changed, the pines are
mostly gone, the well arranged farms are
seen indicating thrift and prosperity. Hort

us,

with the first church of Duaplain.
The meeting
was well attended, and the interestin the Q. M.,
we think, is on the increase. One new church of
14 members was received, as a member of our

whiskey. O, that the same might be said of

checks, and I will send receipts of the same
to Bro. Curtis. By doing this you will confer a very great favor just now. "Many
thanks’ to all those who have helped us.
The bank of heaven will pay good interest. Ifthe prayers of our colored friends
Boxes of clothing will be most acceptable.
ANNE 8. DUDLEY.

SHIAWASSEE Q. M.,Mich.—Held its last session

dealers of both races. Everybody..Jknows.
that Free Baptists are not allowed: to drink

is completed so we can occupy it, with windows and door, we must pay $500 within
twenty days.
With what I have I can raise $400, but

The exercises

does not suppress the truth for fear or favox.

” Glemeral,

PRINCIPAL

“

J. B. HIGGINS,
E.M. HIGGINS.

at the water passed off pleasantly, save that
one young woman was forbidden to be
baptized ina very profane manner by her
father, after she had been led into the water by the deacon. (Itis a custonmi here for
the deacons to assist the minister by leading the candidates into and out of the water.) At 2P.M.the hand of fellowship was
given, and the Lord’s supper administered.
At 3, a funeral sermon was preached,and at
N.L. QUIMBY.
5, a couple who had lived together forty
The
new
year
comes
with
blessings
to the paryears were married. At 6 1-2 the evening
sonage at West Campton, N. H. In Dec. the
meeting commenced by the marriage of a
young men of the congregation came over and
young couple, then a sermon, a prayer and. delivered and cut nearly twenty cords of wood.
conference meeting of an hour, and a busi- January 7, the church and congregafion made
ness meeting completed the day's work. their annual donation visit, leaving in money and
Can any of our northern churches do a provisions more than $100. A package of books
larger day’s work ? I do not know of a com- from an old friend supplied food for the mind,
and a well-filled box from an old parishioner in
munity more thoroughly Freewill Baptist another state, helped to make up a grateful and
than the people of color in this very aristo- happy New Year. Thanks to all the donors.
cratic Clark county of West Virginia. Bro.
Mr. & Mrs. GEO. WHEELER.
Jackson has the field to himself, and there
are at least a thousand people within reach |
Quarterly Meetings.
of him. He seems to be faithful to his trust,

de mourning will all be done and we'll see
Jesus!”
o.
E

Si

iss Ruth

In Hollis, Nov. 28, by Rev. L. H. Witham,

PAY THE -

* The first Methodist church in Massachusetts.
.| was established in 1791, and there are now 271
churches in 207 cities or' towns.
Our friends in Sullivan,Pa.,made us a donation
There are 248
visit, Dec. 23, leaving for our benefit with other
church-buildings #nd 118 parsonages.
In 128
favors
recently bestowed $150,00, for which
towns there are no churches.
The value of the
they have our sincere thanks. This was exclu248 churches is $2,282,650; and of the 118 parsonsive of subscription.
A. DopGe,
ages, $265,900.
N. DobGE.
A book of theological discussions by some of
The good people of our parish will please rethe old monks has lately’ been discoversd, in
ceive the sincere gratitude of our hearts for the which these are some of the questions ; What was
the shape of the wings of the Archangel Gabriel?
very acceptable offering of $64,71, of Dec. 2, for
Did Pilate use soap when he washed his hands?
our benefit.
For extra and occasional services
‘in the ministry, the church at South Cornishrapd How much wine did they drink at the marriage
Emery’s Corner, mét at Dea, Allen’s, Dec. 23,
in Cana? Are there any angels with baritone
and then and at other times,made us a donation of voices? Could Christ have changed himself into
$61,90, for which they have our thanks and kind
a devil or into a pumpkin? It is just possible
wishes.
M. A. QUMBY,
that some of our theological questions may seem

was a good

day for our church in this place. In the
morning thirteen, mostly young persois,

‘‘put on Christ by baptism.”

Four-fifths of

RE.
TEL

Dyer of Hollis, and Miss Luey A. Gey of Limerick.
n Buxton '
1 A Mr.
man C. Sawyer and
Miss Abby A. Whitten, both ofB.
In Parkman, Nov..28, by J. Drew,
Esq., Mr.

Rock ISLAND, AND St. LOUIS
RAILROAD

al (Unitarian) church in

The Lord grant

that the money may come.
Jan. 11.

Rockrorp,

| His old business has been entirely ruined, partly
by exposure and partly by his attempt to play oft’
Donations.
the missionary by his pretended
conversion.
Rev. H. F.Dickey returns thanks to his friends
Between these two stools, John Allen’s dancein North Wilmot (where he labors one half of house has fallen to the ground.
the time) for a donation to the amount of $60,00.
The first Congregation

ey to assist in educating the dozen “young
men whom

OF THR

the students, it is said, have been converted.

the

8. ry
80. of a
Gilman of L.;

THE FIRST MORTGAGE|
FIFTY-YEAR CONVERTIBLE BONDS,

seekers.——A great revival is in progress in

of

Artie
oth 0: € Noweller. MD, dnd ls Jéinie 5. . iyes,
In'Libe
Me.,
Jan. 14, by
Rey.
E. Knowlton, John

At Whippany,N. J.,

“Madison University, Wisconsin.

remainder

In Gonic Village Dee, a1, by Bev. 6. J. Abbott,Mr.

Hair Renewer will show most beneficial effects upon
the hair and scalp.
:
.
/

“Year's eve twelve persons were at the altar as

.

=

The trialof one Bottle of Hall's’ Vegetable Sicilian

The Congregationalist & Recorder publishes
from $1000 to $1200 per ‘a statementof the arrangements for singing in

has blowed,and dis ole ship has rocked from
shore to shore, but I never ‘specs’ to stop

climb in ‘till I gits on de $op roun’,and steps
Py

Bro. Lyle baptized eight on

Center charge, Maine.

there is considerable revival interest. This charge
is supplied by Rey, George W, Miller, a student

| inary is in session with about one hundred

CHARLESTOWN, West Va. Yesterday Bro.
Dunjee baptized seven persons at this
place.

have been converted, and still the work goes on
with increasing interest.———Over twenty have
recently professed conversion in the ¥ennebunk

|. TH® winter term of the- Maine State-Sem-|- nthe Drew Theological Seminary? On New

and haye free course and be glorified.
G. SANBORN. .

ored preachers from the North,

strong faith in the promises of God.

though

Wis.

The Court St. F. B. Society at alate parI think I have their earnest
prayers that the word of the Lord thay run ish meeting raised the salury of ‘its pastor,

to support them.

I arrived here safely, Dec. 24th. The
‘* welcome home” was soul-inspiring, and 1
begin anew the work of this mission with

version. ~———Twenty-five have recently profess-

Any one entering this field will find warm

1869.

JANUARY 0,

ter enter these promising fields and gather _ed conversion ina revival in progress in Peru,
No ¥Y.—%-There is a gracious revival in the M.,
2 glorious hatvest for the blessed Savior? E. Church at Dover, N, J, Over sixty persons

I trust

| -I-have-be
eT Havering ts Suvicus in sFplase.
and prudently managed ; and more than all Newark
God is evidently with them. The two new- people ix Northern Vt., have received me
ly appointed professors in the College will with open hands and affectionate hearts.as

If these who have the funds could realize a

‘some minister full of the spirit of the Mas-

feeble labors thus far have not been alto- and stay up his hands,in planting the standterest,

ditional pledge of Mr. Bates.

STAR:

by a minister of the gospel. I trustmy hearted’ friends ready to se¢ond his efforts
gether in vain. There has

Cheney is exerting all his energies in raising the necessary money to secure the con-

MORNING

:

END

VC EMENTS

calling at or addressing,

Shaw

by

+

& Sanford.

22 Bohool Street, Boston.

aw

:
mt

© Petry.
br

As-T passed from the cars I longed to say

A good wife rose from her hed one morn,
«And thought with a nervous dread
Of the piles of clothes to-be washed, and more

ought to bear the infirmities of the weak,
and not to please ourselves. And when I
tell him that everybody crowds everybody
than many a lady who wears fine silks and in this world, he says, we don't belong to
has thousands of dollars at her control I"
this world, ‘but to the kingdom of heaven,
+ ‘|= Probably I shall never see the little boy, where He that is chief is servant of alls
"| again, or ifI do, I shall mever know him as I've a great mind never to crowd or -quarthe hero of my little story, for he will have rel any more !—Lttle Corporal.
«*

meee iT
hAT 2.40 zen monthstobefed,
There are meals to be got for the men in the field,

_.

grown far from his babyhood; but I know

[that iF Re Tived to grow up; amd continues to

exercise such nobility of heart, he will
And the children“to fix away
To school, and milk to be skimmed and churned ;* come one of the best men-in our land.
And all to be done that day.

It had rained in the night, and all the wood
" v Was wet as it could be;
:
And there were pudding and pies to bake,
‘Besides loaves of cake for tea.

The day was hot and her aching head
Throbbed wearily as she said—
“If maidens but knew what good wives know,
They would be in no hurry to wed.”
“Jennie, what do you think I told Ben Brown ¥’
Called the farmer from the well;

Anda

flash crept up to his bronzed brow,

And his eye half bashfully fell ;
“Tt was this,” he said, and coming nean,

He smiled, and stooping dewn,—
$OTwas this, my dear, that you were the best

And dearest wife in town!”
The farmer went back to the field, and the wife,

In a smiling and absent way,
Sang snatclresof tender little songs
She’dénot sung for many a day.

The pain in her head was gone, and the clothes
‘Were white as foam of the sea;
:
Her bread was light; "and her butter was sweet,

And golden as it could be.

“Just think,” all the children called in a breath,
“Tom Wood has run offto sea!
He wouldn’t, I know, if he-only had
AB happy a home as we.”
The night came down, and the good wife smiled
To herself, as she softly said:
“Tis sweet to labor for those we love,

Tis not strange that maids will wed!”

~ "The Holy Dead.

'careworn,

big

ones scold,
and bid the little ones keep still. I do not
believe all of" this story, because potatoes
have no mouths, and cannot talk. They

Their hands, once swift and
. Stilled by a grace divine,

In faith’s eternal sign.
Earth’s dark and dizzy pathways
Shall know them nevermore,
But a place of light and silence

‘Waits on the golden shore.
The problem of existence
1s solved for them at last,
And all life’s loss made even,
For the former things are passed.

|

Then joy is born of pain,
In that court where wrong is righted,
And the Judge of all shall reign.
Round us the storm still rages,
To us the noontide heat;
Our eyes with tears are heavy,
And weary are our feet.

But while in God’s own wisdom
Our wandering steps are led,
They watch in solemn pity—
The holy, happy dead.

—N.

X. Express.

The Family Circle.
Incident for the Children.
BY MAY BRADFORD.
ly
S——

Nearly two years ago, I was traveling in
the cars through the fertile country of central Maine. At one of the way-stations a

came on board, carrying a babe of

from the

The father and mother worked

by. The woman's clothing was composed
of cheap material and madé with strict
economy; the children also were plainly
though neatly dressed. * Evidently the trio
eomposed the family of some laboring, man
who found it hard to make both ends of the
year meet.
.
My attention was attracted particularly to
the little boy, by his manly ways, seeming
80 much beyond his years. Though evidently tired with his journey, he gave his mother as little trouble as possible, seeming to
understand that her especial care must be
given to his baby sister. He sat or stood

{ home;

sometimes

crowded on to my corn, and, do all I could,

they ateit all up, leaving me
no, not a kernel.

not an

ear,

The eabbages did well un-

til after frost; then a neighbor's cow came
to gnaw at them, and leave them nicely
white and open for bugs to creep. in. So
my cabbages got crowded.
That is not all. One night some sort-of
an animal crowded my setting hens, and

sucked every egg, leaving the poor birds

sitting sleepily on the shells.

Afterward I

got a gun and crowded him off and buried
him. But how he hated to go! What an

but the third

week I could think

of

no name worthy enough for her but Faithful, and sol always called her from that
tima, You remember Faithful, don’t you ?
—the Faithful of old John Bunyan’s story.
Even when I was a child, and lay under the

glance at the people seated around him.
Presently alady on the seat directly behind that of the boy, took from her reticule

a rosy cheeked apple—just such an one as

wedry

little

nurse ‘toiled and sang,

and

waited for'the evening shadows. The baby
was crosser than ever that day, and over and
over I heard the little shrill voice singing to
a monotonous tune the old rhymes of Moth-

the *¢ lassie” was very sick; and so two

of

Evidently she

was unaccustomed or indifferent to children, for the little fellow saw the apple
grow smaller and smaller until nothing re, mained. Even then he did not annoy his
, mother with his grievance, but gave a deep

‘~gigh of disappointment and turned away.
The sigh drew the attention of his mother,

and she took from her pocket a stick of candy and gave him; he looked at it and then
toward his sister, with whom he was in the
habit of sharing his ‘‘goodies,” but she was
fast asleep in her mother’s arms. And now,
my little reader, what do you suppose he
did?

He broke his candy

reached toward that same

in two

pieces,

lady who had

eaten the apple without seeming to notice
‘his existence, and gave her the largest

piece! Such generosity
could not fail of be-.

inlg appreciated, and she immediately took

views of the United States, and it need not fear
a comparison with

and said it was too late.

The fever must

What a pitiful place it wass—so bare, so
pinched, so poor; yet as neatas the tired
little hands could make it,before they dropped their work. The baby lay in the bed,
with his great, white head nestled into his

sister’s pillow.

He

stirred uneasily, and

the little bamboo shanties, pitching men in-

to the air with his tusks, and slapping down
the women into the dirt with his trunk.
Suddenly he stopped at a little baby in the
very middle of the street, looked at him,
picked him up tenderly, and set him in at

her.

Oh, faithful little heart ! does any one

smile at the foolish old rhyme which was
last upon your lips ? To me it has infinite
pathos. It is the last despairing cry of hundreds of weary, struggling souls, that keep
the battle up bravely, till the heart and
flesh fail, and then go down, crying :
If you want any more

«“ Poor lassie,”

closed

you mustsing it yourself.

said the

mother,

as she

her eyes with ler 6wn hard hands,

publica-

need.

the Lord’s Supper?

the Atlantic.—

first three Gospels; Christian Baptism, consider-

He should go as John went—with a

sense of his guilt, and with confidence

Notes

on Egyptology; No-

tices of Recent Publications;

that

Biblical Notes.

The catholic attitude of this noble Quarterly

he will be forgiven.

may be inferred when it 1s stated

Literary Review.

tist clergyman, and the argument for the immer| sion of believers as the only real baptism, is pre-

sented with freedom

and vigor.—The article on

the wine question is a plea
A BOOK ABOUT DOMINIES ; being thé* Reflections
and Recollections of a member of the Profession. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1869. 16mo.
pp. 265. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
:

The dominie with

us in the

that the article

on Baptism is from the pen of ah eminent Bap-

rural

for fermented

toxicating wine at the Lord’s table.
sible argument, but not quite
dover: Warren F. Draper.

or in-

It is a plau-

satisfactory,

Ani

districts of

THE AM. PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW has shortthis country is the minister; in- England, and in
the lexicon of the author of this very- pleasant ened its name, improved its costume, shows an
appreciation of good typography; and, best of all;
volume, he is the school-master.
This “mémber of the profession” is one of whom his older has come out with a bill of fare.which promises
and better pupils would probably say only ap- a choice supply of ‘material and does not at all’
preciative words, and of whom his brothers of disappoint expectation, unless it dees better than
It is a live number, and has rarely
like craft would have mostly pleasant memories. it promises.
He writes in'a style that is charmingly simple, been excelled by anything which its managers

chaste, calm, flexible

and

accurate.

It reminds

are more or less intimately related to the dominie’s sphere

and experiences.

Itis an

eminent-

ly readable book, frank but genial in the expres-

the tro

turf.

By

Hiram Woodruff.

Edit-

. Ford & Co. Boston: H. A. Brown & Co.—
35a, 12mo. pp. 412. Sold by D. Lothrop &

have attacked her brain hours before.

leading

ed in reference to the Actand the Subjects; Revelation and Inspiration; The Natural Theology.
of Social Science; What Wine shall we use at

with a burning fever.

soon afterwards, but he only shook his head

and

the child of God ; he should go to his Heavenly Father to be forgiven. This should be
his first object, for forgiveness is his first

us went down the alley, and stood by the
bed where poor little Faithful lay, wild

The doctor came

the old

woods ring with his awful roar until the
forest was fullof the din! . .,
We stood in silence,
gun in hand, and I
was ready to fire, when
Malaouen, who isa
cool fellow, said,i‘Not yet.” The monster,

|

according to thém, was not near enough.

He stopped for a minute or so, and
then
Seated 3 sgelf, for his Ls ad not oem
well ‘ ada)
suppo
u;
.
The us looked at us with his aed i
eyes, and then beat his breast with his long,

werful and gigantic arms, giving another
of defiance. How awful was that
howl! He then-advanced upon us. Now
he stopped, and, though not far off, they all
said, “Not yet.” I must own to
ing

been somewhat accustomed to see gorillas.
I was terribly excited, for 1always felt that,
if the animal was not killed, some one of us
would be killed.
- I now judged that he was not more than
ten or twelve yards from us, and I could see

plainly the ferocious and fiendish face of the

| monstrous ape. It was working with rage ;
fully by acting’ contrary to their known Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co,
|
his huge teeth were §romd against each
wishes. He resolved to go home and make
other, so that we could hear the sound; the
a full confession of his fault and ask their
THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA, always able, schol- skin of the forehead was moved aapidly
forgiveness; he felt sure of receiving it, and arly, and dealing with topics in the line of min- back and forth, bringing a truly devilish exhe went home to be forgiven. It was a isterial study and experience, opens its new vol- pression upon the hideous face; then once
ume with an excellent number, as the following. more he opened his mouth and gave a roar
good thing to go home for.
table ef contents will show: The Origin of the | which seemed to shake the woods like thunThis incident suggests-what is the duty of

ed by Charles

Ey ing It Yoursolt, sing it yoursetf, 00

is always so tempting to childhood—and
began eating it. I could see the wistful a house door safely; and then went raging
look in the dear boy’s eyes, showing that to along down tlie street again. Wofiderful!
beautiful ! to see such a monstrous creature
him an apple was a rare treat; and I sat
so kind to a little baby.
very uneasily in my seat wondering that the

lady too did not notice it.

To get your flogging, and

one of some of the best things of.the “Country
Parson,” Mr. Boyd, who was so popular afew
years since. He djscourses of the teacher’s duties, perplexities, dangers, day-dreams, &c.; of
peach trees in the west yard to read it, I boys whomhe loves; of young gentlemen whom
he cannot patiently endure; of discipline that
liked Faithful better than Christian.
One weary day in August, when we drew includes in his theory the use of the ferule and
ratan; of the mischievous influence of injudithe blinds close in the great, cool chambers
cious parents upon pupils; of the general charof the “House Beautiful,” and dressed our- acter of our schools, pointing out both their exselves in the daintiest of muslins for the | cellences and defects; of other dominies, whose
pass, I peeped out at the little brown house varied portraits he vividly paints and hangs
the alley, and saw how the fierce -sun them up in the admirable gallery furnished by
shone hotly in at the door, and how the his X¥ II. chapter ;—and, indeedformally or incidentally of many and various other topics that

relling world we do live in, to be sure. The song, and tried to hush him to sleep. From
bugs and worms are nibbling the leaves that moment she seemed to begin her work
away. The robins came and picked off the again, soothing
the children, singing them
bugs. The cat came and caught the robins. to sleep, and making the house tidy for
The dog came and caught the cat and broke mother. How it made my heart ache to
her back.
What a time!
hear her sing, over and over and over, the
In the woods the large trees keep the lit- same foolish old rhyme, in a voice that
tle ones from growing up. In the waters grew all the time weaker and more broken,
the big fish eat up the little fish. In the air
the hawk catches the little bird. On land
the cattle eat up the growing grass, and by
and by the men eat up the cattle. That's until at last the voice died away in a whisthe way it is and always has been in this per, and the little Faithful lay there white
world. The stronger crowds the weaker and wan, with the fever all burned out of
her cheeks,and the child®en sobbing around
and uses him tp.
re

Once a mad elephant came rushing along
a
village
street in India, knocking down
looking out of

the window, sometimes casting a searching

which discuss The Mental Facultiesof Brutes,
Sir Richard.
Li Revolution
Steele, Bismark, The
in |
England, and our own national condition and
prospects,—the last under the title of A Look Before and After,—deal with topics that are living
and vital, and in a way that renders the appeal
which they make to the reader strong, skillful
and effective. The North American is in little
danger of losing its place atthe head of the Re-

n

outside row of corn, before he'd stop to
sion of opinions, quite free from cant, robust,
finish out a big leaf or grew a blossom, and
cheery, quietly sarcastic at times though never
then he stopped and grew so rich, and fat, ‘er Goose, before the little tyrant would go | malicious, intolerant of shams but holding out a
and big leaved, that not a leaf of clover,
to sleep. Just at evening, whenI threw warm hand to moral honesty even though itbe
nor a blade of grass could grow, he coveropen my blinds to the night air, I saw little dull and plodding. It will prove a delightful
volume to be used in reading aloud in an intellied all the ground so. a
Faithful sitting for a moment in the door,
home about the evening fire, or dipped into
There was a crowding and a quarrel going with her head leaning wearily on her hands gent
at odd times by those who know by experience
on in my garden all summer long. The but even then a chubby little fellow came something of the life which the author’ has so
thistles quarreled with my strawberries so toddling up with a broken whip, and Faith- fully lived, and whose entertaining sides he has
that I had to go out and hit them with a ful was ready to mend it.
Sometime in 80 well portrayed.
hoe, and then they would not keep still for the night, there came a messenger in great
more than a week at a time. Then my hens distress to the ‘‘House Beautiful,”to say that THE TROTTING HORSE OF AMERICA: How to
train and drive him. With reminiscences of

upon the seat as seemed to please his momentary fancy,

Inflation, address thémselves to special classes of
readers,—scholars and statesmen; while those

tions of a similar class beyond

and were away early and late; so all day
long this child, Faithful, was the grave

awful smell he made. Then I began to no- they took him ‘away ; but, at the first sound
a few months in her arms, and leading by tice
and to think, what a crowding, quar- of his voice, little Faithful took up the old
the hand a boy who, were it not for the
lesser one, would also claim the title of ba-

January that shows no falling off in vigor, freshness, variety or interest. Including the Critical
Notices, it has ten articles. Of these, the papers
devoted to Leibnitz, to the Catalogue of Harvard
Collegé Library, to the Tariff, and to Railroad

felt thathe had treated them very ungrate-

in a mill,

grow among stones. A little potato gets
between two stubborn stones, and grows it- little housekeeper, who cared, as a mother
self flat as my hand trying to push the might,
for the household affairs, and
stones away. It it is all just the same when the poor little ones. There was no play
little Indian pappooses have their soft heads for her, and small chance to be anything but
between two stubborn boards; they grow thin, and pinched, ‘and careworn. The first
up flat-headed Indians. And the Chinese week I was at the ‘“ House Beautiful,” I ongirl babies have their soft Tittle feet sqeez- ly smiled with the rest at the odd little figed into sore little lumps by tight band- ure. The second week I learned to call her
ages; the bandages crowd them all out of ¢ lassie,” as the father and mother did at

that he came up, and ran away beyond the

Then comes reward for waiting;

a tired

passed for forty.

Down the alley, just alittle way

away its sap and sunshine. The other
corn-stocks a little way off saw it, and said
it was a shame for that great, big tree to
steal a living away from a littlercorn family
not six weeks old. But when those scolding
corn-stalks were growing up, I noticed that
they spread out their blades and dr
the sunshine and would not let t.
little
turnips grow - between their-r6Ws; and
a squash vine got so mad.at the corn-stalks

Are crossed upon their bosoms.

eyes had: such

have eyes, and if they had mouths they
would scold if they could, for potatoes do sandy back: yard, with its bunches of thin,
get terribly crowded sometimes—crowded scattered grass,and the barefooted children
all out of shape.
'| playing about it, or huddled ina. group by
My garden is not like an Illinois garden. the door, while little Faithful sang the baby
All my potatoe hills have more stones in to sleep, and kept them all quiet by the wonI have seen boys .in derful rhymes she sang over and over, with
them than potatoes.
Illinois who never saw a stone in any field patience that seemed never to weary.
They would laugh to see what
or garden.
queer.shapes the potatoes have when they

‘its new volume with the issue of a number for

Some thought they might escape, but the
prospects of most of them were not promising. At length John Roberts rose up and
“What for?

garden, was the low, little hut, where they
all lived—father, mother, and five children.
I could see it from my window;
see the

turned yellow and died, all because there
was a maple tree that crowded it and took

skillful,

and her

look, that she might have

There is a good dealof crowding, and
worse than crowding going on all around
me. A hill of eorn came up beautifully
and grew a foot high, and then stopped and

The autumn rain is falling;
They do not heed its beat;
Past alike the storm and sunshine,
They rest, their sleep is sweet;
Pheir eyes, that were so weary,
From further tears shall cease,
And see enraptured visions
In the solemn sleep of peace.

woman

are growing, and there is not room for them
the

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW commences

have it over P’said one.
#as not Faithful at all.
“No; Iam going home to be forgiven;
Beautiful,” Where ‘she and away he went.
carry the’ refuse of the
John had never played truant before. He
all called her ** General had very kind parents; they would deny
anything I know, that him nothing that was for his good, and he

shape.

YC

.

Little Faithful. 7 -

be-

He passed on and
the boys stopped playing. What was to be
done? He would be sure to tell their parentg.
Jt was too late to-go to school, and
toojearly to go home. Their consultations
cathe to no comfortable conclusion; the
probabilities of punishment were calculated.

~-said+-+F-am-going-home

The child's name
Up at the + House
Quit Crowding.
{.came every day to
rb
kitchgn away, they
I never heard it myself, but they told me Japkson,”.and, for
out in Illinois, that on still nights, you can might have been her name. She was about
“hear the big potatoes scolding the little ten years old, if one might guess from her
ones for crowding so.” The little fellows sizey though her little pinched face was so
all in one hill, and so

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

growing ; and he says we that ate strong what you are about.”

to the young mother, “Whatever may be
your earthly lot, you are far richer in
the wealth of your beautiful children,

Love lightens Labor.

aly

STAR: JANUARY20, 1869.

MORNING

THE

J. Foster. Including an introductory notice _b,
George Wilkes, and a bio-’

ge

hical sketch

by the editor.

New York:

have sent out. The following attractive list of
articles will indicate how many good things are

in store. for its readers:
Scholar

als; and members of the ““ Society for preventing
cruelty to Animals” naturally enough protest

ry Intelligence.

horse, amid

the

contests of the

each

or

But the information touching the horse and his
proper

training, gathered

up

‘Woeodrufl’s tastes and capacity

by a man

of Mr.

and experience,

New

York: J. M.

Sherwood.

gence in training and mansging his favorite animal, eschewing all headlong and brutal methods,
and carrying science and humanity into all his
operations, He made
mself familiar, moreover,with the history and peculiarities of most of
the noted horses of the time, and his statements
and suggestions not only combine to make up a
book that is thoroughly entertaining, but one
which will yield a real value to those who read

known;

and so it hardly needs to be said that he

beast.

came

said,

Malaouen

up.

said, ‘‘Steady,”

When

he stopped

‘Now ;” and before

as

e

Malaonen

he could utter

the

roar for which he was opening
three musket balls were in

his mouth,
his body, and

in reserve in case of accident.

‘Do not fire

he fell dead almost without a struggle,
Gambo had not fired; he had kept his gun

too soon.

If you do not kill him he will

kill you,” said

friend Malaouen

to

me—a

‘piece of advice which I found afterward to
i literally

true.

It was a huge

beast, and

a very old one indeed. Gorillas vary in
hight like men. This one was over 5 feet 6
inches. Its arms spread out 7 feetand
2
inches.

Its bare,

huge,

brawny

New

York:

Or-

measured 50 inches round ; and the big

toe

|

or thumb of its foot measured nearly 6 inches in circumference. Its arm seemed only like an immense bunch of muscle, and its

legs and claw-like feet were so well fitted
for grabbing and holding on that I did not
wonder that the negroes believed that this
animal concealed itself in trees, and pulled
up with his foot any living thing, leopard,
ox, of man, that passed beneath. There is.
no

doubt that the gorilla could

do this, but

that he doesyI do not believe. They are
ferocious and mischievous, but not carnivorous.

Mr, Bright
a

at Court.
——

In certain circles in London

conversation

for the last few days has been all about Mr.
Bright's appearanceat court, which was attended by incidents of a very interesting
character. Some years ago Lord Derby
a

remark,

considered

time highly ious

at the

and offensive, to the

tasteful person at court. A year or two af| terwards Mr. Bright resented this in his
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER would so as- own effective way, in a speech he made at

ange Judd & Co.

sert its
Sabbath

value to every earnest
school class, as almost

instructor of a
to compel the

conviction that it is a necessity of life, could this
number before us just get itself inspected. We
hope to look

over

every

month’s

issue

for our

own profit, and shall draw upon its materials for
the benefit of our readers. But they need the
wholeof its contents, which can be had by send-

ing $1,50 to the publishers, Adams, Blackmer &
Lyon, Chicago.
MIsSIONARY

HERALD

is just

entering

upon its 65th volume.
Its information. upon
whatever relates to the Foreign Mission work is
always ample, well-digested, practical and of
great value.. Though greatly enlarged and improved, it is still furnished at the low price of $1

per year.

Boston: Am. Board of Commission.

ers for For, Miss.

MISCELLANY,

reminded

bein es

the Jor.

hd

of tho

Chaillu,

in

his

latest

book,

“Wild

Life under the Equator,” thus tells the story

for there grew a pulpy pear-shaped fruit,the
tonda, of which the animalis very fond.

It grows

ple

ob and ‘whose presence so near t0 It Was
not a national advan
. We understand

on Mr. Gladstone mentioningto her Majesty

that he intended,
with her
permission, to
offer a seat in the cabinet to the hon. memfaction if Mr. Bright would consent to
serve the crown—!
she had read his
es with great pleasure, and that she
was under the greatest obli
ns to him
for the many kind words he uJ spojean of
her, especially for a speech he
e about
two years
in a great meeting in St.

James's

. When

Mr. Bright went to

quite at liberty to do so.

Du

Lord

e sent Mr. Helps, the clerk to the Privy
| Council, to assure Mr. Brightif it was more
ble to his feelings
to omit the ceremony of kneeling or
g hands he was

Shooting a Gorilla.

’

he

Windsor to take the oath of office her Majesty showed her delicate consideration for the
great commoner in & very marked way.

a

LITERARY

in which

ber for Birmingham, the Queen was pleased
to say it would afford her the
test satis-

—————

THE

Birmingham,

Derb
t there were some persons who
8
upon the’ Sieps of the Sivae without
able
to add anything to the securityo

almost upon a level with the

ground, and is of a splendid red color.
Not only were gorillas fond of the tonda,
but I myself liked it very much, as did also
the ne,
8. Iam very fond of the sub-

dued and grateful acid of this fruit.

The

near alittle ‘sfream we discovered that a

female
gorilla and her baby had been drink* ghe's got her wish at last. She was al- | of his twin boy who went up to the better life in ing, for I could see the tiny feet of the little
ways fearful of living to be a burdento us his beauty and trust a little before reaching his one,
“There must be gorillas not far off,”
fifth birth-day.
It was his first bereavement in
touching picture

i

Mr. Bright availed himself of this con-

siderate permission, and was very kindly
and cordially received: by her Majesty, who
took occasion in the moss aed ig
to
her gratification
at meeting him.
It wo op Seid intimated to Mr.
Bright

that her Royal Highness, the Princess Royal
of Prussia,

had expressed a desire that

was

and

Bright should be presented to her.
done,

the

Princess

heartily

This

Mr.

as-

sured Mr. Bright that she greatly desired to
be acquainted
with him—that she herself
d all the members ‘of the royal family
were greatly indebted to him for the way in
which he had spoken of their mother. She
herself, she

said, had read all his speeches,

and she was very pleased to see him.
Bright replied in very graceful terms,
said if her royal highness would permit
he would tell her what the late Mr.
chanan,

the

American minister,

Mr,/
and
him,
Bu-

when last

in London, said of her to him, ‘‘that wherever her royal highness went she shed sun- shine over all her path.”

Meteor

at Sea.

rr

——

As the schooner Urania was off Crowdy
head,

Australia, on Monday,

August 17th,

about midnight, a heavy south-westerl
squall came on, and all hands were calle
A doctor in England, had a fine, large,
to shorten sail. A seaman named H, G.
because the doctor told us that some day
into my ears, and at
black dog, largersthan any dog any where
his own home; he is wont to speak freely and whispered Malaouen
steering, and at 12.30 a.m. a
she'd bea cripple with her back. Imistrust frankly of what is ddepest and most sacred in the the same time he looked carefully at his Sales wil
meteor, like a ball of fire, fell immediately.
around. One day he broke his leg. The she worked beyond her strength, but how
gun.
Querlaouen
and
Gambo
gave
a
doctor set it and took care of him until his can folks choose that must work or starve P” experiences that are met; and so he talks here chuckle, and looked at Malaouen and at me. over the vessel's stern, and exploded wi
of his child with the zest of a fond mother and
aloud report resembling that of a heavy piece
leg was quite strong again. A month afks of fire were scattered
How, indeed ! And in my heart I rejoiced the freedom that distinguishes the intimate inter- We all listened in silence; we were then in of ordnance.
8
terward this great, big dog, fat and black over the blessed little Faithful, whose trials course of friends; and he puts down the various one ol the thickest and densest parts of the all about the deck, and the steersman was
forest
; a1¥ was apparently still, but the
“and curly, brought home a ‘little sore, red
by the shock. Every one on board
and burdens had been so cheerfully endur- tributes to his child which his death called otit quick ear of Malaouen had detected some- killed
felt a violent shock like that of a galvanic
eyed doggy, running on three legs, .and
with
thorough
unreserve.
Itis
a
pleasant
and
thing, had heard a noise, and he wanted to battery ; but none of the crew were injured
ed, and the last song of weariness had been
choice little volume;
and the many words of
showed him to the doctor to be cured!
sung.
The angels sung to her, I doubt sympathy, consolation and faith which are here know the cause of it.
except Sales, who was at his last gasp when
Wonderful! beautiful! tosee a great hearty not, and One, in shining raiment, welcomed
We were so excited that our breathing picked up. His body showed no marks,
brought together, will make it especially wel- was loud and distinctly audible.
We were
dog, helping a poor, lame, half-starved
t appeared to be blackened, and some
her to the home where they who have been come to those whom bereavement has smitten,
cur! It is better than crowding or quarrel- faithful in a few things are made rulers over and who have learned amid the darkness to look all close together and did not move.. We six or seven hours after decomposition set
at once cocked our guns, for we heard the in, and the poor fellow was buried over the
ing !
up for the light that is never quenched.
moving of branches just ahead of us, when
much.—Congregationalist & Recorder.
side. The fire-ball apparently traveled
Once I knew a tall, waif goud ooking
lo! the forest resounded with the terrific with the wind, which was from the southgorilla which made the very west, and when it burst the flash was so inman, go to a picnic with at least, eight little
A CHRISTMAS STORY. By. Caroline E. K, Da- roar of the
earth fairly shake under our feet. As soon tensely brilliant that the steward, who was.
vis, Boston: Henry Hoyt.
16mo. pp. 158.
Going Home to be Forgiven.
children, six women, and some boys and
asthe gorilla saw us he stood up, and beat lying ‘in his berth below, declared that he
v
Mr. Hoyt brings out a pleasant story in this
girls. He put up a swing between two
his chest with his powerful hands until it re- saw the fire through the seams of the deck.
Some boys were playing at ball in a re- new volume, adapted to the season, though a lit- sounded like an
trees, a long swing, and then for hours he,
immense bass drum. His The cabin at the same moment was filled
stood there, giving all the boys and girls, tired place one afternoon, when they should tle too late to warn the fashionable families like intensely black face was something horrid with smoke, which blackened papers lying:
Mr. Leroyd’s against a proud and selfish exeluand all the women and children splendid have been at school. They absented them- siveness on Christmas Day, or to prompt other to behold; his sunken deep gray eyes about,
i
swings—away up in the air, He worked selves without leave, intending to go home children to buy luxury through self-denial as the looked like the eyes of a demon, and he
opened his mouth and gave vent to roar af ||
Thus they thought young group at Mr. Lawrences did in getting up ter roar, showing his Zoverlal canine teeth,
80 hard that he could hardly keep awake at the usual hour.
The presentation of a
of ‘“‘wan-mina
surprise
for
the
Neils.
But
as
foolish
pride
is
long enough to’ get home; and the next their absence would not be known to their
How big they were ! they were
frightful to gan,” or “public umbrellas,” is pne of the
friends.
: always a guest in many houses, as we have the look’ pon the inside of his mouth was groatest
day his arms were stiff
and sore. But he is- parents and
honors which can be bestowed uptes
poor always with us, and as self-denial for the so
red.
n
one of the best men I ever knew. = He is so
on a resident of China. The only E
While thus engaged, Mr. Amos came good
of others
is the law of the whole year and
such
ed
It was a male
goril a,
a real fi
fel+ who has ever
very strong that he helps everybody and so along. ‘“What are you doing here P” said he. the whole
life, the story will never be untimely ; low, and was lo Soils us. Hy
glish,
consideration is Mr. Davidson, an
very kind
that he never crowds anybody. “Your parents think you are at school. I and it will do good wherever its lesson is taken he
d as the hair on the top of his head

He does not scold the little potatoes

—

for

shall let them ‘know where you are and

home by the reader.

v

Fal

+

chest

effect
that
Mr. Bright could not be ‘sent
for” by the Queen, as he would be a dis-

and that gold is at a premium.

kind that grows on the sandy paities of
the sea-shore is not fit to eat.
y and
many times I would have starved in the
"forest without the tonda.
for profit.
on
\»
We were not mistaken, for we found everywhere gorilla marks, and now and then
THE EMPTY CRIB: A Memorial of Little Georgie. With words of consolation for bereaved we could see the huge foot-prints of some
probably would have
Parents,
By Rev. Theo. L. Cuyler, Brooklyn. old monster, which
ew York: R. Carter& Bros. 1869. Square come and offered us battle if he had been
24mo. pp. 160.
near at hand; at other
places we saw
they had seated
themselves and
Mr. Cuyler’s skill“in painting ‘whatever is where
At another place
beautiful in his eyes and dear to his heart is well been eating the tonda.

has given us a most vivid and

he stopped again. My breath was growing
e huge
short with excitement as I watched

per year makes one forget that prices are high

of his adventure with the terrible animal
may be of great service in many ways; and it
which he first introduced to the notice of
has been arranged and offered to the public in a
very admirable manne®by those who have been scientific men :
concerned in the preparation of this volume.
‘We ‘had come to a country where, we
Mr. Woodruff understood the horse thoroughly, knew that gorillas were sure to be found,
he loved him with an affection that was full of a
noble enthusiasm, he employed a rare intelli

This time

ke was within eight yards from us before

volunteered

race-

other

of the

us in the eyes, and beat-

ing his breast, advanced again.

arch in the field which it occupies.
So much
material and so many rare excellences for $1,60

course. As a fact trotting-parks are often Satan’s
recruiting -stations, and the lower
]
passions very
generally hold carnival where the fast horses of |
the country contend
against
against time for $5,000 purses.

Baird’s History

THE AM. AGRICULTURIST opens its new volume splendidly. We have many good agricultural papers, but this is the unchallenged mon-

against the treatment meted out to that noble an-

imal, the

of To-day; Dr.

New School; The Canon Muratorianus; Interpretation of Bible-Word Pictures; Our Curren¢y and Specie Payments; Christian Anthropology; Assyria and her Monuments; The Theosophy of Franz Baader; Lay Eldership; Criticisms on Recent Books; Theological and Litera-

J.

“The Turf” is not a very sayory name in the
ears of men who keep a delicate conscience, or
are anxious for the improvement of public mor-

Burign’s Theological

System; The true character of the Adopting
Act; The Union Question
in Scotland; The

der, and, looking

twitched up and down, and as

he made the

merchantat Ningpo, who has recently
returned to Europe.

+
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- Food.
and Feeling.

:

¥

claimed Ger. Grant's entrance into Richmond, as well as those votes which pro-

Wo

about to begin. Inthe happy days of youth
and travel we cross the seas, and behold
the famous pictures, the noble statues;

Aleed, the natufe of out meals govens the
nature of our impulses more than we are in- ‘and yet, as we gaze upon Raphael's transclined to admit, because none of us relish figuration,as we look upon the great mar-

well the abandonment of our idea of free
agency. Bonaparte used to attribute. the
-loss—of one-of-his—battles “toa ton poor-dinmer; 5
which at the time disturbed his digestion.
How many of our misjudgments, how many
of ur deliberate errors, how many of our
unkindnesses, our cruelties, ovr - acts of
thongitlessniees and recklessness may be.
- actually
owing to a cause of the same character? We eat something that deranges

Through the

selves alone; we

have no

care

writers,

through a Mexican chapparal.

What quantities of impure sentiment, absurd fiction, raw and
prurient thought,

- would disappear with the roo
of that
inflaming and curious literature, that sensational and sanguinary literature, which
uneducated fancies devour with such carnivorous
eagerness!
:
i
The changing year of creation—and its
mental reflection in literature—is the real
tree of life, bearing twelve manner of fruits,
and yielding
its fruit every month, whose
leaves shall be for the healing of the diseases of the nations. Let the human mind
feed only on the divine phenomena of nathoughts and sentiments
and, ‘‘thus deeply drinkShings,” almost perforce
healthy.
Abnormalities,

exuberance of

with the malign biases of egotism, and
But when, in some far-off ha

the

age

Peter Bayne, in a recent letter to the
Watchman &. Reflector, thus vresents the

intemperance

tions for members of Parliament :

+ The new Parliament will presenta differ-

Roebuck will no longer startle with his

(German

is

smoking.

wines)

and

Roederer's

champagne; he is charming at dinner, gay
as a
, and without the least ceremony.
The Emperor of<Austria is his very oppo-

es, pheasants, ortolans, snipe, woodcock,
but cares nothing
for venison, wild boar,

&c. Veal and other white meats are. favorites, and he drinks heartily of all the
fwines
of Burgundy.
The Queen of Spain eats a
great deal; her favorite dishes are young
white meats (veal, chicken, &e.); is fond
of Spanish wines and claret.
The Sultan
eats a great deal; mutton is his favorite
dish ; he is fond of rice, and puddings, pies,
cakes, fruit, ices, and drinks no wine.

The

Art
:

grin and chuckle over-

jokes of Osborne ;.and cultivators of log-

ic will no longer admire the political syllo-

of dunning

is

among the fine or polite arts.
are no rules on the subject, as each case
must be tried by itself, the success of various expedients being very much ‘‘as you
light upon chaps.” At times, a lucky accident brings

the money out of the slow debt-

the manner following :
time.

him

Turning

not, within certain limits, to be different ir

and

dis-

patched
letter. By the return mail
came a letterifrom the delinquent customer,
enclosing the money in full of account.—
The merchant's eyes glistened when he
opened it; and hastening to the desk, he
said to the clerk,—
:
—“L-wrote just
what you told
me to, sir.
The letter is copied
into the book.”
The letter book was consulted, and there

it stood, short and sweet, rightto the point:
“Dear

Sir—Something or nothing,

and

that very
quick.
Yours, ete.”
And tnis letter brought the money, when

a more elaborate dun would have
the happy effect.
:

An

Awful

failed of

Nurse.

———

If De

Quincey

were now

alive,

says

an

English paper, he might write a companion
essay to
the one on Murder as one of the
Fine Arts, taking for his theme Murder as a

quality from the men they represent. John
Stuart Mill might be very philosophical, Pastime, and illustrating it by a case which
but the family of the Bulls—Bos longi- has just happened at Geneva. A woman
Jrons the long-headed variety peculiar to named Jeanneret, thirty-two years of age,
the British Islands—have never been spe- whose employment was that—of nursing the
cially philosophical. They have been rely - sick, has just been found guilty of nine
ious;
they have earnestly believed in God murders.
She was a clever woman, with
Mr. Mill not only declined to state express- a highly nervous and excitable organizaly whether he believed in God or not, but tion, and she seems to have had no other
went out of his way to- countenance and as- motive for her crimes than a morbid love
sist in his candidature Mr.Bradlaugh, one of the excitement of murder and a grim deof the most offensive atheists that ever liv- light in witnessing the sufferings of her
ed. Besides, it must be allowed that Mr.
victims. The unusua: fatality of patients
Mills’ statesmanship was rather thin, wire- nursedby her drew the doctor’s attention,
drawn and crotchety. We wanted him to and it was found that she gave them atrotell us how India ought to be
governed;
ine, the active principle of belladonna.
we looked to him for massive principle and She did not deny
that she had given the
masculine idea; and he distinguished him- narcotic, and of course pleaded that she
self by fine theories about minority votes, had done so to produce sleep and lull rostby arguments against the ballot that seem- lessness. But it was clear that she knew
ed more'suited to the atmosphere of a West the sleep she produced to be that which
End club, and by a prodigions pother about knows no waking. Brought into the presvotes for the ladies. As if these sweet pol- ence of the exhumed cogpses of her victims,
iticiang did not contrive to have votes she showed no signs of horror, and went
enough without any special provision ! through her trial with complete coolness
‘Enough. Mr. Mill
was not substantial and self-possession,
enough as a member to meet the views of
Yet the woman was no mere monomanian English constituency.
This, however,
ac. She had all her faculties about her;

let me seriously say respecting

that he earned the

candid

profound

Mr. Mill,

respect of all

minds during his occupancy

of a

. seat in Parliament by the moral
intrepidity,
the vivid truthfulness, the clear oy keen
conscientionsness of his conduct.

and the only

:

—

George William Curtis thus closes
nhs and brilliant lecture on Political Mo-

rational Sheory

of her

crime

was that she had taken it for amusement.
A kind of gambling passion had taken that
direction, and

had gained entire mastery of

her. The case is a rare, but by no means
unique example of the possibility that all

feelingm

What We Need.

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to flve cents a line, to insure an insertion.

obituary.

Verses are inadmissible.

Maer

lost in one overmastering

passion.
Fortunately, such passion is generally some form of self-indulgence, and it
rarely happens that any human being is sufficiently callous to indulge a passion for
murder.

Plant schoolhouses everywhere, and have
A touch of the dyspepsia growing out of
them filled; pay-every teacher generously, a pig's foot swallowed
at midnight, has
according to aility certainly, and not ac- [i
a man’s whole life, and an_irregucording to sex; sternly refuse to yield to larity of the bile has made many an angel
the party caucuses that faith in the “expedi- almost ‘a fiend. If the
ie juice is all
encyof honesty which no high-souled
cit- right and the blood in swimdiing order the
* igen will ever surrender—and we shall have world is a nice, bright pleasant place, and
begun the great contest with demoraliza- from which nobody is in a hurry to move;
tion of every kind, which is the present but in that queer mysterious fluid there is
great a (i danger of taib nation, We an alloy, the skyof life is all cloudy, the
are stil eading
; weare stil
stagge
winds howl and everything is dark and disfrom the blows of ignorance, for i Ge
mal. Ifyou want to feel happy; look after
‘wag the great rebel. The guns that pro- your digestive and circulating system.

between

;

OTTO,

only

gl

child of Daniel and Har-

let Marshall, who had

been before bereft of two

lovely children, died in Advian,

aged 16 years.

us and

PRESCOTT.

surviving

N.

an amiable young man, hgh)

C3

GRANITE STATE

Y., Oct. 7

esteemed by his

arling object of pa-

REEDS FERRY,N. H, on Nashua § Concord R, R.

severed the strongest ties of consanguinity, and
removed him from their embrace to the society

Advantages,—Retired location, yet easy of access;
No saloons or places of idle r ort; Full corps of

acquaintances, and

rental affection.

a protracted

was

the

But alas! relentless

sickness

REV. 8. N, HOWELL, A, M., Principal.

death has

for several months,

Jesus adds to our treasie
.
.
.

the brightest Prospeuts of enjoying wealth and
afjucuée, with which he was
favored. His fu-

Rev. DAVID KNOWLTON died it Boston,
Mass., on the 4th inst., aged 55 years. He was a

cease by a numerous circle of relatives, and a
large con regation of people, where a discourse

brother of Rev. E. Knowlton, of Me., and had
been for many yearsa faithful and warm-heamted
minister in the Christian: donomination, highly
esteemed for his excellences and uSefiiness;

’

:

OM.

neral was attended on the day following

YOUTHS

his de-

By Finely Executed Cuts.

Adbertisements.

LEVI TACKMAN died in Elgin, Iowa, Dec. 4,
aged years. He was born’ in N. Y., and in
1
he moved to Iowa. , In 1858 he experienced
religion, and was baptized
by
Rev. Samuel
Hutchison and united with the
F. B. church of

Elgin of which he remained a member till death.
G. MARTINDALE.

MARGARETT H. Davis died in Jackson, of a
lingering bilious difficulty, Jan. 1, aged 72 years.

She was blind for about 60 ye: At the age of 37

she made a profession of religion, was baptize
by Rev. John Morse, and joined the church in
Gorham.
Residing in this place for the last six
or seven
years, she exemplified and recommended the religion of Christ.
She died in peace.
CoM.
‘Wai. DAVIDSON died in Edgecomb, Me., Nov.
25, aged 77 years. He leaves a wife and two
daughters to mourn.

EMMA CLIFFORD died in Edgecomb,

Me., Dec.

10, aged 21 years. Parents and three brothers,
and one sister mourn their loss. So fades the
lovely youth.
Funerals attended by the writer.

3

J. GRANVILLE.

HuLDA SPRING dfed in Rockville, Me., Nov.

read her Bible daily

with great delight.

Three

weeks before her death she took an active part
in a prayer meeting at their house. Her sickness was of only two days’ duration and then she

fell asleep in Christ.

J. L. CILLEY.

SARAH A., wife of Daniei Hardy, died in Hopkinton, Dec. 25, aged69 years and 6 months. She
with her husband became members of the F. B.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. respectiully announce that they have adopted and will
rigidly adhere to the policy of printing in their Price
are,

and

Circulars

therefore, alike to all and subject to no discount.

Catalogue, (just issued,) with thos® of inferior Organs; with careful examination and comparison of
capacity, quality and workmanship of different instruments.
The Company’s perfected machinery,
accumulated facilities and experienced workmen, together with the important improvements
patented
and controlled by them, enable them to produce the
best work at the greatest economy of cost, and,

M. ScorT.

Louisa, wife of C. H.

Canney

and daughter

of T. Dudley Hawkins, died in Center Harbor,
N. H., Dec. 25, aged 40 years and 5 months.
When but a youth she embraced the Saviour and
- became a member of his visible church. Till the

Exposition Medal and seventy-five other

first premiums, which are the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND-

ARD OF EXCELLENCE in their department,at prices as
low or even less than than those demanded for infe-,

rior Organs.

?

her life

the Consistency of a Christian

to

the reward

eous. The Chi intian
character
and:life.
and steady." She was
valuable wife, a true

character,

of the right-

graces sat gracefully in her
Her light was ever mellow
a noble woman and a most
mother, the joy
ané comfort

of aged parents and a consistent Christian.
death

Her

has occasioned a sad loss to her family, but

:

The following are examples of our reduced scale of
rices.

p FOUR OCTAVE ORGAN, Solid Black
50
Walnut Case, (Style, No.1.)
Price
'
FIVF OCTAVE
DOUBLE REED
ORGAN,
FIVE STOPS, with Tremulant; Solid Black Walnut

Case, Carved and Paneled.

(StyleC.)

Price] 92 h

¥

L]

FIVE

ORGAN,

OCTAVE

FIVE

DOUBLE

STOPS,

REED

with

CABINET

the new

MASON

and variety of its effects, the ease with which it is used,
and its freedom from lability to

get out

of order.—

Solid Walnut Case, Carved, and
Paneled.
(New
Style, No. 21.) THIS IS THE FINEST ORGAN OF ITS
SIZE AND CAPACITY WHICH CAN BE MADE.
170
Price

[]

Many other styles

at proportionate

prices.

illustrated Catalogue of Styles, and

Price

A

new

List;

also

Circular with ilustrated description of improvements
introduced by the Company this season, will be sent
tree to any applicant.
Address THE MASON &
HAMLIN ORGAN CO,, 154 Tremont St., Boston; or

596 Broadway, New York.

3t2
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Desiccated

ALBERT 8. PARKER died at "Harewood Hospi-

tion on the brain, aged years and 2 months.

MARGARET C. PARKER (mother of the above)
died Sept. 21, 1868,
at her home, in Ornville, Me.,
of consumpton,
44 years and 4 months. She
was the daughter of Nathaniel Twombly, an old
resident of
Monroe. She was a faithful Christian
wife, a kind mother, and a devoted friend of the

cause of Christ.

She

leaves a husband,

dren, an aged father, brothers and “sisters

large circle of friends to mourn.

Codfish.
8alt

Fish Co.

the

g

recommend

cases, no m

LUNG BALSAM.

their

afflicted

patrons

IT WILL CURE WHEN ALL
~ "OTHERS FAIL.

pious trust and thanksgiving which fell from her

dying lips. For all she had a message and a
pardog word. The concourse which assembled at
er funeral was unusually large, and the scene
solemn and impressive.
And
the flowers thfit

decked her coffin, seemed the best symbols of her

loveliness and early death.
She leaves to mourn
their loss a worthy husband, one interesting little
daughter, and a wide circle of acquaintances and
friends.
Her life was luminous and lovely, and
her end peaceful and triumphant. Sermon by the

writer.

E. P. LADD.

of the New

Hampton church.

He was a man of few words, yet congenial, dearIf beloved by his family, of good réport among
all his dcquaintances, and a devoted
Christian.

The church has lost one of its strongest members,
the community one of its best men and the family
one of the kindest of husbands and the most indulgent of fathers. Hediedin the full triumphs
of Christian faith. He leaves a widow and several
children, who as true ‘‘mourners
go about the
streets.” But in theirxdeep sorrow they are enabled to say, Our loss is his eternal
gain.
HENRY

B., son of Rey. Smith

Morgan,

of New

Hampton, died in Oneonta, N. Y., Oct. 39, of tyhoid

fever, aged 21

years.

figion about two years

Rev. 0. T, Moulton, at

He

experienced

ago under the

re-

labors of

New Hampton. Naturally

retiring in his manners, he did not publicly say
as much as many do, yet in his sickness he exressed his
willingness to die and his strong faith
n Christ. He leaves to his friends the evidence fo
his acceptance by the Father through the Lord
Jesus Christ.
«
_ ‘Morris E, CArLTON died in New

Hampton,

Dec. 6, of typhoid fever
aged 19
ears, Amiable
in disposition, social and
benevolent, he was a favorita Among his associates, Active and
full of

anticipation

he had made his plans for the

future

with
the hope of large success, But alas ! how
goon are the most promising cut off in their ex’

”

/
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MAN MAMMOTH

To show by authentic narratives how

lost sinners

find their Saviour.
To stimulate Christians to seek the lost,

and guide

them to Jesus.
To enforce the requirements of Christian morality
without fear or favor.
‘
To give such religious intelligence as will indicate

Dr. D. Rice, says:
“Everybody should have it.”—
For illustrated circular, containing Soscrigtion recommendations, &c.
Address Wm. H. LL
N

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mass.

To furnish a religious newspaper for the family so
cheap that every body can take it.
TERMS—Single copy 35 cents; 5 copies $1; 20
copies $3 50; 40 copies $6.
.
he “ CHILD AT HOME,” we endeavor to make
the BEST periodical in the country
for children; and
believe it unsurpassed, either in beauty of design or
adaptation to the spiritual wants of the young, by
any Sabbath Schoo paper now issued. erms—single copies 30 cents; six copies $1; fifty
100 copies $12.

paper

kind

of the

AT

HOME?” in colors,

pitied

in

this

.

W.

Machine is cheaper and
other.

is the onl

country.

It

[4t1

for ewculare

ums

lca why the Lamb Knit» Alb
stating

SAMPLE

superior in all points

STOCKING

MACHINE CAN MAKE.

Low

N.CLARK,

:

sent WHICH

price

NO

Machines

Agent, 213 Washing-

4wl

WANTED.

BONE DUST.
1—COARSE and FINE. MIXED
2—FINE, suitable
for Drilling. 3—FLOURED BONE.
$3. WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE,
Packed in bbls. of 250 1bs. each. For Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects. Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market.

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
We offer this Phosphate confidently as
as
good if not superior, to any ever” made or sold in this
market, containing
a larger amount of soluble Phoshate and Ammonia
than usual in Superphosphates.
‘or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
HE LODI MANUFACTURING COMPANY, the
oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uni-

T

States,

possessing

extraordi

ers,

facilities

for the

controlling exclusively

the

is

rinted in several brilliant colors, andis very attractve, and’ when bound in a volume it makes a beautiful PICTURE ALBUM.
Terms—for les¥ than ten copies, fifty cents each; for
ten or more, forty cents each.

TONS

,

J. F.SHORES,
OR

JR., PORTSMOUTH,N.

LODI MANUFACTURING

66 CORTLAND

STREET,

380-Broadway, New York.

“Itis a first-class family Journal.”—N.” ¥. EvePost, ** Edited with marked ability.”—Caristian Inquirer, ‘‘ Very] instructive.”N.
Y. Christian Adv:cate. *‘* Always up to a high standard of literature.”
— Wheeling Intelligencer, ** Filled with valuable matter. ’— Examiner. ‘'' Deservedly popular all over the
land.~Rural New Yorker. Agents wanted. Liberal
Premiums given,
!
42

THE
BOOK OF WORSHIP.
We have a fow copies of this’ work In Embossed

morocoo with gilt edges; price $ 1.50.
Alton fw In Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul
; price § 2.00,
Pon friends will please send for no more Sacred
Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
weare entirely out of both of
/

these works,

»

|
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GREELEY ON POLITICAL
ECONOMY.

GREELEY'S HISTORY OF THE WAR.
MR. GREELEY proposes to write, during the year
1869,an elementary work on Political Economy, wherein the policy of Protection to Home Industry will be
explained and vindicated. This work will first be
given to the public through successive issues of THE
NEW YORK TRIBUNE, and will appear in all its editions—PAILY, SEMI-WEEKLY, and WEEKLY. The
work will contain the best results of the observations
and study of a lifetime, and, asthe question of Protection to. American Industry. concerns our entire

people, it will be looked for with great interest.

In

with agriculture

other

features

of interest

and profit, THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE contains a summary of all that appears in THE DAILY and SEMIWEEKLY editions, while in addition it is made to address itselfto the wants of the great farming class.
Reviews of new publications, and of what is new in
music and the fine arts; letters from different parts
of the world—some of them of rare interest to the
farmer, as showing the progress of agriculture in
other countries; editorial essays on all topics of
foreign

HOW

interest,

together

~ An Antidote for Tobacco.

and

By

GREELEY’S HISTORY OF THE WAR.
THE TRIBUNE also proposes to send The American
Conflict,” by Horace Greeley, in 2 Vols, of 648 and
782 pages respectively, to clubs on terms stated below. This history has received from all quarters the

highest commendations for accuracy of statement

and fullaess of detail. Itis substantially bound, and
must be deemed valuable addition to any library,
These volumes should be placed in every School District library in the land, and each school coniains
scholars who can, with a few hours of attention,
raise a Tribune Club and secure the history. Almosi
any one who wishes can now obtain it by givieg a
few hours to procuring subscriptions for THE TRIBUNE among his friends and neighbors, and we hope
many will be incited to do so. The work will be
promptly forwarded, prepaid, by express or by mail
on receipt of the required subscriptions.
mized in one Club,

TERMS OF THE TRIBUNE:
DAILY TRIBUNE, Mail Subscribers, $10 per annum
- SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE:
=
Mail Subscribers, $4 per annum. Five copies or
over, $3 each; 16 copies, $45. For $35, 10 copies,
and Greeley’s History ; for $63, 20 copies and Greeley’s
History ; for $116, 40 copies and Greeley’s History.

WEEKLY TRIBUNE:
Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; 11
copies to one address, $15; 10 copies and Greeley’s History to ope address, $20; 21 copies, te one address, $25;
20 copies and the History, fo one address, $31; 50 cop-

ies,
to one address, $51; 50 copies. and the History, to
one address $56; 11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16;
10 copies, to names, with one copy of the History,
$21; 21 copies, to names, $27; 20 copies, fo names, with
one copy of History,

$33;

60

copies, fo names, $55; 50

copies, to names, with one copy History,
The money must, in all

cases,

be

$61.

received

at one

time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Office.
Friends wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the Clubs precisely as we have stated them,
SEMI-WEEKLY and WEEKLY subscriptions must not be
mized in one Club, when made up to secure the History.
Terms, cash in advance ,
:
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Address THE TRIBUNE, New York.

A Cough, Cold,
Throat

or

Sore

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED.
IF ALLOWED
TO CONTINUE,
Irritation of the
manent
Throat

an

0 AND

YORK.

TO SAVE MONEY.

full

than that of any other newspaper in America.

Incurable

For

Lungs, a perAffection, or

Lung

THE
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RESULT.

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

.
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PEtore purchasing the Metropolitan Organ, or
any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, you may learn
how to save money in purchasing and
also how to
preserve your instrument and slays oer it in
gogd tune, by addressing
L. L.
RMO!
Smortf]
:
Portsmouth, N. H.

with

pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has attained its present commanding influence and ecirculation, and we enter upon the new year with an assurance to our readers that no pains and no expense
will be spared to give it still greater usefulness and
power, and to make it a yet more welcome visitor to
every fireside in the land.

CO.,
NEW

Having a direct influence te the

Bronchitis,
TROCHES

parts, ‘give immediate relief.
Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive
Throat Diseases,

ARE

USED

WITH

ALWAYS

SINGERS AND PUBLIC

GOOD

and

BUOCESS,

SPEAKERS

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal o
o
The Troches are recommended and pres
by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent

men throughout the country.

true merit, and having proved
of many years, each year finds
in various parts of
the world,
universally pronounced better
do

OBTAIN.only

not take

“ Brown's

any

Befug an article of

their
them
and
than

eficacyby a test
in new localities
the Tyrockes are
other articles.

Bronchial

of the worthless

Tvroches,”

imitations

and

that

may be offered.
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It NEVER FALLS,

g's Station, Pa,

IMPROVE:

MENT—Physically,
Intellectually,
and Spiritually.
THE PARENOLOGICAL JOURNAL18 only
a year;
or, to Clergymen and to clubs of ten, only $2.—
Single numbers, by first post, 30 cents. Address S.
R. WELLS,

“
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Thiel: application to’ HUNAN

gingle,
dozen,
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single,
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P. O. Box, 3139.

, GOOD THING.—A PICTORIAL MAGAZINE
"OF HUMAN SCIENCE, for 1869, containing EthnolORY, Physiology, Phrenofo
,Physiognomy, and Psy-

chology,

sons for every
Sun
the Year, (Ques. Book)
do
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist,

odo

For Price Lists, Circulars, &o., apply to

receive the “SABBATH AT HOME” free.
hese periodicals are evangelical and strictly undenominational.
© make special Appeal to pastors, deacons, and
Superintendents of Sabbath
Schools. Will you not
see that the parish is thoroughly canvassed,
Spesinien copies sent free.
Now is the time to subscribe,
Published monthly by the American Tract Society,
Boston,

2,10
1,00
’%

single,

:

88
3848

,04

, do
do
0
dozen,
The Book of Worship,
_ single,
Ste, do £3 do
9
Eyam,
of Jesus, (Ques. Book.)single,

Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,
ground to a powder.
Its effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier, Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for
Present
Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOLLARS per ton, - Packed in bbls, of 256 1bs. each.
Price it» New York, $55,00 per Ton of 2,000

Any person subscribing for twelve copies, with $6,

164 Tremont Street,

26

2,40

York,

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE,
Ibs.

the progress of Christ’s kingdom.

he “CHILD

new Toma-

CLUSTER,

a,

news of salva-

tion by Jesus Christ.

copies $759;

is not half the

may

‘Wn. W. MooRE died in Bristol, Oct. 28, aged
62 years.
For nearly thirty
years he was a

worthy member

to,the

which

ers

AIM

To PUBLISH THE GOSPEL—the good

08
60

carefully printed reports of the markets, will be
furnished from week to week, and at a lower price

cents,

nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom

1s a paper for the people and for Christian workers,

OUR

Geranium;

Brooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Commu-

home and prospective usefulness; yet the heart
aeifisieses in the Infinite wisdom and says, “Thy
will be done.” Blessed with pious parents and
Christian influences, the deceased was early imressed by divine truth, and embraced the Savour. She was baptized by Rev. E. True, at the
age of 17, and joined the F'. B. church at Alton.
Subsequent to her marriage she united with the
church at Newmarket,
where
she continued
the same useful and exemplary member till called to = up higher.” She
attended school at
New
Hampton several terms,and was a successful
teacher.
It was on the third anniversary of her
‘marriage that she died. Those whose privilege it
was to attend her in her last sickness, have a

ITIS

of which

night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New

BANNER

single,
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single, 1,60
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dozen,
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single, .,30
dozen, 2,88

actual cost.
I am also introducing to the Public my

manufacture of Fe

Each Bottle.

85
8,18

dozen,

rections for Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &c.
This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all

and

friends. It will stand the test for merits as has the
celebrated Pain Killer.
:
r

Accompany

Pollock’

engrav-

plates; one

A Teacher for the Spring term of Parsonsfield
Seminary is wanted. One preferred who can supply
the Pulpit for a moderate compensation. For
ther particulars apply to
.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Ch. of Ex. Com.
North Parsonsfield, Dec. 30, 1868.
awl

412

Directions

of

“Mrs.

ton Street, Boston.

500
AdDay-

)

it unites

colored from nature. In it will be found, designs for
arranging the flower garden; together with full di-

r

IRE

it to

Guide

ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood

taken in exchange.

Physicians who have failed to cure their patients
should try this medicine betore they give the case up,
as .we know very many valuable
lives have been
saved b Jeing
rsuaded to give it a trial,
DON’T
DESPAIR because
other remedies have
failed but try this remedy and you will not be deceived.
\
The proprietors of this valuable BALSAM take pleasure in calling to it the attention of all medicine dealers desiring that they procure a supply of it,
and

Floral

ings and two beautiful colored
‘will be, the celebrated
*

than any

42

ALLENS

and a

volume of beautiful recollections in the words

Illustrated

And Catalogue of SEEDS
and PLANTS,
is
now
fpublished, containing descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.
It is splendid

test inhaler in the

LIGHT ON FREEMASONRY.
Ohio.

C.L.RuG~

Federal Scout and Spy during the Great ReThis book,written by hunself, is full of thrill
interesting incidents, and is instructive and
to both young aud old. Itis endorsed and
to by Generals Grant, McPherson, John A.

TEACHER

55 cents.

ton,

of MR.

Yo

doen. 10.06

d

*

K] The >
2,28 11
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addition to this work by Mr. Greeley, THE TRIBUNE
has engaged George Geddes, one of the best and
Logan, Ross,Force,Leggett and others,and is worthy
most successful farmers in the country, and other
the at-ention of and reading by ull. Sold only by
Subseription.
& _able writers on Agricultural subjects, to write reguSE
ALLEN & SHAILER,
larly for its columns, The American Institute Farmers’ Ciub will continue to be reported in THE SEMI199 Washington Street, Boston,
WEEKLY and ‘WEEKLY TRIBUNE. No farmer who
(GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS.
2mosl
desires to till the soil with profit, and to know the
progress constantly made in the science of his call1869.
Wm.
H JLYWLAN'S
1869. ing, can afford to neglect the advantages of a newspaper like THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, especially when

ting

dow long standing; never fails. For sale by H. E.
BREHM, Middletown, Conn. Price 50 cts., by mail.

chil.

a pleasant

ing as a
bellion.
ing #nd
amusing
certified

OTHER

Asthma
Asthma! Asthma!
certain and speedily by “DR. RHOADES’ MEDwill’ cure the most stubborn

the .Adyentures

WANTED.

DODD, TARR & Co., Gloucester.

Com.

from

A true story of

GLES, commonly called “General Bunker,” while act-

iam st., N. Y., or16 Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill.

Pa
:
:
ABBA W., wife of Dana Mooney, of
Newmarket, died of typhoid fever, at Alton, Dec. 27, aged
27 years.
It was a mysterious providence which

took one so gifted and beloved

“ Great_American Scout and Spy.”

~

HENRY MAYO & Oo , Boston,and

world;

THE

Per Xear guaranteed, and steady employment, We want a reliable agen} in every
county to sell our Patent White Wire
Clothes Lines,
(everlasting). Address AMERICAN WIRE CO., 76 Wil-

One pound equal to four pounds iv the usual state,
Put up ready for immediate use. Can be freshened
in TWO MINUTES, Every family should try it.
Aa-For sale by all Grocers. |

ICATED ASTHMA CURE;”

FOR

1000

Manufactured by the

Gloucester & Boston

WANTED

TO CANVASS

cels every other attashment of this class in the beaut;

a gain to heaven.
After a few days of oot Ey
poasstally and resignedly, she passed to the skies,
By ELDER D. BERNARD, Revised Edition.
eaving many a sad heart to mourn her death.
ages. 12mo., cloth, Sent Posy paid, for $2.
1 dreas, (or send for a circular,)
.J. SHUEY,
J. ERSKINE.

tal, Was.
n,D. C., May 2, 1865,
18 years
and 4 mts. He enlisted in the first Maine Caval1y.Co. D., in Feb. 1864, was a faithful soldier, paent in his last sickness,
and an estimable young
man. His disease was chronic diarrhea.
EMMA PARKER died June 7, 1868
ef.inflamma-

&

HAMLIN IMPROVED VOX HUMANA, which ex-

day of her death she kept the faith, exhibiting in

looking forward

con-

sequently,.to offer their well known Organs, winners
of the Paris

church, at Contoocookville,about thirty-eight yrs.

mourn their loss.

thelr very lowest prices, which

Tht system secures every purchaser against an exorbitant Jrice, and saves necessity for bartering.
They solicit comparison of the prices in their new

ago. She was a constant attendant of all the
meetings
of worship for many years and a devot-

has deprived ner or the privilege she so much enjoyed.
Her love for the cause she so early espoused continued to the end.
She leaves an
aged companion, who feels deeply his bereavement, and an oaly daughter and grand children to

AGENTS

Te

Lists

82mo,
do

1,00
9,60

dozen,
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At Prices of Inferior Work.

2

do
do

gingle,
dozen,

Thoughts upon Thotight,

PHEBE TwWOMBLY died in Boston, Mass., of
highly esteemed compan- |
j
dropsy, Dec. 21. She was born in Taunton,Mass., acquaintances, and the
ion of her schoolmates and teachers.
Her funerremoved to this city and spent the last thirty
ILLUSTRATED
years of her life as a nurse. She lived for oth- al was attended Nov. 1st by a numerous circle of
ers, as did her Saviour whose name was dear "to weeping relatives and sympathizing acquaintances. A discourse was preached by the writer,
her in the dying hour. Services by the writer.
Society in this Dace deeply mourn the premature
N. L. ROWELL.
It is an sighi-page paper, and without exception the
decease of the above departed children, and sym- \ Largest and
Cheapest Youth’s
Publication in the
pathiyes with the afflicted parents and friends in country.
JAMES N., sonof Stephen and Mahala Sweet
E. B. ROLLINS.
sor, died in Sheffield,
Vt., December 21, aged 3 their bereavements.
Some of the most Fascinaticg and Brilliant Writers contribute to its columns, among whom are
years.
J
MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
FRANCIS E., son of Orin T. and Viletta P.
E. STUART PHELPS,
Curtis, died in Sutton, Vt., January 1, aged 18
M
MRS. LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON,
months.
W. L. NOYES.
PAUL DU CHALILLU, and others.
HERMON F., only son of John and L.B. El* Its articles are mostly original, thoroughly practikins,
ed in Danville, Dec. 27, of congestion
z= cal in their character, wide awake and entertaining.
of the brain caused by scarlet fever,
ed 8 years
Subscription price, $1.50 a year. For sale by
al
and 11 months.
One yearago last
Newsdealers.
Price 4 Cents single Copy.
arch these
4
parents were called to bury a dutiful son of twen4
With a circulation of nearly: 50,000 each week, the
ty years, and now are again called te part with
OO
R
G
A°"N
S
Companion is one of the best mediums for advertising
eir only darling boy, who was a very
interestin
New England.
For terms, address
T.C. EVANS,
.
.
ing and promising young lad. Al
circle of
Adveriising Agent, 106 Washington Street, Boston.
friends sympathize with this family
in/these be3t1]
PERRY
MASON & CO.,
Publishers, Boston.

reavements,

i

do

Hallet, died in Canesteo, N. Y., Oct. 28, aged 8
years.
This beautiful child was the light of the
family circle, and the precious object of
parental
affection. She was the admired object of all her

the Best

Psalmody, 18me.
in Sheep,
do...
do

Butler's Theology;
Fodor
de
History,
do
Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
0
do
do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
!
0
0
.
Church Member's Book,
do
do
do ~ .

was préached by Rev. Jacob Stewart.
|
Lipa, only daughter of Thomhs and Sylvia

Get

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

SE
"Pupils received at any time. Send for Circular.
al

he

ave his heart to God and found peace in believ- :
ng in Jesus Christ, He became = reconciled to |.
death, and entreated his parents to
give him up,

ROSALTHA, only child of D. A. and Dora A. that he might depart and be . with Christ, which
Ambrose, died Dec, 13;
7 months and 21’ is far better than to remain in this world with
days. Our, darling with
ure in heaven,

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

Military & Collegiate Institute,

He was an affectionate son and

ed Christian, but for the last few years, ill health

Imumedinvely.”

his judgment, wrote

é

lame. of John Stuart Mill. It wiil, no
oubt, be thought upon the continent of
Europe a marvelous illustration of the dull* ness of John Bull that he has rejected from
the number of his representative men the
world famous logician. But John has a
kind of ideain his head in this instance, an
idea with which I confess that I more than
half sympathize. Mr. Bull thinks that yep.
resentatives oughtto represent. They ought

Persons wishing obitua-

of Dunning.

“What sort of a letter did you write to
ir i- this Jane Here is the Honey i full.”

i the sonorous eloquence of Hors-.
man will no more awaken the echoes ; mem-

Particular Notice!

18, aged 67 years and 9 months.
Sister §. was a
| mother in Israel. She
experienced . religion
when quite young, and joined the F. Baptist
church in Camden, whenit was organized.
She
To.
has been a worthy
member for seventy years.
Her physical and
mental powers held out renot reckoned
Indeed, there markably to the day she died. She was able to

—

art

consulting

character of one of the famous men of England, who suffered defeat in the recent eleeThe waspish

milch

“¥Wrlto w

~ John Stuart Mill.

will not

for the

‘Yes sir. What shall I say?”
The merchant was pacing the office and
re
the order.
~
“Write to him at once.”
“Certainly, sir. What do you wish me
tosay®™
.
.:
:
*
The merchant was impatient, and broke
‘| out—
‘‘Something or nothing, and that very
quick.”
The clerk waited no further orders, but

tives inherent in the
athetic solidarity
of mankind, mens
wili
me angelic,
earth will blend with heaven, and the miseries of private life be lost in public bliss.

the

taste

to one of his country clerks, he said—

derance secured to the disinterested mo-

bers

has little

country begging for more

viruieny

ce from the last.

is the nation wes
:

One of our merchants, nervous and irritable, received a letter from a customer in the

shall have been extracted, and a fit prepon-

ent ap

This is

try. The Emperor of Russia is fond of the
P easures of the table ; game is his favorite;
© eats a good deal, and drinks a good deal
of champagne and burgundy. The King of
Prussia enjoys a good dinner ; beef, mutton,
gakos, ples and puddings are in great favor;
he delights in markobrunner and liebfrau-

or, after

atmospheric environment of society
at
large is loaded with the venom of selfishthese

His

The

joy and content. As yetthe organic heriof history in the individual is weighted

Turure,

III.

.

crimes, miseries, would die out; and the
valetudinarian world of humanity would
rouse itself to its proper energy of harmo-

the

with the re-

earth's good things; his favorite dishes are
mutton and game; he drinks claret and the
Hungarian wines. . The King of Italy is an
enormous eater ; he is very fond of partridg-

One should

deal carefully with the following :

ness,

of “bar-

site, taciturn and pensive, and ceremonious; he is, nevertheless, not insensible to

road in. Switzerland and a doubtful path

of

buta horde

Phy
Victoria objectsto expensive dinners. Her favorite dishes are
beef and pas-

ambitious

its destined

universal, it is no institution,

it is the character of the citizen that makes
the greatness of the State. A nation of rich
ignorant men scoffing at conscience, how-

spread.

or H. W. Beecher, there is all the difference that appears between a macadamized

function,

frage, however

Pleasures of the table. He eats and drinks
ittle, and never complains of the table

and which Rev. W. R. Alger exemplifies in
the Christian Examiner. Between this and
the plain effective vigor of Wendell Phillips

nized

ed-

ucation,however diffused/it is not our suf-

'. Napoleon

We know of no more fitting epithet than

ture, and on the
of sound writers,
ing of the soul of
it
would
be

So it is not our

Royal Appetites.

“terrible” to describe a style which is now
by

that carved the statue.

before Vicksburg—this
shall
be.
;

for others.

Ry

Bdbertisemns.

The best laid schemes of earth may-

death.”

encil and the chisel only that did the work | | Brevity is specially important. Not, more than a.
, Was the genius
of
the arti
spiring single square can well be afforded to :any . single
those instruments that painted the . picture,

sistless splendorof the moral law.

—

exhibited

the

the nation we pagh; to be, this is the nation
"we can be ; this, far on in the future, if only
this heart of the people be set against ,demoralization as it was set against rebellion,
if only the intelligence of
this people sits
down before ignorance as Grant sat down

The Terrible Style.

then

was not

‘bariang ; while men who fear God and hon-

quence of an injudicious diet.

and

thatit

‘or each other, gird their State

And all this change of nature is the conse-

[]

vels of grace, we know

ever powerful, can be

stomachic nerve that derangement immediately affects the brain.
Moroseness suc» ceeds amiability, and under its influence we
do that which would shock our sensibilitv at
any other moment.
Or perhaps a gastric
irregularity is the common result of an
over-indulgence in wholesome food, or a
moderate indulgence
,in unsuitable food.
The liver is afflicted;in this affliction
the brain profoundly sympathizes. The
temper is soured ; the understanding is narrowed ; prejudices are strengthened ; generous impulses are subdued; selfishness,
originated by physical disturbances which
perpetually distract the mind's attention, becomes a chronic mental disorder; the feeling
of charity dies out; we live for our-

ations.

ail, Truly * there is but a step

claimed his entrance into the White House,
are simply the announcement that school is

The Journal of Chemistry says much of
our conduct depends, no doubt upon the
“character.
of the food we eat. Perhaps, in-

the condition of the systeln.
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KNITTING

MACHINE.
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and Sellers for the BIOK«FORD FAMILY KNITTER, the most reliable invention for the household ever made. It
knits 20,000 stitches Amity

EVERYWHERE,

Corpulent

Ladies
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‘HOOP SKIR'
To

Fit
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ely.

That demand is now met by

RAND, LEWIS & RAND,
3 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK,
2a Ask your Merchantsto try them,
eowlyds

and sets up its own work.

structions is plain and explicit. BICKFORD
ING MACHINE CO,
062 Bromfield Street,
Boston, Mass,
12w40
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Sue Murphy’s case. Mr. Howe, who reported
the bill, spoke two hours, and more than half
the members then spoke for a few minutes ata

time. Considerable Viince was brought in,
. goingto show that Mrs, Murphy was not Joyal

until after our

during

the

year

have been

books

published, and nearly 1,600 volumes

the

on

bill was then

recommitted to

claims, without a division of

The Alabama claims

question, so far as diplo-

matic proceedings hetween the governments of
Great Britain and the United States are involved,
seems to be finally settled. A protocol of the
treaty signed in London by the representatives
of the two governments last Friday noon, was
sent to the United States Senate on the same day.
At a caucus of the Republican members of the

Legislature of
ben E. Fenton
Senator, by 52
Mr. Morrill

New York, held on Saturday,Reu.
was nominated for United States
votes against 40 for E. D. Morgan.
has withdrawn from the contest

Evarts

has

issued

instruc.

tions to all District Attorneys in the United States,
ordering them to discontinue proceedings against
all persons accused of treasonable offences.
The United States Supreme Court has orderéd

the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
fo restore Mr. Joseph H. Bradley to the right
of practice before it, of which he was deprived

by an order Sh dudge shes

ko
1867.

hn

i

in

parts that are rusty
rust is all removed;

with this liquid until the
then wash it off and rub it

“CHICAGO CLAIMS to be the greatest live-stock
market in the world, and supports her claim by
some very large figures. The number of head of

in the market

from rusting and the wood

from

decay,

and in

cold weather it is a useful lubricating oil. We
find it absolutely essential to keep on hand several sizes of carriage bolts. With these and a
brace, anda set of bits,nearly all ordinary fractures can be easily repaired.
Itisa great convenience, also, to have a vise, and to keep on hand
-anassortment of uncut nuts, with'the tools for

making the thread in them and also on the bolts
All these things can be obtained at a hardware
store, and a farmer who buys them will never
regret it. But if itis necessary to take anything
to the blacksmith’s shop, now is the time to do
it, and when it is repaired, clean off the rust, paint
it with linseed oil, and put it away for use in the
spring.
Ifthe farmer or his son would go over
allthe implements, machinery, wagons hay-racks,

The com-

THE CURRENT number of Packard's Monthly
has an article by the surviving Pollard, fa which
he makes the confident statement that ghe bulk'of
the valuable documents of the rebel government,
including the correspondence of Jefferson Davis,
exists to-day in concealment; that many days be-

fore the fall of Richmond there was a careful selec-

tion of important papers, -espeeially those in the

office of the President, and letters which involved

tain’ ay

Window

lo bn Telioved from duty 15 Amis

Com.

forth a good

transparent

deal like wet

SY

—

There is a tact in devising ornaments for the
sitting room and an aptness in caring for growing things that cannot be taught to any one as

the multiplication table.

But it ix a elear duty of

all housekeepers to learn every art they can for
making home pleasant.
The watching and. taking an interest in birds and plants is worth much’
to the children.
Here are some hints from the
Plowman, that will help some of our readers to
pretty sitting voom adornments:
Ivy may be trained about your picture frames,
to creep over the mantle and windows, or form
a border of the paper around the room, close to

substance,

to assist Be

rt

by

“loss; or mutilation—uot to be broughtto light till

those who could be harmedby the revelation have
| passed AWAY,

the ceiling.

The most

brilliant flowers

do

not

er in a hyacinth

watfi-glass,

is another

original

and very effectual flower vase.
For hanging
vases, you can make for yourself highly ornamen-

tal ones.

Bread-baskets,

sea-sh®lls,

with three

holes drilled for a cord, are very pretty; a common wooden chop-basin covered with little knotted branches, gnarled joints, dried fungi, &ec., the
whole highly varnished, is as picturesque and ornamental a vase as can be desired.

Variety in Food. Wanted.
a

——

The farmer raises food for other people, but
oftentimes docs not cater wisely for him olf.
There is much just reflection upon farm life ih
that old miserly maxim first uttered as a sarcasm :

“Sell

brown

sugar.

cannot eat, give to the pigs.”

not believe thrift1i
lies in this direction.

We

more

ducers of food are entitled to the best their farms

afford, and in the long run’ this is the true econ-

omy.

One secret of the strong drift of our farm-

He has all the

fruits and vegetables in their season, and in the
.
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Hard Milking Cows.
We

|.

expenditure of muscle, when no disposi-

extra.

43

Eat

tion to hold up is manifest. ' The cause is generally found in a defective: formation of the teats,
the milk ducts being obstructed or contracted.

Green Winier

State

cow

e Co¥h 55
@ .
Rue ik primets a .
est ordina
6.

started a little and then stood still. A few drops
of blood followed the cut only. I then operated
on the other teat with the same result. Another young cow that came of the above-mentioned
had lost one quarter of her bag, and milked so
hard from one teat that the stream of milk was
no larger than a small knisting-needle.
With
the same success I operated upon that.

CHEESE
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be thoroughly blended together, The water added is just suflicient to liberate the caustic alkalies,
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who-

can,

with

a few hours

of

attention,

raise a Tribune Club and secure the history. Almost
any one who wishes can now obtain it by giving a
few hoursto procuring subscriptions for THE TRIBUNE, among his friends and neighbors, and we hope
many will be incited to do so. The work will be
promptly forwarded, prepaid, by express or by mail,
on receipt of the required subscriptions.

TERMS OF THE TRIBUNE:

DAILY

TRIBUNE, Mail Subscribers, $10 per annum,
SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE :
.
Mail Subscribers, $4 per annum. Five copies or

History i for $116, 40 copics and Greeley's History.
WEEKLY TRIBUNE :
Mail Subscribers, $2 per annum; 5 copies, $9; It
copies to one address, $15; 10 copies and Greeley’s History
to one address, $20; 21 copies, fo one address, $25;
20 copies and the History, to one address, $31; 50 copies, fo one address, $569; 60 copies and the History, to
one address $56; 11 copies, to names of subscribers, $16;
10 copjes, fo names, with one copy of the History,
$21; 21 copies,
to names, $27; 20 copies,
fo names, “with
one copy of History, $33; 60 copies, fo names, $55;50
copies, to names, with one copy History, $61.
The money must, in all cases, be received at one

time, and the papers be sent to one Post-Office.
Friends wishing to secure the History on these terms
must send the Clubs precisely as we have stated them.
SEMI:WEEKLY and WEEKLY subscriptions must not be
mized in one Club, when made up to secure the History."
Terms,

cash in advance.

2w2

Address THE Trine NE- New York.
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American

ALMANAC,
FOR 1869,
BY

JA. J.

SCHE)I.

HISTORICAL DEPARTMENT: Proceedings of the important Methodist, Protestant, Xpiscogal, Baptist,

>resbyterian, Lutheran, Congregtional,
Reformed,
Unitarian, Universalist and other denominational

@ 2 35

Meche}
the Papal letters relating to the
menical
council; articles on the Evangelical

ance; the Temperance Cause,

MISSIONARY

DEPARTMENT:

ete,

Condition and

wcuAlli-

progress

of every missionary fleld, as well as the operations
of all thie Missionary Societies,
STATISTICAL DEPARTMENT:
Full information of
every division of the Christian World as well as the
Non-Christian Religions.
.
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT; The state of Education in our own and foreign countries, and General
Summary of Importwnt Educational I ‘ntelligence,

a
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stone, drab, olive or ream,

the Cows.
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to suit. the pe

of ov

consumer. I is valuable for
Houses, Bans,
Fences,
Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Jmploments Canal Boats, Vessels and
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Ships’ Bottoms Cinvas; 4Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it

One would think that any iid heastal man,
when he sees how grateful this operation is toa

‘ being

Price 50 Cents. —Orders receivedat this OMce.
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North. American
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¥ Ha Chess, The

Messrs, D. J, DEMERITT \& Co.
Gents,—For tho last ten yearsor have heen a great
sufforer from abl rrh, 0130 hel until I used your
omedy for that dinonde.
en I commenced using
deat and had lost allsense of smell
1 AA ru
lly well as ever I could, and my sense
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it
the best remedy in the world for the Cutarrh, and as
such earnestly recommend 4 ise all.
SR
H. LAMB
|
This testimonial is a i aA:
at we daily

Fire an
Floor
Oil
fran
hg
used35000
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bis. th Kloths,
fone
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and as a paint for any
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T
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1bs,, which will supply a farmer for manent rel
to come,
Warranted in all gon | above...
hor ida ated
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ar which gives full particul,
None
nuine unless brandediw a trade mark,
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cow, would be willingto spend a few moments
daily in carding her, It pays as well to clean a
cow as a horse. All who have fairly tried it find
great benefit from the operation. And yot not
one farmer in a hundred makes it a practice to
use the card or curry-comb in the cow-stable.
We know stupid men who laugh at the idea as a

‘

HISTORY
n
OF

3 | ECCLESIATSICAL & EDUCATIONAL

AINTS for FARMERS and others.~The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
est, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
conts well put on, mixed with pure Linseed oil, will
last 10 or 10 years; it is of a light Lok
or betiful
tg green, le
chocolate color, and can be changed

for all kinds of roots. It will be feudy for use in
a week after, ie is made.

in winter,

and

A SURE CURE FoR

of a fertilizer of inestimable value. A gill of this
mixture, placed in a hill of corn, will work wonders: Iu is excellent for garden vegetables, and

pail unless this matter is attended to, cpl

full

and 782 pages respectively, to clubs, on terms stated
below, This history has received from all quarters
the highest commendations for accuracy of statement and fullness of detail. It is substantially bound,
and must be deemed a valuable addition to any library
These volumes should be placed in every Schopl
District library in the land, and éach school contains

this way the most valuable constituents of the
bone can be made immediately available, and the
addition of potash and soda aids in the formation

mere notion of some fancy farmer.

his

features. of in-

asd foreign interest, together,

‘anELEvs

U. 8. Seven-Thirties, 3d BCTIGEss rsa rare cornnans
UB. Ten-Forties..co.eiciveividuivine,
eees J06Y
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, HY TR
RA
Ih dy

potash and soda, and these act upon the gelatine
of the bone, dissolving the little atoms, forming
a kind of soap, and fitting it for plant atiment. In

of

lly printed reports of the markets, will be farnished from week te week, and at a lower price than
that of any other newspaper in America.
By pursuing this policy THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE has attained
its present commanding influence and circulation,
and we enter upon the new year with an assurance
to our readers that no pains and no expense will be
spared to give it still greater usefulness and power,
and to make it a yet more welcome visitor to svory
firesie in the land.

«48 3: i

American old Adaniennisiiesens
U. 8. Five-Twenties, 1867. LLL

science

the farmer, as showing the progress of agriculture
Jn other countries ; editorial essays on
topics of

WHEAT,

AND

the

partsof the world—some of them of rare interest to

PrimeCakes....13% @ i
Barrels........ 12 @..

Sheep
Goro

the War.

class.
Reviews of new publications, and of what is
new in music and the fine arts; letters from different

Flax per b..
TALLOW.

Ohi

of

n it unites with agriculture other

New York ¥ i AT 0.

In Hogs
Tierces...

CLUBS,

Lo and profit. THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE contains
a summary of all that appears in THE DAILY and
SEMI-WEEKLY editions, while in addition itis made to
address itself to the wants of the great farming

WOOL.

4

FORM

the progress constantly made in

Bimothy,,

White,¥# bush 2 26

York.....

TO

‘calling, can afford to neglect the advantages of a
newspaper like THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, especially

Clover ..

Ex Stat¥bar 6 40 @ 775
State sup.....5 70 @ 6 10
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The Journal of Chemistry says that one of the
very best fertilizers used upon the farm for all
the cereal grains and root crops may be made in
the following manner:
Take one barrel of pure, finely ground bone,
and mix with a barrel of good wood ashes; during the mixing add, gradually, about three ‘pailsful of water,
The heap. may be made upon the
floor of an out-building or upon the barn floor;
and by the use of a hoe the bone and ashes must

Card

TIME

MR. GREELEY purposes to write, during the yoar

Western, he
inbest 66@g17

—

IS THE

1869, an elementary work om Political Economy,
wherein the policy of Protection to Home Indystry
will be explained and vindicated. This work?
will
first be given to the public through successive issues
of THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE, and'will appear in all
its editions—DAI1LY, SEMI-WEEKLY, and WEEKLY,
The work will contain the best results of the observations and study of a lifetime, and, as the question
of Protection to American Industry concerns our
entire people, it willbe looked for with great interest.
In addition to this work. by Mr. Greeley, TH¥ TRIBUNE has engaged George Geddes, one of the best
and most successful farmers in the country, and
other able writers on Agricultural subjects to write
regularly for its columns, The American Institute
Farmers’ Club will continue to be reported in THE
SEMI-WEEKLY and WEEKLY TRIBUNE. No farmer
who desires to-till the soil with profit, and to know

4 75 8.5 CO

PORK.
Meeg ¥ bbl..25
Prime. .
3! Hams, salted 15
Hams smok’d19
POTA’

Newspaper.

Greeley’s History

ARLEY.
& Can..210 g 2 35
BEANS.

hand, inserted the point very gently to the milk
passage, and then, without fear or trembling,
gave a sudden thrust of the knife in the right

Good

Family

Economy.

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, Jan 13, 1868.
APPLES.
MAPLE SUGAR.
Dried ..... ps sand
lil AB spans nan
assanssine 0@..

knife, gave it a keen edge, took the teat in my left

A

Great

over,$3 each; 16 copies, $45. For $39, 10 copies, .
and Gredley’s History ; for $63, 20 copies and Greeley's

do.
8.box

ed so hard from hind teats as to make the operation slow and very fatiguing
to the milker.
He
adds :—** By the aid of a probe I ascertained that
the obstruction was at the lower end of the teats ;
I therefore thought alittle surgical skill might remove the evil. I took a very narrow-bladed

CHEAPEST.

Horace Greeley on Political

Fine X....... 00

Dry

ing but poverty prevents him from enjoying all of fact, no cow can give the best resdlts at the

that the farm sends to market.
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perfect

effected. The

AND

— “Conflict,” by ea

and beautiful than a carver could execute ina
week of constant and patient labor.—XN, Y, Sun.

do

The pro-
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The

tion of a mantel-piece—he molds anything and
everything with equal ease, beauty, and accuracy; and when the form is taken from the mold,
ernament
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Refined
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ment—a keystone, a vase, a pedestal, or the see-

what you can; What you cannot sell, eat;

what you

re
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8882288
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very

into the mold. It matters not whether the mold
is a rosette, a diamond, a flower, or a leaf orna-

direction, and the cure was

48

Clover Rotthers M

Nos. 8 to 12. 0X
Nos.18tol7..12%
Nos.18to 20.13%
Cuba Muscovado.
: | Porto Rico....uvs
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substanee is called “ pug.” It 1s very plastic, and
works as easily in the hand as wet clay or putty.
Each molder has a quantity of the “ pug” placed
in a boxon the end of his work-bench, from
which he takes handfuls as he requires it to press

the product is a plastic

G0

Flint, in its chem-

A correspondent of the New England Homestead
states that he had a valuable young cow that milk-

Plants- for Winter.

utter,
Vermont. .~eeidb

it.is reduced
by evaporation ‘in pans till it reaches the proper consistency. It is then mixed with
sand in a mill, from which the mixture comes

order, it would not only greatly lessen the black-

ing Populagion toward the city lies in the furmdo not all
supplying its western armies fora whole year er’s
«Children crave a variety of_ good,
{from the granaries and magazines of the North. wholesome food, aud enough of it, and any stint
Sach important letters and other sacret papers he of it is certsin to be remembered. when they
insists are at this moment kept in a manner and come to shift for themselves, The citizen always
place which render them secure against discovery, has a variety of food within his reach, and noth-

oF the rireof Wak, Gon

da—a thick, viscid,

The

: how
care

much like glue. If it is too thin when first made,

todls, ete., paint them, oil and tighten the boltsy
and see that everything is strong and in good

give so pretty an effect to a room as a thrifty,
climbing ivy.
Wandering Jew, Myrtle, &e.,grow
well when hung in the window, andthe effect of
than Bunker Hill Monument and lacking 21 feet the gracefuly drooping sprigs is extremely pleas.
of the altitude of Trinity steeple.
It will cross ing, both outside the house and in it.
East River with a single span of 1,690 feet, and
Turnips and carrots scooped out, filled with
133 feet above high tide. In its total length, 3,862 earth, planted with canary seed or chicken weed,
feet,it will be surpassed only by theVietoria bridge -and suspended by strings in the window ,are very
of Montreal, which is 6,600 feet long, but lies near
pretty.
The leaves sprout from the root, underthe water and rests on 24 solid abutments,
The
neatl:, and the plants spring from the seed, simspan of the Niagara Suspension Bridge, 821 feet,
ultaneously.
Beside the pretty effect,your birds
is but about half that of the Brooklyn bridge.
if you keep them, can have a feast through the
The largest span of the Mcuai Tubular Bridge
winter upon vegetation.
is but 459 feet, and.it lacks 220 feet of the length
A common pine cone planted in its sey eral crevand 27 feet of the hight of the East River Bridge.
ices with canary seed, and Placed half-way in watThe Wheeling bridge over the Ohio, which blew

down in 1854, had a span of 1,010 feet.

03

are common brown or white sand, soda, flint,
chlorine, and calcium. The flint, which is the
cementing agent, is melted by being stibjected to

painful

tinguised thefite.

Southern yel.1

Western mx'd .

dry. Then smear it over with crude petroleum ical - constitution, is anacid, and like all other
or some other cheap oil, and next spring you “acids readily combines with an alkali. Combined
will be saved from the loss and annoyance of | with soda, the flint (silica) forms a silicate of so-

clogging.
Every farmer should buy a barrel of
petroleum, and use it freely on all his wagons,
machines, implements, ete. It will keep the iron

Silona
dried,».11 @.. B
ced.....00
@..
- do, new¥bbi2 00 e 5 ®

Corn, ¥ 56 bs

cisely similar to the strata ahd ledges beneath the

heat in connection with soda.

A

REXEEE

‘a mimture of one part, sulphuric acid and” two
parts water. Rub the mold-board and other

a “20x
8.
Bee
a. J

Beans, ¥ bush,
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IT IS CHEAP BECAUSE ITS CIRCULATION
IS LARGER THAN THAT OF ANY.
OTHER NEWSPAPER.

S828u388
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Hand emokédiric
savivense
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2

repaired.

and three-horse eveners. Itisa great advantage
to have an extra set®of these on hand.—Am,
Agricuneria,
-

“of Toutslan a writes that
that State did not at all

taritf
tar
men in: Congr

and

animals whose milk is drawn: with a great and.

confidences in the North and in Europe, and that
these were secretly conveyed out.of Richmond,
and
deposited in a'place where they remain conshow the lonest will of the people,
“ and that
to allow it to go as the’ expressed Will o pt cealed to this time, and probably will not be un“people
——.
be an outrage upon ablican ine earthed inthis generation. Mr. Pollard mentions
of d bingle seerét documhent which he has
ire
ruinous
5
to good government there the gabe
i
once permitted to seein Rich
wheérein'cerGovernor
Ahe recent election

be overhauled

G

amine the plows, and if they have been neglected | éarth, that have required ages of aqueous and igand are rusty, wash off sll the dirt, and then
neous action to form them. The process is strictapply,with a swab fastened on the end of astick,
ly scientific and chemical.
The materials used

The winter is also the time to make whiffle-trees,

mon council of Brooklyn has voted
to take
$3,000,000 of its stock, and the council of New
for the United States senatorship in Maine.
The President has referred a petition for the ' York voted last week to subscribe $1,500,000.
pardon of Mr. Mudd to the Audmey-General The whole expense is estimated at $8,000,090in
currency.
for gonsideration.
Attorney-General

mer should

Mess, best.29
do.other br..

Ap-

REDUCED.

LARGEST

NOW

..

|. During the winter every implement and machine that will be required next spring and sum-

bears

THE NEw. bridge proposed between New York
and Brooklyn will be the mightiest structure of
its kind in the world, and one of the greatest
achievements of mechanical science. The two
main cables will be suspended from towers which
are 263 feet above high tide, being 42 feet higher

MISCELLANEOUS,

.

:

Bunch, ¥ box...

Making stone is a business in St. Louis.—
There is a concern there which makes, out of
common sand, a mantel equal to one of white
marble, and sells it for about ten dollars.
The
sand in a few hours is converted into rock pre-

drivers were obliged to shoot them.

Messrs, Judd, Butler and others sup-

late hour.

Af.PeaNuts.. 2

Blue¥ cask . ..

—

ported’ it, and Messrs. Washburne, Sypher and
others opposed it. A motion to lay it on the table, which would have killed it directly, was lost
by seven majority, then by twenty-one majority
it was killed indirectly by a recommittal.
It will
not be reached ‘again at the present session. Both
Houses adjourned until Monday.

ing hour on the bill to establish at Washington a
great institution for the blind, and finally killed
"it by a decisive majority. The Niagara ship canal bill then came up, and was debated until a

Citron

eme
Lemons, ¥box 2
00

- In almost all herds of cows will be found some

received

Southern,sup.
extras

Stone.

and no little annoyance next spring and summer.

live-stock of all kinds

medium do. 8

choice do. wih

better be stewed

smith’s bill, but would save much precious time

during the year 1868 was 2,304,099; of these,324,
524 were cattle, 1,706,782 were hogs, 270,875
sheep, and the rest horses and mules.
The shipments during the same time slightly exceeded
1,300,000 head.
There were unloaded there 54,
456 car-loads of live freight, and 83407 loads were
shipped to other points in 1868. The total value
of sales is estimated at $65,000,000.

the Senate.
It probably will not be heard of
again this session.
The House spent the morn-

———

76

com.extras..6

So if the meat

sheep. Hundreds of them in passing over the
charred districts had their feet so burned the

lected along the mountain streams in surprising
numbers, and were
at the mercy of panthers,
wolves, and hunters.
The rains have now ex-

difficulty, and

.

THE BURNING of the forests in Eastern Oregon
this season caused the death of many thousand

some to the effect that she did not own the house

the committee

it hhd

Artificial

Fix up the TRlomenis

given.

and wolves feasted on mntton. Deer and elk col-

inextricable snarl, the like of which Was hardly
ever before seen. Somebody cut the knot of ‘the

‘at all tough,

Canada,superb

——

have been

The

medium do, +8 00
choice do..

in:

dwhile by itself; them add the potatoes cut in
thick eliceg, the onions and pepper and salt. It
isto be served very hot, as ‘it is apt to be very
rich with fat, and mutton fat hardens readily.
This is, of course; not a dish for those who cannot tolerate fat; but most persons who take
much exercise in cold weather actually need a
good share of fatty food.— Exchange.

ural an Homestic.

newly

troops occupied Decatur, and

that the troops destroyed. It seemed for an hour
that the case would have to go over until next
week, and Mr. Wade, by his rulings on points of
order, got the Senate into a most amusing and

appears

|’

half of the purchases for the Boston Public Library

sorbed a good part'of the gtavy.

Glue...... esessold

2, 1869,

Sec’y Trustees.

THE GREAT FARMERS’ PAPER,
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Tur PiArER oF THE ProrrE.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE FOR
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‘Washburne of Illinois got the floor on it for toMOITOW.
On Friday, the Senate spent the whole day on

°

the cooking; the meat must be thoroughly done,
so as to leave the bone readily (for picking is a
part of the pleasure in kati
the stew), and the
potatoes must be cooked to that point at which
they are just readyto go to!pieces and have ab-

powergto

THE

5. i

opposed

generally

judgment. i§ required

Varnishes ....1

Pulls scvsenisered

Cut the neck into chops, and wash if bloody.
Two and a half pounds of mutton require eight
good-sized potatoes, four small onions, and a

Now

5.0, Peis
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York,
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FrenchYellow xa,

toothsome thing. Many compounds called by
the name are not the real thing, and we have
seen heterogeneons mixtures of beef and various vegetables served as Irish'stew.
You can no
more make Irish stew out of beef than you can
make pea soup of pebbles.
Mutton is the basis;
beef makes a good stew, but it isn’t ¢‘ raale Irish.
Then this stew is not only good but economical,
is the part

yee

New Hampton, N. Hs Jan. 1, 1889.

Bs

it, and Mr.

of New

Ticking assssrne Ne. « 25

preferred.

HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
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quart of water.

leseseannan
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Spring Term begins February
ly earl
the Princi
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Stew.

as the neck pieee 6f mutton

1

wo

Mr. Paine, of Wisconsin, supported

every-

do not care to attempt it.

her

Irish

:

If women do not

to it, she increases

NO.

:

purdd
pure . 3g.

Grown

On a cold winter’s ddy, an Irish stew is a very

protect herself, and man’s power, to protect both
himself and her.
So soon as she makes her labor interchangeable with that of man, she reduces herself, and the man with whom she is
associated, to- helpless instruments of him who
employs them.”

The latest advices from Cuba report the defeat
liams and Howard spoke.against the bill. Mr.
Sawyer, of South Carolina has the floor for to- of Count Valmaseda, the chief of the government
morrow on the same subject.
The concurrent troops, and a riot in Havana occasioned by an atresolution giving-the rotunda and old haH of rep- tempt of the police to seize some arms intended
resentatives was; after debate, killed by yeas 22 , | for the revolutionists.
nays 31. The House spent two hours upon Genrr
—
pe CI +l
——
eee
. eral Bank’s protectorate scheme, and had a very
Paragraphs.
lively debate in which a good many members
THE CALIFORNIANS look with contempt upon,
participated, General Butler being the only one
‘“ They will do very well,”
who! supported it with any vigor. The resolu- the new velocipede.
‘tion was then tabled by a vote of 122 to 37. The saysan editor, ‘for Paris, where many people
Alaska territorial bill then came in at the hands cannot afford to keep horses, and could not ride
of Mr. Ashley, of Ohio, and was at once attack- them very well if they did. But they will never
ed by Mr. Washburne and otherson the ground do in California, where boys of ten years of age
that there was no occasion to have a government ride full-grown horses at the top of their speed
up: there at present.
Mr. 'Washburne said it around the streets. How would a man who has
would cost $50,000 or $60,000 yearly, and be: of felt his blood stirred by a 10-mile dash™in a
no sort of use. Mr. Ferris thought that we had California saddle feel on finding himself trundbetter give somebody
$7,200,000 to take the ling himself through the streets like a schoolcountry off our hands, and several other mem- boy? We would as soon think of riding a
bers seemed of this opinion.
The bill was killed broom handle or a rocking hobby horse.”
so effectually that there were not enough mourn»
Or THE five libraries in this country having
ers to get the yeas and nays. Mr. Clarke of Kanover 100,000 volumes, three are in Boston .and
sas read a long written speech in committee of
Cambridge.
First is the Library of Congress,
the whole, and the Niagara shipdcanal bill was
with 175,000 volumes; the second, the Boston
then taken up.
On Thursday, the Senate spent the greater part Public Library, with its 145,000 volumes: then
of the day in debating Mrs. Murphy’s claim, but successively the Astor, Harvard College, and
allowed, Mr. Morrill of Vermont to speak an Boston Atheneum. With the exception of the
the Boston Public Library
hour against the renewal of the Canadian reci- library of Congress,
growing.
The
procity treaty.
The House was engaged for a has the greatest facilities for
couple of hours with bills from the territorial Athenzum has 100,000 volumes, the next largest,
committee, only one of which was of any special the State Library, 58,500, and there are four
others containing
over 10,000 volumes. The
importance.
This was for solving the Mormon
question by dividing up Utah territory among Boston Public Library has increased 8,800 volthe surrounding territories. It went over for umes in the past year, ‘nearly four times the
two weeks, and the Niagara ship canal bill then yearly gain of the Astor or Harvard College.
came up. Mr. Van Horn, of New York, and The library of Congress has shown for three
years past an annual gain of 28,000. About one
Humphrey,

holding

gall 0
Lead,Red Am.. 11

seo

up, and Messrs. Wil-

and

A Paris paper says the municipal elections in
Spain resulted in-a victory for the Republicans.
They carried seventeen capitals and provinces and
divided the representation in many others, while
the monarchists carried only Madrid, Gerona and
Pampeluna among the impertant towns.
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Mr Burlingame and his embassy

ashamed

glory of the farm be made to culminate in the fine
specimens of men and women it produces.

An

NEW
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ring certain suits from State to the United States]
courts, which was finally passed. The necessity
for it lay in the fact that State courts in the South
will not deal fairly with northern suitors..; Sue

case then came

of the conference advises. Turkey to modify in
some respects its ultimatum to Greece, and the
government of the latter country is counseled: to
accept’ that portion of the ultimatum which refers to Cretan affairs:

inently kind reception in Paris.

.On Wednesday, in the Senate, the morning
"hour was chiefly occupied with the bill transfer-

Murphy’s

The declaration

ar aycad

But this is a less

which one is

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

and conthae 18 Weeks. v

Reftieq dor, 1
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the

The cable despatches state that the conference
for the settlement of the Eastern question is on

away,

The SPRING TERM at this Institution will com-

esses

laid on

they

to come

iS

offer, and which no one accepts a second time.
The physical man should be keptin the best
condition by a varied and generous diet, and the

preach, or practice law or medicine, it appears to

be only because

forget

SEMINARY.

mence Thursday, Jan. 28, and contiunue ten weeks,
For any information d
» Sddrese the Prineipal, ARTHUR GIVEN,
PER Onna,
Lewiston, Jan. 1859.
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evil than a hospitality

The result of all this, Dr. Holland, who is now
abroad, thinks is wholly bad—is “simply the
universal degradation of men, and women too.”
He says ‘‘the whole
laboring population of
Switzerland are in the hands of the’ capitalists,
simply because the service of men and women is
interchangeable.
The laboring classes have
gained nothing and lost everything,by putting indiscriminately into every field of labor the labor
of their women.”
And he,sums up with the
judgment: * If there were not a natural sphere
of labor for women, it would be her true policy
to establish one arbitrarily. By making a sphere

FOREIGN.

the point of closing its sessions.

business with their husbands.

a

"do

Sea

after considerable discussion,
table.

States, which,

to put

Their guests sometimes

when their visits are finished.

where—in shops, ih the fields, and in the markets. They are the sextons of churches.
They
sometimes carry the hod. They are partners in

pier in the

know
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by the United

a brick

we

fry
w

and San Domingo

the neglect

upon

there

farmers

STATE
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phy relief bill was discussed. In the House Mr.
Butler introduced a currency bill. The credentials of J. S. Casement, delegate from Wyoming
territory, were. introduced and referred.
Mr.
‘Ashley introduced a bill for a territorial government for Alaska.
Mr. Banks reported the joint
resolution proposing the protection of Haytien

was

size

Women work

Many

us this advertisement of their business.
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. 88
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Northern Pacific R. R. for less money than it is
proposed for the U. S. to give. The Mrs. Mur-

full

than to the former,

cook and enjoy it.

give

JAVA cera nealS

-

cap stone of
cellar.

way except for crime, and also a bill giving to all

ill-

ve

cause of the accident

whole.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a memorial of capitalists was presented, offering to construct the

. to vote shall not be defied or abridged in any

Coarse,

42
50

a:

acted on, and put through the committee of the

A large number of bills were

introduced and referred. Mr. Boutwéll reported
from the Judiciary committee a new amendment
to the Constitution, that the right of any citizen

shabbily.

B82LRERIERT

at Rochester, N. Y., on the 6th inst., a portion
of the second floor fell, carrying with it more
than three hundred persons, eightof whom were
instantly killed, and about fifty wounded.
The

plished a good deal.of business, the most important item of which was the repeal of the tenure

dress

a bad card for a shoemaker,

whiningin_tone,
and | -The--pr
food
oduc
should ers.
show us how
of
to |
In India and Burmah,.

in all national elections, saying he would not call
them up for discussion until the middle of next
week.
The naval appropriation bill, which gives
$2,000,000 less than was given last year,’ was then

occurring, and

to

06

having a metallic twang. ~

The Hon. John P: Stockton has - feceived the
democratic nomination of United States senator
from New Jersey.

dfford

fitting boots are

Bolla

0

citizens without regard to color the right to vote

constantly

that legislation of some kind is absolutely necessary to remedy this state of things. Referred to
the committee on Judiciary. The House accom-

[}
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TOW

“Virginia, on Friday, Jan. 8th.

the voice is not powerful, but shrill, soft, and
feminine ; that of the inhabitants of the hills is
more robust’ than that of the inhabitants of the
General Lovell H. Rousseau, United States plains. The European nations possess strong,
Army, commanding in Louisiana, died in New powerful, sonorous, clear voices. .“The Germans
Orleans, late on Thursday night, Jan. 7th.
‘| possess the most powerful voices'in Europe, but
Sir
One of General Sheridan’s aides-de-camp has not as powerful as those of the Tartras.
informed his chief that Brevet-Colonel Evans of Duncan Gibb, Vice-President of. the London
the Third Cavalry has captured a Camanche vil- Anthropological Society, has- ade these obser.
lage of sixty lodges with a loss of three men vations,
wounded.
No Indians were killed.
IN SWITZERLAND no difference whatever is
While a festival and concert was Being held in made in general labor between women and men,
the schoolhouse of St. Peter and St. Paul’s church except that higher wages are given to the latter

are

cannot

THE CHINESE and Japanese possess voices of
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make a certain class of citizens vote

John

tonishing,
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“‘as—been—used-to“ion men 7 TRtmdation
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thus revealed, is becoming more and more

Senator Stewart of Nevarda. has been nominated for re-election.
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__bossibile to bring to justice the murderers of Un-

and construct the facades of seyeral hundred
palaces. The magnificence of ancient Rome, as

For the week ending, Jan. 13, 1868.

WORD.

In the rural districts of that state; that it is im-

and corn meal cooked in some formis a perpetual
feast. Now, there is no reason in the world
why the farmer should not be the best fed man
in the community. He ought to be, as an advertisement of his business, A tailor, of all men,

to adorn a city,

cascseasce
Pt pt pd #

sufficient quantity are uncovered

“Murphy's claim without taking any action there- ‘all that has occurred, it sounds oddly enough,
on.
Mr. Frelifighuysen presented a petition that the Republilcans should have complete suec“from the citizens of Georgia, setting forth that it cess at an election in Florida.
is impossible for an avowed Union man to live

Sear © pte»
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2000: majority. Ife was the
Notwithstanding

On Monday the Senate spent the time on Mrs. regular Republican candidate.

Adbuisements.
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Florida,

has

Markets*

SER

from

CONGRESSIONAL,

Hamilton

The

best condition in which he canget them. He has
THE EXCAVATIONS of the Emporium Romanim in Rome, are constantly bringing to light |fish and flesh in great yariety, and his appetite
is never cloyed. But upon the farm, where the
new treasures of ancient art. Blocks of rare
marble of every-color are found in this quarry of best of every thing is produced, salted meats are
antiquities in immense numbers. Already a too often the staple provisions the year round,

Texas,

and Gen. Canby assigned to-that duty.

g
®

missioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau for
Col.

;

20, 1869.
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